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Human Security in Sudan: Executive Summary 

1. Introduction 

On October 26,  1.999,  Nfinister of Foreign Affairs, Lloyd Ax .worthy and the Minister for 
International Co-opet`atiori, Maria Muma arinouneed several ganadian initiativcs to btilster 
international efforts backing a negotiated settlement to the 43-year civil war in Sudan, includirig 
the announcement of an assessment mission to Suda.rf to examine allegatiOns about hurnati rights 
abuses, including the practice of slavely: 

There are few other parts of  the  viforIO'_ where human security is,so lacking, and where the need 
for peace and security - precursors to sustainable development - iS Soproriourieed. (1  anada's. 
gorrirnitrnent'to human Security, particularly the protection of civilians in'ar -rned conflict, 
pros ides a clear basis for its ,invOlvernent  in  Sulu' and its Support for the peaco,pincess. 

Charm Offensive, or Sims of Progress? 

Following the -visit .to Khartoum of an  EL!  Mission, a .political dialogue Was launched bY the 
Eurippean Union on Noverriber 11 1999, The EU  was Of the view that there:has been sufficient 
progress in Sudan to warrant a renewed dialogue. In this view, therelas been a pôsitive change, 
and it is necessary to encourage the Sudanese, and push thern`further where there is,need_ iris the 
view of the EU that the human rights situatiori has improved but needs further improvement. 

This view echoes, in part, that of the UlNi Special Rapporteur, Leonardo Franco, who'has said that 
the COS has adopted - son:1'e measures deserving recognition and international support, Foremost 
among these must be the ne w Constitution, vvhich the GOS› , Talisman executives, and others, say 
pratects the rights of the Sudanese people, including their rig,ht to properly shared oil re7/ -enues. 

Mandate 

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd M(worthy has frequentlY spoken out against the impact of the 
civil war in-Sudan on human security in that country, and lie  strongly reiterated his concerns 
regarding the conflid- and the human rightS Situation during an-reefing with  the  Sudanese 
Minister of Foreign  Affairs in New York in Septenibcr 1999. The two munsters also discussed 
the role.of the oit sector in SudaiL An AssessMent Mission was agreed  on  mandated to 

a) independently investigate human right's violations, specifically in refererice to allegations of 
slavery and slavery-like practices in Sudan, and 

h) to investigate and report on the alleged link between oil development and human rights 
violations, particuiztrly in respect of the forced removal of populations around the cFilfields and 
oil related cléveloPment. 



Human Rights and Slavery 

.Leonardo Franco. expressed,the view that "the war and thepeinieibus stratekies empleTed had 
'also reVived and exacerbated the problems:of slavery in the Sudan". and was concerned  about the 
Plight of internally displaced perséns, evidence that the war was being conducted in disregard of 
the principles of human rights, and the G-OS bore the lai  gest share, of responsibility ter 
violations. 

lvlike Dottridge, Direetot Anti=Slavery, the worId'S oldest international human rights 
campaign, said in an apped to Sudanese President Bashir early in [999 that"the realitY is that 
people be'ing :abducted from Conn-nullities in northern. Bahr al-Ghazal by government-backed 
militias are being exploited as slaves  in the  households of militiamen and Others." 

From UNICEF', from-the:Save the Children Fund, and fioni the Dinka Commhtec WhiCh has 
been  in the front-line ofattack against this abhorrent situation. we learnethat as many as 15,000 
worrien and children, mainly from Bahr El Ghazal, and trldst of them Dinka, have been abducted 
and remain captivit. 

Oil. and The Exacerbation of Conflict 

The October 26 Policy Statement on Sudan stressed that Canada is.deeply cencernecl ab,out 
reports of intense fighting the regions of oil  de. elOprnent andihat oil extraction may  be 

 contributing to the foreed relocation of civilian populations:residing in the vicinity of the oil 
fields in  the inter est of a more secure environment.  for oïl ektraction by the,GOS and its partners, 
whieh include Talisman Energy Inc, 

'talisman operates in the Fleglig--Pariang'areg,of South Kordofan and Western '[_JpperNïle or 
 Unity State. There are.allegations thai  people  were being foreibly displaced Érom this are& 

Violence, and the fear of it,  impact irrimediately on the people's use of the land. and resuh in food 
insecurity, which in turn propels movement, or displacement. 

The WM) is'convinced thatihe insecurity in Western Upper Nile, also,known - as [_Tnity State, 
o-wes everything to the initial fighting -between  militia  factions  over control of the oilfields'and 
the fighting around GOS garrison tovy:ris now that  the factions ha .-Te united "to start a full-se ale
war against:the export of the oil but of the South." 

The October  2 Pblicy Statement declared -that if it becomes evident that oil extraction  is 
 exacerbating the oonflict in Sudan, or reSulting in ‘,iolation.: of human rightS or Inurianitatian 

law;the G(,vernrnent of Canada may consider applying economic  and  trade restrictions. The 
Assessinent  Mission  to Sudan would.  "help 'inform the Government of Canada in their 
examination:of such options:." 
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Mis.gion 

The mission met in Khartoum, with CTOS,,opposition, human rights,,civil sodety and diplomatic 
representatives, as well as with displaced Southern Sudanese and the UN officiais trying to help 
them  In addition, visits were made to-oil pipeline sites north and south of Khartoum, and to 
Dilling,  in the lower teachés of theNuba Mountains. Thernission spent th.rce days at the .1-leglig 
operating base of the Greater Nile Petrcbleum Operating Company, eNpoc,,and from this base 
visited-a number of communities in thé vicinity. 

Locations in the south wcre ais° accessed from Lokichokkio, in northern Kenya, the operating 
hase of Operation Lifeline Sudan. This,humanitarian ép.erationis a oonsortiurn of the UN and 
major NGOS, and it organizes relief shiprnerits and other forms of assistance for °tien desparate 
eammunities in Sudan. 

An 1.1rgenit.IVIlatter 

South Sudan's Bahr Al Ghaial %vas the scene of a major famine in 1988,. and thousands.of people 
die& The UN Resident Co-ordinator for Sudan, Philippe Borel, issued, in October 1 999, a 
briefing note entitled 	 ertirig 	Potemmal Humamtrian Crisis: Western Lippet Nite: 
Another Bahr Al Gliazal?  

He is corivinced that a humanitarian disaster similar to the Bahr Al Ghazal famine has been 
brewing in linity state, Western Upper Nile, with the fighting there threatening.to.spiral out Of 

-control, 

2 Slavery  or Abduction: A pistinetion without a Differeuee? 

The opm allegation of slavery in Sudan-is not any sensational daim, whiCh can be criticized for 
inflation of numbers or ignorance of conirilexities Tt i a matter of record. It.is the continued 
assai.* on lives, and liberty of the Dinka people of Bahr El Ghazal by Arab raiders, the rnorahleen 
first arined by the GOS in 1985 and figuring, one way or anothér„. in the "var  Strategies'Of the 
GOS'today. 

The central question to which the Assessment Mission turned was whether the GOS has been 
"sponsoring" these raids against the Dinka and othets through thé practiée of"hiring" Baggara 
tribesmer4 In'effect the feared murahieen, as a protection force which takeS its payment not in 
cash or kind from the GOS but as booty;the goods and people they carrmakc Off with. 

Abhorrence of slavery is professed everywhere, including Sudan, where- we were strongly told, 
and nôtjust by the GOS, that slavery dcies not, and could not exist Foreign Minister Osman 
Ismail assured us lie would personally intervene in arly case of slavery brought to his attention. 
Ghazi Suleiman, -a deternained CritiC bf the ('OS, and a lawyer Who lias used the coUrts to free . 

 w °men and children frorn abduction, was equally insistent that there was no slavery. in Sudan. 
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UNICEF DOW follows the pracpce of the, UN Çoriirnission ;on Htiman Rights, and no longer uses 
the term Slavery, referring instead to Abduction. The contention over ten -ninology is not simply 
one of semantics„ but is an attempt hy .persOns rejecting the terni - Slavery to blunt the allegations 
of its e)çistence by raising instead the tribal practices of bluer and Dinka, whp have had à history 

reciprôcal raiding and 'abduction, 'Setting aside the debate over the wordused to describe it, the 
Assessment Mission was ooncerned with the practice itself, and there is ample eVidence that it is 
organized, and is accoriipanied by violence. And there is the end result:the wrongful use of a 
humark beingby another; one exercising "ownership" over another. 

UNICEF talked to us 'formally, and someof its:field workers and>those of other LIN bodies did 
soinformally; all were seripus-aboutbr.inzing to an end an ab) smal situation which-disfigures the 
lives of  so  man) people, particularly in Bahr El Ghazal but not  just there, 

The Bahr El Arab river, in its western reaches, effectively divide5 the Dinka to south frail' thé 
Arabs'to north. In 1985, an earlier GOS began to arm Arab militias„the rnurahleen, as a form of 
opposition to  the SPLA. This praCtice has mushroomed into, armed banditry and lawlessness at 
best, and the use of the raidingby the murahIeen against Dinka communities as  ,a war strategy at 
'wors t, 

Wewere told that there are really threedifferent phenomena in the Slavery/abductions issue. 
FirSt, there is armed and organized raidirig in which -the role of the GOS is not clear, and is likely 
complex Sometimes, we were infonned, the GOS provides arms, sometimes the groups of 
rnurahleen go off on their own. Tribal groups have been kriown to organize raids with 
"representatives" from other Arab eoups; returning with children, worrien,zmd cattle taken in 
these raids, all of them have had a con-mon celebration. 

Then there is the train which carries GOS supplies' from the north down through Awed and Wau 
in  Bahr El  Ghazal, down through conteSted territory. We belic‘ ,e,there is formal rec -ruittnent by 
the GOS of militia to 2uard the train from  possible SPLA attack. These murahleen then go out 

 from Che train and'attack villages suspected of supponing the'SPLA on the:way from Babanusa 
to Wau and back. Their booty consists not just of goods,lut also of  omen and.children. 

Finally, we were told  of joint punitive raids carried out by  the GOS and the murahleen, ‘vho, 
under the PoPular Defence Act, can enjoy status as state-vonsored militias, the PDF. 

The Committee on the Eradication of Abductions of Women and Children 

We met with,the new Cornmitteeon the Eradication of Abductions of Women and Children, and 
heard how this:group Sees the problem and hOw it should be 'addressed. 

We were then told thaL yes:there was speculation thàt there  have  been.abductions from the train. 
CEAWC held meetings in Aweil and Wau and developed a Mo-fold plan, There wOuld he 

i7i7orkshops  in \Vau, 'Babanusa.andAweil to ensure the murahleen and tribal chiefs understood the 
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illeffects of abduction and,  how it hurt Sudan's reputation. Next, the Aweil sub-committee wonld 
be told to prevent any child from boarding the train, but one 'elated problern was that not all 
children were abductees; some want to .travel to the north for. work. 

One official'expanded, §aying that the train needs prOtection as it passes through :rebel areas  and-
the rnurahleen who provide protection used to take: children to help then -i make tea during-the 

journey. There are:.stories of the tnurahleen giving families teaand sugar, in return for -glowing 
the children to serve tea and coffee to the murahleen along the way. 

We cannot give credence to "explanations!' such as this. It appeared.to us that the issue was not 
one of children "riding the train", but of theinirahleen using the train.as a base for raids and for' 
abducting children. It was  stresse 't  to us that the GOS is not involved with the muratileen, and 
their abductions  constitute a Crime taking place in areas not fully under GOS 'control', 

Where theGOS is fully in control, them is no problem, we Were told, The prioblein is instability. 
Until the war is ended, the GOS won't have control„ and-the  problem will persist. 

We were also confronted by the "cultural" explanation, the essence of which is that there are 
alWaYs fiets in this part,Of Sudsti; : both parties: raid, theyiake women and children, this is not 
Slavery, it is retribution and revenge. 

We kne‘v that CEAVVC had been created cFnly since May 1999, and that for ten years before that, 
a group of Dinka leaders had been working to  combat abductions 

\Ve were..later<ahe  to go 	 to a 
"safe house"  for abducted children in Khartoum, where they are housed prior to re-unification. 
There ‘vereahout 40 children present, and some had been there3 to 6 years. Others have been 
ihere only a matter of months.. 

ITN[CEF 

UNICEF wants to -advocate mass voluntary retrievals, and feels this can only succeed if the 
President, ininisters, offiçials, thé media, religious leaders, tribal leaders and intellectuals from 
the Baggara-all partidpate in a national effort to end .  abductiOn .  If such a mass movement were to 
be led by the Presiderit  and or  the First Vice President, UNICEF believes that 90°/o  of abductées, 
perhaps more than rhuoi:i children and wornen, would be retrieved within a few months. 

The point was  made that the President, the Minister of Justice, - and the Minister of. Foreign 
Affairs have never spoken publicly about Abductions. It was suggested that for them to dO so 
would be construed as admitting there was a slavery problem in Sudan. Certainly, when the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs told us he ‘i.,ould get involved in any slavery case, he was silent in 
respect of abductions. 
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We vverealso told there are CEAWC Members who see their role as being:to show that there is 
rn probleiti, and though we cannot judge whether this is so,  co-rne of the  views expressed>to us ,hy 
committee 'members seemed more related  tu dental  than dernonstratiVe coinnnitrnent, A case in 
point must be the argument that Dinka children willingly travel by train in Bahr El Ghaal to 
make tea. for _Arab Ruarclà. But the-fact that thé CEA:WC framework-  now exists surely means that 
international pressure matters in Sudan today, and this reality is heartening the UN workers in the 

- field. 

These wèrkers do not See abductions as the  result of "tribal figbts", and since 1986.  there have 
been no "tribal fights" as such between the Dinka and the Rizzegat  Nor  do they have eVidence 
that the Dinka-me -engaged  in  thiS practice of abduction into slave-like status.  UNICEF has 
asked for ,listssof abducted R3zzegat children,,•but have ne ver re -,ceiyed them, 

I--Iere it is gppropriate to, auknowleclgç that abduction has certainly figured irrrelations between 
Dinka: and Nuer, to the point where the GOS, and groups such as the Sudan Foundeion. have 
asked why,in the Wunlit Accords ibstered.by Christian church g-ibups,. is the practice terined ,  
"Abduction" but these same groups use "Slavery" when talkirig of Arab/Dinka abductions? 

It Sliôuld be said that this Dinka-Nuer abduction is done by both side% whiehnot only  impact S on 
how victims are tteated, but gives an invents to >efforts anned at ending the practice. Both sides 
have a stake in the success of such efforts. However, -  thee is ric pattern of Dinka abduction of 
Arab:women and children, and Only the  GO  S can make the rnurahleen see the need  tu  eradicate 
their practice of abductions. 

Yes, for consistency's sake, it is perhaps rnoreappropriate to refer to  Abduction  S wherever they 
. 0Cele in Sudan , and whoever they involve, which in no way lessons the moral and legal 
obligation on the GOS to eradicate, not condone, the practice_ 

Aweil and the infamous train lie  at  the root of this problem, aeçording to UNICEF.  The  COS 
does clearly have a responsibility, it is essentially a Government train,taking supplies to the 
ga-rrison maintained hy the GOS, and the rnutahleen  art  there on belie of the GOS, and should 
be controlled hy the GOS. One former political figure had only this to  sa y about GEAWC: if 
there is no change to the policy of engaging gleinurahiceir toguard  the train  but not paying 
thern,lhen how will the practice be stopped? If you want to be serious about this problem, pay 
the murahleen and warn_that if anydiing happens, by way éflootirig and abduction, they will be 
responsible. 

Red emption$ 

The UNICEF workers said there is no evidence that "redemption" is actually fuelling the. 
abduction problem, whether the'rederription was real or "staged". Several ii -dormants reported-
various scenarios involving -staged redemptions  ln some cages, SPI,IVI - officials  are  allegedly 
in"  oived in àrrangirig these ex'chartges, dressing up as Arab slave traders. 
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The profits are used to . support the SPLIvI/A, buy arms and ammunition, and even to build a 
power base in opposition to John Garang, which it is Said, has'eaused• a nit in SPLMIÀ, because 
those 1,vho  object (including . Garangj are reluctant to‘publicly expose it for  fear 9f splintering the 
rebel movement:Sometimes' a "rédeetning ^group" niaY be innocently Misled., but other groups 

..ma y be actiyely conunitted to fundraising for the spLaiA, and dellerately use 'Slave 
rederription" as.a successful tactic for attracting Western donors. 

We did speak with an eyewitnesS> who can confirm obsening a staged redemption and thls 
testiinpny tenfonned with other reports we had from a variety of credible sources. 

Intere-stingly, even uNIÇEF has been aceused 9f "Staged anduction redemptionn„ hi their case of 
recycling children from TOP camps, The accusations force UNICEF  to be,sure to focus on proper 
doctu-nentation, and it wishes  (SI  and other's lived by the importance of this  aspect 9f the 
struggle. 

Some Conclusions, 

The Governor,. or Wall, 9f Bahr El Ghazal is said to have told a German parliamentary 
'delegation bluntly that although hé is goVetnOr and head of seeuritY,hs deeisiéns are only 
hypothetical — the:Sudanese Anny .and security do what they want. 

We cannot say what,thesestate institutions want, but the praetice of 2 1iirab raiders maldrig.life hell  
in Dinka villages in Bahr El Ghazal is either a measure of thednability of Sudan, a state at war, to._ 
provide human security-to its citizens, or it is a war strategy, one wilfully dis-missive of 
humanitarian laW as it applies to internal conflict. It would have tà be one tooted in a cultural 
disdain for the Dinka.by the Arab elite which cannot admit PD itself or ethers that sbrnething very 
much like slavery:is going on under their noses and so, sliatnef.illy turns a collective blind eye. 

Either condition demands serious effort by the 00 8-to redress the situation. The support for 
anned raiders must stop, and the GOS must find .  the will and the way tg look at the practice 
clearly, and move firmly to eradicate it. 

The creation of CEAWC is a tirst,step, but sip far an insufficent one, towards ending a ‘practice, 
Abduction into a condition of being owned by ariother person, which must be stoppeçi. At this 
-time, perhaps 15,000 Sudanese women and children live in such a terrible status. The COS, 
feicusing on the Visible absence of "classical Slave markets",bridles at the use ,of the term Slavery 
more than at the plight of these women and children, and for this absolute misplacement of moral 
indignation therecan be no: spipathy whatsoeVer. Certainly, all our 'sympathy us 1..Vith the wornen 
and children and their devastated comi -nunities. 

The so many of thes? communities are preyed only tlicFse relied.on by the GOS to guard its 
supply-lines  plaies  the burden of responsibilitY on that goveninient, and it must bring this 
practieeto.an end. Ii  cannot rely on the effor4 of CEAWC alone. 



ÇE.A.W• is the progcny of the Ministry of justicein KhartotiM, and sPolcesmen for the ministry 
have said that  the regional machinery of lhe ministry Lim been  tasked with assisting- CEAwein 
carrSiing outits mandat e. anitapplyirig the rule °flaw. To theeiteni that this regional 
machiner can be made more effective in this aspect of its work; pçrkaps here there is room 
for Canadian _assistance?' The CEAWC>iS now receiving funds from the Eumpean Union, 
channelled  tin  ough UNICEF and the EU  maintains that it will be monitoring the progress of 
CEAWC in  the course  of its re-engageitrient with Sudan. Canada could join with these who are 
determined to press CEAWC into improving  the  effectiveness of itS work, and this dpçs 
regiiire vigilant resonrcing. 

One ivay Of proceeding is to «fund UNICEF,,both as regards its support for cEA\Vc,, and in 
fulfilment of UNTEF's own prograritne, of technical assistance  in  Sudan. Fui exaniple, -  it has 
de' eloped a project.proposal aimed at deoentralising the field work of CEÀWÇfand amajor 
propoal  on"Peaoéhuilding and'humairrights protection  in wat-effected communities in Sudan", 
This far-reaching proposal aims at promoting women and youth participation and supporting 
their peace initiatiVes. This would link very effectively with  the  focus  on f field Monitoring, 
which would be greatlY assisted if Canada were to help provide affected cotrirnunities with 
training and equipment -to record ani murahleen raids. 

One usefuL aPproath rnight be  ro  establish a Canadian Committee on Abduction in Sudan, 
un  olving major government departments and concerned civil society groups, which could 
adyise on ODA funding for anti-abduction initiatives anti-abduction initiative that 
rightly attracts 'favourable attention is the work of the Dinka Committec, headed and galvanized 
by  James Agwair., it would be very helpful if Canadians were given a chance to hear directly 
from James Agwair about  the abduction  problem faced by his pinka people in Sudan. 

Finally, neither the 1926..Slavery Convention, nor the<1956 Snpplernentary CoriventiOn'on the 
Abolition of .$Javery ;  the, Slave Trade, 'and Institutions and Practices Sirnilar to Slavery require 
countries to report on.measures taken against.siavey, nor have they establihe5l. any 'folin-of 
1Permallent - trea4,-monitoring ootrimittee On contrast to inost recently adopted  United  Nations 
human rights instruments). 

Canada could take a strong lead in campaigning for permanent monultorkg mechanism, 
'and could seek`the involvement of the ILO in fleshing7out a mechanism/system of 
procedures, as the history of the nu° since 1919 has been focussed on such a contribution 
to human security through international law and due process. 

•1 
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3 Internal Displuçernent and Forced -Removals 

The UN  ha  s s&essed that the crisis Of internal displacement affects over 20 nulhon people 
Wdrldwide. In response to this situation, the Secretaiy-General's Special Representative on'IDPs, 
Mr. Francis Deng, a Sudanese national, lias  issued Quiding Principles on Internal Displacemerit. 
These respond to the fact that persons'forcibly uprooted from their homes by violent conflicts, 
gross violation's of human rights and other traunnatic events, but who remain within the horders 
of their own countries, nearly always they stiffer from severe deprivation, hardship and 
discrimination. The national atithOritieS,have the:primary duty and respcFriSibility tcb prOvide 
protection and humanitarian  assistance -to  internally displaced persons,  but - the  need for these 
thins, the:dePrivation, hardship, arid diScriminatién;eati often be laid at ttfe door of those 
authorJ ties inthe first place. 

But what is the reality? A local official from Nhialdiù: "Civilians, cattle, children, have been 
killed, and Our homes burnt. We don't-think we are iricluded in the human rights  of  the world." 
Or a woman from the same villa2e: "Our tukuls have been burnt. I hope you will convey that we 
are people, we canriôt go and eàt g-rasslike  a eow,r' 

Leonard-o. Franco  ha'  -Stated that up to 45:inillion people have. been displaced in Sudan since the 
beginning of the current phase of civil war in  1 83 in  lus  report to the I_TN General. Assembly, he 
reiterated his'concern at the. prolonged war which "has affected mably  the  civilian population, 
whose plight' should be regarded as one of the mOst pressing - human rights conéerns : facing the 
international community". 

The UNDP believes that as many as 1,5 million IDPs are now living arcFund Khartoum, which is 
'ovenvhehning the aùthorities. We visited one of thé smaller earnPs for IDPs, Wad El Bashir. It 
"houses" about 50,'00 .0 people, some of whom had been there for as many as 7 years. Most JDP 

'househOlds are headed by wOnten. In order  tu suri‘..e and feed their farnilies, in circumstanceS 
where there are no jobs and no fi nancial support from goverment, the women have to do. what 
they can. When thèy. É L1111 to produOng ziloohol, às many do, the resulis are catast.rcFphic. The 
activity is illegal in Sudan though it does earn the women ,a subsistence income.  Perhaps the 

. authorities are against it as rriuch for this 'reason à_s any other. In any event, the result .  is often 
heavy:fries and very hard imprisonment, sometimes children incarcerated along virrith mothers,. 
further_ fatnily break up and 'destitution all rourid. 

In  diseussiOn with UN-  Workers engaged with the EDP problem, weleamed that there are LDP • 
camps in other parts of Sudan too. There-are three of ficial camps in West Kordofan, and, again, 
there are IDPs resident in thern who  have beenthere for 10 years. In South Darfur, there are 
fifteen camps, vir,rith more IDPS cbutside them than inside. 
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Displacement and Ott 

We. Were naturally intereSted  in  peôpie Moving;  Or being moved, because of oil development, 
which Ted us to travel outside Khartoum, once to the north, along  part  of the:pipeline Toute to the 
new refinery being built mainly by Chinese contradtors, and once to Dining, in the Nuba 
Mountains, to the site of a pumping station on .the pipeline. On  each oçcasion, we Were assured 
that locaLpeople who had to be moved because of the pipeline were given compensation. 

- 
We were also interted in (he non-Arab peoples who lived near oil development, and we learned 
the in  Khartoum  there is a Pariang ASseciation. Pariang,,sornetitnes known as Fars ang Or ,even 
Panriang, ix as described to us by Talisman Energy Inc. as a Dinka village located on the eastern' 
edge of thei.GNPOC cOricessiion, 

The Pariang Association represents people,'Mainly Dinka, diSplaccd from  the Pariang area and 
now  living in the camps for MK near Khartoum, camps such as Mayang. The major 
displacements, orwhat some have referreto astbrced removal's, for one part of Unity State, the. 
Pariang area, coincided with the outbreak9f factional fighting ground the state capital, Bentiu,  in 
May, 1999. 

Ruweng County/ Pariang Province 

UN Special Rapporteur Leonardo Franco wrote of thisarea being assaulted in May 1999, with 
villages on the eaStern 'edge of Heglig being attacked and burnt to the ground, He said that as 
many  as  six "thotxsand homes were destroyed, along with 17 churches, ail leaving 1,000-2,000 
people .displaced. 

We visited Ruweng t‘vice. The 'first visit, made possible by- Talisman, was to Pariang 
under GOS control. Here, the ,surrounding territory is-not known as.Ruweng 'County, but rather 
as Pariang›Provirice, The second visit, facilitated by Operation,Lifelitie Sudan,was to Biena, some 
distance east of Pariang village. This is .an area nominally underSPLA control. 

Adding an oi•our  visits and talks together,a  composite  picture emerges which we believe puts the 
Franco report in better  perspective . But  whereas Leonardo Franco fOcused only on May, 1999, 
the story begins much sooner, and it 'has not ended yet. The'claini has been`made by Talisman 
Energy Inc. that  the.  oil. field are has never known Pettnanent hahitation,always being the scene 
of widespreadflooding in the rainy Season; and of cattle drives'and nomad camps in the dry 
season:But Heglig used.tù beknown by its Dinka riarne,Aling, and ma' ,before oil exploration in 
the 1980's, have been home to permanent settlement by the  Dinka Panaru. The area to the east of 
Heglig towards Paliang village and beyond there into the depths of Ruweng county, certainly 
was. 

Maps made in 1954, prior to Sudanese independence, show that FZuweng County and the area 
westwards to Heglig and south towards.Rubkona  and' the Balm  El  Ghazal River v.ras  borne to  the  
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Dinka Pariarll and Dinka.Alor,- cattle-rearing people. While there have always been  pressures on 
the Dinka  tri, the Hegiii-RuWeng area, - vwith.Arab nomads driving their Cattle:  south and .figliting 
with the Dinka for. grazing .arças anti dry-season water, pushing the Dinka against theNner,, the 
situation würsened ‘vith Chevron's arrival in 1976, 

in  Februairy, 1992, GOS began Planning for oil exploitation, and military  offensives  caused the 
de4hs Of 35 peel e (mostly civilians), the theft of about 509 cows, some tukuls burned and 
people férced out. In November 92, and until April 93, the GOS and Arab Murahleenallied to it 
conducted a 5 month OfferisiVe with looting, burning, abduction. In all, 57 hamlets 1,vere blurred. 
A new offensive begari in December 1993, When 26 people 1.7yrere killedin hamlets near tokieglig 
(Pahlok.- , Ktvok, NhOrial, Panagwit); it ws after thiS that the-area around Heglig was more or 
less deserted'except for GOS forces. The Dinka village of Athorij was renamed El riot, and the 
GOS deployed troops in.Maper, rehanoin2 it Munga.. In October 1996 ;  the CTOS and its allies 
launcheds further ofl'ensive, displacing many thousands of people, some into the "peace camps" 
in Pariang and Athonj, Where -coping meehaniSms w'erelirriited because cattle were stolen and 
seeds lpstDecember 97 into,1998 saw the burning.  of tukuls  in Panlok-Kwok.Mankuo,AloualA 
Ngoniak. Drilling was underway inAttionj(Ei roor)in 1998;in October,  people  were- disPlgced- 

On 9 May 1.9994 a new offensive was Faunched from the Ntiba Mountains and Pariang.,Antoriovs 
and helicopter gunships supporteetroops using armoured personnel carriers, Roads built by  the. 
oil companies enabled:these to reach their'desitinations 'more eaSily than before. The village:of 
Biern 1 1,V3S destroyed, and the burning of naiads and theft of cattle ranged as far as Padit.Biern 2; 
which we visited, viras  badly damaged, 

The  offensive lasted almost two months, not the ten days mentioned bY Leonardo Franco, ,rvho 
inay ixee.beeil thinking eirily of the Lie Of gronnd troops,and the movement of these was stopped 
by the rains in June.  The offensive  was characterized by bombing tuns and heliwpter gunships 
flying by enough to  kilt  people-, and stop cultivation. From April to July 1999, the deolinein 
population in kuweng County seetns to have been in the order of 50"/G:'. 

The Athonj — Pagoi line of villages closest to Heglig havebeen gradually displaced at least 1996 
ornkarcls tè May, 1999. The displacement from these villages has been permanent  with exception 
of AthonyEl Toor, The areas further ea.st of fleglig-have been sübject to periodic atta*, 
bombing, looting, killing abduction, butnit -ig out etc., including  the Ma 	1999 offensive. 

It is difficult tti avébid Leongrdà Francors conclusion that a"swath of scorched earthicleeed 
territory" is being created around the oiliields. Over the years, the series of attacks and 
displacements are leading to a gradual depopulation,,as only a percentage of people who flee 
return after each displacement, Francois conclusion may well be correct 

The people of RuWeng County have ne ver been free oÈhlter-t -ribal confIcits and pressures, but 
they have been parÉicularly insecure for the years since 1983, ‘vhen the resuEription of civil war at 
least coinCicled with, and some,say ‘vas due to, oil activity in their area  For Talisman, so  ver  
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much seems to be explained as i'•crely an inter-tribal prOblem", but diSpfacement has gone on, 
and is sti ll  going` on  and in Ruweng County, ii is hardto deurget displacement is flow and  has 

 been for some time, because, of oil_ This is  a connnoditY whichis - seen inereasingly as, and may 
well  be  the enemy of a people with no‘fhere to go wherethey can -ettjoy human, security: 

4 Oil and Conflicit Examined 

Talisman Energy inc. iS the largest independent oiI and gas company in Canada, and perhaps the 
third or fourth largest  mthe  world but the distinction of being the -first foreign  cul  company to 
Seek to caPtii« oil in  the lvlu,glug Basin Of snuthern Sudan g9 s to Chevron, which was ganted a 
concession in 1975 and started drilling in 1977. In 1979 it ni4e its first discovery. ln 1980, it 
made a significant discovery in the Unityfialih are-a north Of Bentiu in Western Upper Nile, b y 
May, 1982, it had discovered substantial reserveS of oil in Heiglig, just inside South Kordofan. 

The Canadian company, Atakis, enter,ed the scene after  Chevron  withdrew -following armed 
attacks against its facilities. First Chevron halted its work in February :  1984 after three workers 
were killed  at Rubkona (now planned to be, the,operationaT base of1PC),. decided in 1988 to 
resunie, and-then withdrew in 1990:and relinquished its.eoncessions: enter Aralds, 

Peter Verney, editor of Sudan Update, claims that ,,vhen Clic‘..ron resumed operations in the late 
I 980's, it triqi to support a militia from the Baggara, who are Arab cattle herdeTs with a l ong 
history of oxiiiict vrith Nuer and Dinka over water  and  grazing rights. 

Tbere , can be no understanding of the oil conflict in Western UpperNile )...i....ithOut keeping in n-iind 
the interplay of Baggara. Nuer, and Dinka .  But to see conflict as being • nothing mcFre than some 
kind of traditional interplay between armed eattieherders is'tpoi limited 

•Arakis was able to pick up the Chevron holdings  for .a .small stake_ But development required a 
much bigger stake, one whin was revealed as being too big for Arakis: enter Talisman, On 
October 8, 1998, it completed the acquisition of Arakis Energy Corporation, thereby aCquiring a 
25% interest in the oi1 exploration  and  development project in Sudan being operated by the 
Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Company (GNPOC). 

Leonardo Franco gave attention toclairns that "long-I-11u efforts by the v,flous goveinments of 
the Sudan toProtec" t oil production have Mcluded a policy of...forcible population displa_cement in 
order to clear oil-produeing areas and transportation routes Of southern civilians, Who were. 
suspected of supporting sabotage actions by the SPLA." 

He claims that  the  economic,. political and strategic implications of  the  ou l issue.have.ex,acerbated 
the conflict and led 'to a detetioration Of the overall situation of human rights and the respect for 
hurnanitarim law, and diminished the slim chances for peace. On ThUrsday, Dedember 2, 1999, 
the ReuterS correspondent in  Khartoum  reported that sixteen militia commanders once aligned 
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with the GOS were joining,  forces with the 'main rebel faction in the south". That is they 
declared their intentiOn'to fight alongside the SPI. A in Upper.NileagainSt the GOS. 

The re-alignment of basically NUer militias was _clearly linked to oil, and  ils  - iitiportanee is 
underscored by the fact that the militias were at one tinae intended by theGOS  tu  provide security 
for the oilfields.thernselves. 

There is a war ping on in  Unit  y State/Western Upper Nile, a stnall.one; but a deadly one. The 
Humanitarian Co-ordination Unit of the UN in Khartotun:put,put a Situation Report .on the area 
on October 16., 1999: "The oil field near Rigat  ras  reportedly attacked a week.ago and an 
unknbmi number of people killed_There are reports of Nhialdu being attaCkedshelling in .Bentiu, 
further gunShip reinforcements and bombings-taking place_ Road.eotrrmanications between 
Bent-in and Rubkona havé been cut.There are reports . of.ranchnines between Rubkona and Tongat 
Tong is reportedly occupied  .The  security level of Western Upper Nile locations is at 'red'no, go'." 

One week later, a press release was issued from the 'General Headquarters of the South Sixian 
Defence Force". it said, in part, that "fighting had also flared up in Leer  on  October 18, 1999, 
under overall Commander Tito Biel Choir and under the direct operational command of Cdr, 
Peter Par Jièk. It is crystal clear that the 00S' policy is genoCidal geared to wipeout or 
incapacitate the civilian population in Western Upper Nile so that the GOS and its constituents 
can exPloit the  cul  without resistance." ThesNuer Militia commanders yve met want the oilfields 
shut down, and it it cannot be accomplished diplomatically, the) sa' the)  are prepared to attempt 
it 

The 1990% have_not been.kitid to -either.the.Nuei or the Dinka. Earlier rivalries aside,  in 199,1, the  
SPLA, which had driven the.Sudanese annyout of most  of the South, exploded into warring 
factions. The conflict becatnea violent .full-sCale one between the Nuer and the .Dinka;,and 
reached the point where'Some analysts believe.that the number who  have died in this conflict 
exceeds the number killed by  the. Sudanese 'army_ 

By June 1998, Nuer and Dinka chiefs were convinced that peace bet‘iveen Nuer and Dinka was 
no w possible, The Dhaka,Nuer Peace and Reconciliation Conference held in February/March, 
1999 at Wunlit  vas the next logical steP and a Success. Atnong the declarations: that  border 

 grazirig lands and fishing grounds shall be available immediately as shared resources. And that 
all hostile acts shall cease bet•een Dinka and Niter whether between,their respeCtiVe mititarY 
forces or armed civilians. 

The Moves towards peace between Dinka  and Nuer seen real, if always fragile, and this. 
eventuality has never been viewed with equanienity in khartourn. Added to this must be the 
iliformation,that when Riek Machar sent a brief to President Bashir on May 25, 1999, listing 
violations of the Peace Agreement, he  oh] CL 	to "doubts -being cast on the Wunlit Conference", 
and asked Piesident Bashir what "i$ the destin of peace from within in light of a  position  against 
the Wunlit Conferenqe? Whg are the ways to reach comprehensive peace if we set aside internal 
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initigivesrlie had already,earlier in the brief pointed but that one violation of the KPA was "not 
providing work opportunities for southerners in the oilfields." 

Has all of this hardened the GOS against its ma or KPA partner'? Does it really - want to end the 
war which has gone On for so long, a ir,'«ar in which Oil dots -now colint `tbr something? 

We certainly met SOutherners who saw  ail as the way forward for their people, 'but it has'to be 
said that these were mostly in Kliarteum,trying to give reality to the Khartoum  Peace Agree/nett, 

In the meantime, many Southerners believe, and- told us on.several  occasions.  that oil in Western 
Upper Nile,is being ektracied under the authority of a government which has no legitimacy; they 
insist that  ml cari  be taken from the area only when the South is under the authOrity of a 
go'  ernment  the  y recognize. In fact villagers, militia  command ers, poljticaI figures all asked us: 
"Did the Canadian oil company ask our permission to take. ohr oil, and sell it 'why is Canada, a 
rich country, taking 01-1r Oil Wiihout our permission. and 'without  an y of herieÉt to us?" 

The prependerance of Southern opinion vyre encountered was that Oil was hurtirig their people. 
We.tried. hard to find outwhat people thought and felt, and tried:hard  ta figure  Out just what is, 
going on. Leonardo Franco's predecessor as Special Rapporteur, Gaspar Biro, has .  been quoted as 
saying that it the oil emnpanies don't knOw what's going on,they're not looking over the fences of 
their compounds. 

Of  course . Talisman maintains that it keepsitself well-informed, and there  i somereason tb 
believe tharthis is so, at a 'certain levêl. HoweVer, we were often told, and saw,for ourselves, that 
greztt reliance is placed  on th GN-POC security staff for local information. if Talisman vi'as  really 
looking "over the fence", what would its people have seen? 

Certainl, there Seem to be .Cew,i`fany,Ni.ter orninka ai work at fleglig,which seems to fit with a 
widely held view in Western Upper Nile-tharthe GOS, thus GNPOC, views all  non-Arabs as 
'potential threatS to security, Skilled ixorkers are brOught from  the North  the unskilled are 
remited, on an. as needed basis, by,the Arab overseers working for GNP9C, and they go  tu the 

 Heglig Market for this purpose, a tnatket where are gathered  the Jallaba traders .and the Bagarra 
nomads who ha' eprOliferaied in the area since the tune  of Chevron. And all hireS are scrutinized 
by Sudan SeCurity. If Talisman Was seriOus about being a good corporate citizen, it would win 
the support of its GNPOC partners - to ha%re,  an audit of hiring and employment.practices 
carried out hji thé International Labour Organization 

But failing to be hired is not the sanie as being killed for seeking ‘vorkiand we hope Canada will 
call for an'investigation into a Serious aliegation,an investigation which must notbe left to the 
GNPOC or the GOS. 
It  was  reported to‘us, in different:places, 'from idely different sources, that in Augnst 1999, 8 
Nuer went to Heglig to seek work from GNPOC, and were killed for it. 
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II  would be interesting to read the 1-leglig s.ecurity logs forthis period, hutit would not be ,a 
surprise-to Lis. if the  y Contained little pertinentinformation..IfTalisinan is relying totally on 
04POÇ,. read NOrthern $ud.anes.e, se.eurity officiai s for information about events v,,hich impact 
on the company's reputation, lt  des  not rnean that it is meeting its:responsibilities. We hope. 
Talisman will join  us iii  calling for, and facilitating, the inestigation e eek, 

It is certainly fair to acknowledge that the durable_civil war in Sudan is not fundamentally about 
oil, but oil has become a key factor. The IGAD Declaration of Principles, cited in the October 26 
policy statement, giveS. 4' Clear account Of the key.issueS --deingcracy; human rights, religion and 
state, and self-determination. But oil is now part of the war, and the Assessment Mission has had 
to ponder whether the current oil operations exacerbate this war, or advance the pur suit 'of peace. 

The evidence We gathered, including thé testimiony ell-id:Se directly involVed  directs us to 
conclude thatoil is exacerbating conflict in Sudan. 

We know that a Canadian helicopter sen.ficing . Talisman in Sudan was'used.to transport Majo.r 
G.erieral Paulin° Matip hiniselfon.at least one occasion. It -appear.  s that Matip deinanded that the 
pilot. -a Cariadiaii,.take.him to-Khartoum, or so wc have been told. 

We also learned, ,and have reported,,thatilights.clearly linked to the,oil war have been a regular 
feature of Iife at . the Fleglig airstrip, which is adjac,ent to the oil workers' compound. It is operated 
by the consortium, and Canadian chartered helicopters and fixed wing aircraft which use the strip 
have shared the facilities with helicopter gunships and.Antonov bomb  ers  of the CTÔS. These have 
armed and re-fuelled at Heglig and from there attacked ciVilians. 

The matter of the military  use 	been discussed at a high level with  Talisman,  which a4iired 
us that it happened in November,‘and that when it came to the attention of Talisman executives, a, 
verbal protest was lodged with the,Sudanese <alithorities. The offending machines were removeçl, 
but they carne back. A second protest  ras  lodged, and they were removed again. 

We are troubled, however, by'other credible reports, that the military use of Eleglig,airstrip  lias 
 been moreor less constant since.MaY 1999, interrupted not by proteSt but by such events. as .the 

appearance in the area  of  thoteamof financial analysts taken to Heglig by Talisman, or even our 
own  am' al  there in early December, 1999. One 'report we haVe received  ha  s it - that during  our 

 own visit, themilitary aviation was. relocated  to Muglac4 a town north west of Hegiig, 

Ordinary people in the South, even their leaders, can confuse Talisman, which operates north of 
the Bahr El Arab and Bahr El 'Ghazal  river,  with other oil corninnieS Such as I.PC, which holds 
the concession, 1movenas 5A,around which waris raging south of these rivers, but tWp things are 
certain_ First, the gunships-and Antonovs .which have attacked villages south of the:rivers flew to 
their targets from the Heglig airstrip in the Talisman Concession. Second, it is a prominent 
perception ofsouthern'Sudanese that Talisman, ''the Canadian oil film'', is in active collaboration 
with the GpS, econoMically,politically & militanh it is alsô the perception of the,southerners 
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that the Government of Canada is either Supportive.of 6r indifferent to that collaboration. In 
short, the  y identify oil extraction not as of positive development - but as a major grievance with a 
Canadian label and say â must he .stoppecl. 

The,underlying reality is that there has been, and .probably still is, major displacement of ei vilian 
populations Telated to oil extraction. Furthermore, Oil  ha  s become a major  fouis of the fighting, 
Worse, the oil operations in GOS-contfolled  terri tory are  used  even if to a lirriited.extent, and 
possibly without the knowledge or approyal of the oil companies, to directly support  COS 
rnilitary-operatiOns. Talisman has now informed us that these are rIdefensive purposes", and latest 
reports indicate that in any event, the,GOS denies,the facilities were used  fur  military purposes, 
Which sounds like a state in and of denial. We  cari  only conclude that Sudan is a Place of 
extraordinary suffering and continuirig human rights violationS, even though soine forward 
progresS can be recorded, and the oil cFperations in which a Canadian company is involved add 
more  suffering. 

5 Is there a way forward? 

A Cease-fire Now 

The dry season is arriving in South Sudan, and 15vithit, -..fears of renewed ground Oghting: Every 
effôrt should he made to achieve a ° Cease-.Ère right now in Western Upper Nile. It would bring 
respite to thousands of people if a çomponent of any such :cease-fi,re.was'a rerno). , al of the 
iniquitous Flight Bans .  which just deprive hungry people of the food they need. 

Operation Lifeline Sudan is ready to.aSSume the risks of operating When conditions are less than 
optimal the  GOS is,wrong to  bide  -behind Concerns for their safety-in applying thésebans,and not 
only Canadalnit also Talisman and  its oil partners should novv pitt their influence behind 
efforts to have the bans removed,.but it is best that:this be done  in  the context of the needed 
ceuge-fire in  Western  Upper Nile...Unity State. And this cease-fire should he monitored by the 
international communit-y through the use of monitors on the gtound, arriong "other niean,s, 
particularly at the. ,airstrips used by the oil companies, at .1-leglig, Rubkona, and Bentin, 

A cease'-fire which Talisman, either witnessing or acquiescing in the use of Heglig airstrip for 
military purposes; shotild be  very firm in advocating and ready to pay a priée for,perhaprin 
the form of foregone revenues .  The gunships and Antonovs have taken off from Heglig with 
their payloadS Of deatli and displacernént. That this never -again occur should be the goai of  all  
concerned; but why not seeklo have the gunships and Antonovs grounded, not relocated? 

.00 Money 

There areonly -  two,  ways of neutralizing'the negative  impact  of oil. One is to halt production until 
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'real peace is attained`,-,the other is to set (11DS oil revenues aside f,or use wben such a peace is in 
,place,Iris:difficultto.imagine a cease-fire w hile  oil  extraction continues ;and altnOst  impossible  to 
do so if revenues keep flowing tcF the GNPOC partners and the OS as currertily arranged. The 
"trust  fundm proposal ar r ant s first moVed by the NSCC warrants careful consideration, and 
Canada should engage the parties in South Sudan in discussions of the conditions necessary 
for them tè consider the proposal. Talisman shônld make it clear that it  acknowledges  the 
destructive impact of oil extraction and will vi,ork towards-a trust fund arrangement 
acceptabielo the southern parties. 

Certainly .  While we heard thethe new constitution provide  for  thc equitable,, and peaceful -use, 
sharing-of -Oil revenues, many people have a*ed why should:the GOS  le  trusted, `incl they were 
not, allayed-in -their suspicions by any rererencetcF the International.  MiDnetaty 'Fund, 

We recommend that'Canada provides assistance in the fields of forensic accounting and 
auditing to make workable  in  y sharingscheme which can win tentative approval in North 
and South Sudan, and tbat it offer-to play a full part in maintaining any temporary "trust 
fund" answer to the use of oil revenues durinia eease'-fire as recommended aboVe. 

A Step-by-Step Approach 

It is . clear thai.Many Canadians, not to -mention Sudariese;lkant -.Talisinan eithet-  `out of-5tidan now 
or at least to have halted production of ok But we have heeri reluctut to advocate irnmediate 
application of the. Special EcônomiC MeaSureS  Act  beeause of our.  Strong desire tà have Talisman 
meetits responsibilities in full, not in allowed to slip away from them. 

There is arneasured approach requiringaction by the Minister  of Foreign  .21ffairs and in no  we  
precluding his,àpPlication of'SEMA. , He *could,  in a pliblic stgernent expressing grave concern 
'about Sudan  and the  nu-minting evidence that Canadian oil extraction activity is exacerbating the 
Stidan crisis, announce that certain exPorts to Sudan will hesubjected to seruthiy iinderthe 
Export  and Import Controls Act, if Talisrnauls operations in Sudgn are  not  brought to cotriply 
with human rights and humanitarian.law, consideration should be given to placing Sudan on 
the Area Control List. 

The ACL's not an instrurnentifcpr applying general econoglicsanctions.It is a focussed instrument 
by which Canada is able to apply selective trade restrictions in support of specifié Objectives. 

Placing certain exports under Ekpott Controls List scmtiny, and; if rieœssary, putting a country 
on the ACL, wOuld  pros ide Canada with leverage over Talisman to  encourage trionitored 
compliance with the ethical approaCh the or>tnpany says it adheres tOE 
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Meanwhile, Monitoring Must Go On 

Talisman has-yetto acIpowledge that human rights  violations have oéçuti-ed hi ch Canhe'related 
to,oil operations, and it has, at various times, maintained that it would have found evidence. of 
these were irto he found. On the other hand, it has, particularly in the case  Of the military us e f 
the airstrip at Heglig,- also sought to minimise its responsibility first - by suggesting there is no 
situation:  later that it did happen but did not come to executive  attention iMMediately, and then 
that because of its legal,circumstnces, the company had no real control over eventq, hut anyway 
the  use  was to be "defensive" only, 

It would be.gOod tothink that Talisman Would,want  tu  inform the GOS and the other GNPOC 
partners that using Fleglig-t0 bore villages seuth of Bentiu is not an appropriate defensive, 
strateu and %,,iolating human rights is not acceptable, whia would be in keeping with Talisman's 
announced et-pill-nib-lent tobeing an ethical corporate citizen. 

Talisman,frequently expressed a' concern about "interfering" with the sovereign responsibilities, 
of the GOS, and it might well have limited  influence in  its dealing with the dôs. But  if the 
commuly is, either - unwilling or unable.  to conStructiVely influence the GOS, perhaps it should not 
hein  the-Sudan at this time. 

Here lt is appropriate to recall that EU member states, some of which are home ,to companies 
participating in Sudan's Oil industry, have so far cOncluded that the Elf can.influence the-GOS 
constnictively through the new ''Political Dialogue". Canada should keep in close contact with 
this EU initiative, which is linked to the nniltilàteral context in which SEMA has been firained 
And if it is true,that work is now underway at a law school in Canada to "cle-linle SEMA 
from a multilateral  contexte  that work should be encouraged. In addition:  however, Canada 
should seek from Talisman detailed scheduled.reports rOating to.its compliance, and what 
it. knows of the compliance of the GOS, with international huinan'rights and humanitarian 
law. 

Though there are limits on how-a government can Compel ethical behaviour on thepart of a 
corporation, the owners of that,comoration have both an oPportunity, and a responsibility, to do 
this  Talisman's owners would be well-advised to guard against  the possibility of  the company 
failing to conduct itS profi t-Seeking in full comPliance with human rights and humanitarian laW. 

We think that Talisman should seek independent help to develop and implement practical 
means of monitoting and repôrting fdrced removals, displacements, and hurnan rights 
violations in Western Upper Nile. These would offer also a way of measuring Talismanrs 
compliance with the requirements c:Ff human rights and humanitarian laW. Perhaps this is already 
under consideration, given that some Canadian 1\10-05 are currently in discussion with Talisman. 
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Looking Ahead 

Those who were invcélved with South Aftica's•transition from apartheid to demcFcracy may 
remember  the scenario huilding"'whia was so iàsëfui . ih South Africa in the period when ir was 
vital that the ANC'and the Nationalists talked to e.).ch other but found it difficult to do so. The 
South ,African erribrac'e Of "sceriaribs" was greatly assisted bythe oil coinpany, Shell, 

A Well-coneeived "seenario" project fcér Sndan could have two Main benefits. It coul d  encourage 
and facilitate the rigorous, and much needed, thinking about all aspects of  the place  of Oil in 
Sudads  future, and it couldlelp lay a stAid foundation on which peace could, be built. 

Development 

Talisman has spoken proudly of its concern for health, pointing to a new dinicAdisponsary being 
open cd in Pariang, and to its hôspital  in Reghig.We viSited the hospital and were impressed by its 
facilities and equenent. It boasts two incubators in its maternity ward; in all of Ethiopia, there is 
only one. 

But when e werethere, we saw almost as "rnariy .ineubatorS as patients. Talisman explained to us 
that our visit took ,place'at 4pm during Ramadan, when the  outpatients had gone home. 
However, when We flew Out  of lkglig and paSsed o9er th rehoàpite at about 7 ann., we counted 
only two people in the forecourt. There is a suspicion the cénly Arab patients are welcomed at the 
hospital, that Dinka and Nuer are kept out  ut tleglig as feir aspossible.This is not allayed by word 
from Talisman that a misunderstanding had led to . the patients being,moved out when we visited. 
In our view, Talisman  should sit down veith the NGO comMunity and map outjitst how aLl 
parties can nbake a better contribution  fo  health care in Western tipper Nile/Unity State. 

It could also talk with the NGQs„ and others in transparent manner,  about  how. to link .in 
with develop  ment  projects where, this  might be appropriate_ All  ideas could .usefully.be 
discussed frst ).fi..rith the Canadian NG0s.whien have expressed their wi.11ingness to talk with 
Talisman, which should also conSider how if could help with the development priorities of 
the Canadian government. 

Communications, in Canada 

The war in Sudan has been *very little reported until recently, when the media in Canada began to 
take an interest because of the Talisman involvement in oil operations. There would be value in 
enabling Canadian journalists and campaigners to proceed frcérii the basis of  sourd and timely 
information. 
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Communications, in Sudan 

We  have  reported a situation where the GOS forces  use  airstrip facilities built by oil, for oil, 
faeilifies denied to the NG0s. These ,shuuld he allowed to use the airstrips at  Ben titi  and 
Ruhkona, where  [PC  / Lundin, the other oil company, is establishing its  base camp. 

Also the 1CRC, which helps all sides in  the  conflict, is being serionsly`inipeded. EarlY in 1999, it 
lost one ijf its teams. It is rightly un ; illing to risk its personnel unless the)  can use reliabl e . 
eptnniunications syStèms, as theY do  élSewhere. Taliernail enjùysthe use of .eornrrainications 
systems,  ami  it should  use its  influence  with the GOS to see that the itec; can  do the same, 

A Final Recommendation 

Mayorn is an isolated village,westof Bentiu, where it is in  the front line of the oonflict t■ etween. 
Matip, who has a garrison there, and the,Nuer factions opposed to him. Fighting has left many 
casualties in Mayorn, and IIIDW ther.e.arc others: news, from Sudan is that early in January, a 
inedical team from CAM atterripted`to reach Mayoin from Bentiu. Two of the team were killed, 
and two othgs are missing. We eKPresS our unfeseKlecl Condeinnaticin  for the  killers, arid to thé 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada, we express the profOuncl hope that he wiil take this 
matter to the,Seenrity Council of the United Nations 'as he onoves urgently:as We hope he 
wiD do, to seek a cease-fire in this afflicted region. 

• 

II 

1 
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I In tired leti011 

Sudan is a 001.1111TY in ongoing crisis, or to be more  accurate, in ôngOing crises, 'and fashioning a 
pomprehensive, and comprehensible,policy on Sudan has proven.to beno easy matter,i-or  Canada 
or other countries. 

-On ()etcher '26„ 1999. Minister of Foreie  Affairs, Lloyd Axworthy and the Minister for 
International  Co-Oerition,.Maria Minna, anno-unded several Canadian initiatives to:bolster 
international -efforts backing a negotiated settlement to the - 43-year civil w ai  in Sudan,, including 
the armOuneement of an assesâment mission  tu Sudan,to examine allçgations about human rightS 
abuses >  ineluding the practice of slavery. 

The neeçl for more information is cornpourided by the dieeuity o'fobtaining it  when so mach  of 
Sudan is closed terriiory  for  so muéh of thelitite. As result, ObServers often have to deal with 
nurnl:ers which just don't add up.: such as Leonardo Franco ;  the UN Special  Rapporteur, speaking 
of 6,000 houses:burnt in the Rumen area of South Siidan and 1 1 000 people`disPlaced when,if the 
story h.as. any truth to it, the,nunnbers could_well stand to be reversed: the average house in South 
Sudan's Western Upper Nile, the tel.'', is usually hOme-to  about 6 people. Or when Christian 
Solidarity 'claims to 'have bought into. freedom sôme 15,4-47 "slaves",rnainly women and children, 
in Sudan since 1995 and the most credible Dinka activist and &We. the Children Fund aver that 
there are far, far fewer dOcutriented cases'oftlidse freed. In fac t . therestirnate a total of about 
15,000 people .heingillegally held as abductees. 

The human toll in Sudan is horrific,whatever rumnbers are used. According to the United Nations, 
nearly two million people have died since 1983. InexcesS of fOur  million people are iriternally 
displaced, dispossessed of their homes and separated'from their families. 

There are few other parts of the world where'huinan security  is  so lacking,and where the need for 
:pdace and 'security - precursors to Sustainable development - is so.  pronounced. Canada's 
commitment to human seeurity,particularly  the protection  of civilians in armed oontlict, provides 
a clear ,  basis  for âs invOlvernent in Stidan and itS support for  The.peace process. 

A War in Progress 

Ahriost ten years agek. Alex de Waal - of Africa Watch wrote a report on the war in Sudan which 
began with a presentation of "views of the war". The first held, ther4 and now  that the war was/is 
one the Moslem Arab North against the African, Christian, South, 

A second view held that the war was/is one bemreen the dominant centre and the ignored 
periphery, ci  ith  the South  being part, but not the only part, of the periphery. WitnesS conditions 
and conflict in the Nuha Mountains, the Red Sea Hills, or farthest Darfur .  A third view attributed 
the ,Var to a failtire.ef leadership, which, aceording to Some oomnientators, brought about, the 
c011apse of the Addis Ababa Agreement, thus the -rcutnption of War in the early [980s and the 
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birth of the Sudanese peoples Liberation MovernentiAnny, SPLM1A„ h was`, in the sanie 
characterization, à failure e_,f leadership,which opened the door for the ooup-launched by Omar 
Bashir  in  June 19.89 and yearsof National Islamic  Front National  Congress rule whicI,have 
followed:  

de Waal et:alined how regional loyalties and differences  have  complicated life in Sudan, with 
regional parties all failing to gain real influence'at the centre, Partly because they %eked a 
sufficient economic base from which to  bu  y such influence"Southern control of oil reserves may 
prove  tu  be  the  exception  to thish,le-Wrote, And he'did so before the Marked efforts of Omar 
Bashir and others to re-write boundaries and dcployother strategics to ma l e Southern control of 
such reserves More a-efiiMera than a reality, and if we Can understand this,- we have a better 
chance of imderstanding how the war of 2000 is  not  the war of 1 990. 

de 'Waal pointed out hovi,  regicFnak groups marginalized by the centre have had reCoUrse to 
vioIénee, mentioning Specifically IJpper Nile, where neglect and exploitation had been  su  blatant, 
And lie -did not seethat regional goy einancein  the South  had  dune  Much tOoveroodie either the 
neglect or thereality of diviSiOnS in the Soulh, which still seem marked today, much as they were 
in 190. Ele also'eitedthe division between  the  NilÉnic péoples,Dinka and Nuer  of Bahr..el Ghazal 
and Upper Nile and the people  of Equatoria in-the- deeper South, but this was not,to 'suggest that 
DinkaiNuer relations were all harmony, or that they themselv,és were-tôt being hard pressed by 
their "Northern" neighbours as well as-having differences with ,their "Southern" ones. ' 

These Northern neighbours are the Baggara Arabs, who have,'since Çhevron's arrival in Sudan in 
1976, pushed even harder against.theDinka and Nuer  in  that part of Sudan. 

de Waal devoted cOrtsiderable space tO a deScription of the Dinka, thé largest ethnic group in the 
South, and the second largest in Sudark, aller the "Arabs", but of course, thereare man '  different-
Dinkatribes. The .Nuer he listedas.one of the other agro-Pastoral peoples in the South. Just  as  he 
said that the Dinka form the tore  of the SPL:A, of the Niter and.others such  as the  Shilluk, Ach011 
and Luo, he said that  "factions  atnong these groups haVe been artried.as militias by both sides in 
the war", and the Assessment lylission„ in order to cam out its mandate,.had to understand the 
interPlaY of these arrilbd factiOn s.  as a defining Characteristic of the civil war in Sudan. 

It can be said that Civil war provides a backdrop in Sudan against IX...Meal the clearest picture that 
emerges is that people's human rights are too little respected no matter under whosecontrol those 
people find thernseIves. Orly an end to the war will make it really possible for-the people to 
enjoy their-Malienable hurnark 
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Chartn,Offensive, or . Signs nf.Progress? 

Following the visit to Khartoum of an  EU  Mission, a political dialogue vas  launched by the 
'European  Union  on November 11 1999, to be conducted at the Head of Mission level even/ three 
months. That is, European arribassadors, or  1-leads of Mission; will regularly meet Sudanese 
officials to determine what is beiriE  doue  by Sudan to implement give effect to promises made 
by Sudan that its  respect  for human rights is both broadening and strengtheningin between HOM 
meetings, the five constituent ''cllapters." of the dialogue will be discussed roughly every tvvo 
weeks. The "chapters" are human rights, dernoCraey, terrorism;  relations with rieighbouts, zinc' 
the  peace process. The first meeting was scheduled to be held on December le- and the agenda  
ca lled for diseussiOns on human rights  and, in particular, "tribal abductions•" 

It was made clear  ta  the Assessment Mission that the EU was of the yiew that there has been 
suffi Li  progress in Sudan to warrpt a renewed  dialogue In  this view, there has been a positive 
change, and  it is.necessary to  entourage  theSudanese, and p-ush thern further where there is , need, 
It is the view of the Heads of Mission of the EU that  the  human rights situation has improved but 
needs - flinher improvement .  

This view echoes, in part, that of  the UN Special Rapporteur, Lmfordo Franco, who has said that 
the pOS hasadopted some tneas-ures'deserving recognition and international support ;  and 
foremost among these must be,the adoption of a new Constitution, which, the AssesSMént 
Mission Was often teFld  h  GOS.officials, Talisman e,.5ecutives, and others, protects  the  rights of 
the Sudanese people, including their right to properly shared oil revenues. 

Mi. Franco hm emphasized that the GOS "needs to adopt the legal, political and administrative 
measurc réquiredtà ensure the transition from an eniergenci regime tà a political syStem base,d 
on the ru1e oflaw." 

Mandate 

Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy has frequently spoken out against the impact of civil 
war in Sudan  on  human security in thatcountry, and he strongly reiterated his concenis 
regarding the conflict 84 the human rights situation during a meeting with the Sudanese Minister 
of Foreign Affairs in NeW York in September 1999. 

Minister Mustafa Osman Ismail ageed to cooperate fully with a Canadian assesSment Mission to 
Sudan to examine allegations - of slavery and other human rights concerns, Ministers Axworthy 
and Mustafa Osman Ismail also discussed.the role of the oil sector  in  Sudan. 

By way of an Aide Mernoire dated November 22i 1999, the Department of Foreign Affair 
advised the - GOS of the mandate of the Asses's-lit-lent MiSsion, which was mandated. to; 
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a) independently investigate human rights violations, specifically in referenceto allegations of 
slavery and slavery-like Practices in Sudan, and 

b) to investigate and report on the alleged link between oil development and human. rights 
violations, particularly in respect of the forcedremoval of populations around the oilfields and 
oil related development, 

Hum Rights  and  .Slaverj,  

In May, 1996, Hurnan RightS Watch publighed itS co3mprehensive  look  at political repression in 
Sudan, Behind  theRed Line. The titlewas drawn from a speech given  in Jamiary 1996, by 
Presil4ni Bashir  who.said that "When we talk of heding power  tu the people, we mean the 
people will be within certain limits but no one will cross the red lines Which arc airried at the 
interests of  the ,  nation." 

Four years later, the same president, in his Independence Day address, which was' carried on 
Sudan TV on December :31,,1999, called for a Sudan  winch ngives-equaiity tOthe People without 
discrimination because of race, sex, creed, social status or CûfloTriJ( .apacity a country- that 
ulaholds'iustice'on I.bç  basic  of equalitY of eMzenship on which all cOnstitutierial rights  and  duties 
are based, equality before the  la w and participation in all pub lic affairs;a country whichis.gu4ed 
by peace, reconciliation, consultation and democracy, the peaceful 1-ransfer'of power  and th 
gUarantee of basic freedo-rns and all human rights laid down hy divine - faiths and enshrined in 
international corn;rentionS to which Sudei is a.party." 

Our Assesstnent Mission tried tbhuild underStanding of the onrrent human rights  "situation, 
keeping in mind that Sud an  ha  s voluntarily accepted obligations-under international hurnan ;rights 
and humanitarian law,and use this undeitanding as a ]en  s through whiCh the  issues  central te our 
mandate and important to the Canadian public can be i,riewed, and acted upon. 

In 1993, the UN Commission on Human Rights established the post of Special Rapporteur on 
Human Rights in Sudan, and Mr. Gaspar Biréof Hungey was appointed to the position. He 
servecl until 1998; when he resigned and was succeeded by Mr. Leonardo Franco ,.of Argentina, 

Mr. Franco, in his April, 1999 report to, the UN Coi mission on Hinnari l_ights, made a point of 
stressing Sudan's obligations under international human rig,hts and humanitarian law. Many of 
the  are listed in an appendix to•this cument report. He mentioned.the Geneva Cons entiOns4 

 apProPiiate since civilwar has been a determining feature of life, and death, in Sudan forniost of 
Ihe 7 years sine  the Independencereferred to in President Bashir's redent speech. Also erriphasized 
were a number of instruments to which Sudan has become a party, including the International 
Covenants on Economic, Social, arid Cultural RightS, On Civil and,POlitical Rights, on the 
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, and on  the  Rights.of the Child, 
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Sudan has also signed on to the Slavery Convention; as amended., the Supplementary Convention 
On the Abolition of the Slave Trade, and thé Convention relating to the Status ofRelgees. In 
addition, it has ratified the ILO conventions concerning.Forced Labour. 

rt is important that Leonardo  Franco  reoognized the deculty of respecting  hum an  rights and 
huinanitatian lawin a case  of internal armed conflict, but, as itnpèliantly, he did nôt allow this 
circumstance  tu  decrease in any way the imperative need for such respect GOS spokesmen and 
"friends" of the 00S, such as the Sudan Fotindation, have Stated that the civil war has inevitably 
had ›a negative effect  on the country's human rights record, .presurnably to suggest that without 
war, the CTOS ‘votild be responsible for fürfewer violations, Critics, on the other hand, have,said 
that there have been among the wafrstrategies of the G-OS human rights abuses,.sueh as the 
&Ming of Arab militiamen Who raid Dinka communities in  the. South  

Franco expressed the view that "the war and the pernicious sÉategieS employed hadalso revived 
and exacerbated theproblemS of slavery in the Sudan'', and vas  concerned about the plight of 
internally displaced persons,who-he took to constitute evidence that the war was being conducted 
in disregard 'of the principleS of human rights,and the GOS bore the largest share of resporisibility 
for violations. It is a basic element of the Sudanese reality that m.-hen human rights are under 
discussion., thbughts of the war, and Of displacement, can never be fafaway, but peitaps.the most 
heinous aspect of the absence of human security in Sudan are the allegations of Slavery. 

These are powerful, compelling, and diffi' Cult.to address, partlybecause of the disruptions caused 
by a war in which the practiee of abducting wonien arid children is  ton  Often condoned or 
facilitated, and pattly because the allegations themselves are being used as a "weapon of war". 
The 'Campaign in the United States to encourage divestment from talisman EnergY In C., for 
example, has -produced estimates that "more than 260,000 Sudanese Christians-have been  foi  ced 
intO. slavery." 

A more rational allegation,an•no less forcal an indictment,is to be.found in the annals of Anti-
Slavery internatit?nat. Mike Dottridge, Director of Anti- Si avery, the world's ()1dest international 
human rights eamPaign, said in an appeeto Sudanese President Bashir early in  i999  that "the 
reality is -thatpeople being abducted from communities in northern Bahr al-Ghazal by 
goveinrnent .-backed.militias are being exploited as slaves in the hou.seholds of militiamen and, 
ethers." 

From UNICEF,.from the Save  the  Children Funcl,arld froin the. Dhika Committee which  lias  been 
in the front-line  of  attack agabstihis abhorrent' situation, we learned that as many as 15,000 
,ryomen and children, inainly from Bahr El Ghafal, and most of them Pitlka, have been abducted 
and remain in captivity. 

The Assessment Mission was mandated to collect the facts about this situation and this lias been 
done in thé hop that action will follow, action which will lead to the freeing of all those women 
and children, and their returii.to theirfannilies and familiar places. 
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Oil and The Exacerbation of Conflict 

The Oetober•26 Policy Statement on Sudan.stressed that `Canada is deeplY concerned about 
reports of intense fi ghting in the regions of oil development, and that oil extraction may be 
contributing to the forced relocation of civilian populations residing in Vicinity of the Dill-kids. 

Canada has in the paSt expressed grave resetvatiOnS'oonceming private sectiOr involvement that 
may heighten tensions or othemise fuel ongoing conflicts. Canada has:consistently discouraged 
companies"from doing business in Sudart'and  in 992 Suspended all support ;  including export 
finance and trade development programs. it has also issued warnings regarding the risks.of 
Working in the Sudanese oil  fields due to:security concerns and•the'›poteritial danger to 
employees. 

Canada has voiced serious concerns that the Greater Nile Oi! Project, which could - he a key part 
of Slidail's pot-war ecorionlY, may have a négative impact on the Tesolution of the conflict, and 
ha  s recognizes that only an accelerated Sz. sustained movernent -toward a just peace,will allow .all 
Suclanese:-to enjoy equitably the benefits of this natural resource. As a-follow-up to the discussion 
in Nevi York between the -tw .o ministers, Canada requested the theCoverntrient  of Suclan,initiate 
diScussionS,  with the private sectorand independent experts regarding ‘ways in which petroleum 
export revenues çan bereserved for humanitarian and deyebprinent purpoSes, shared equitably by 
all regiOns Of S'udaii, and verified-through a formal, independent monitoring system. It ha_s asked 
Talisman Energy lnc. to help m'ove these concerns forward. 

A number  of  Canadian  and internatiOnal Ne0s, as well as some parties to the Sudan conflict, go 
beyond doubts to argue strenuously that oil exploitation is certainly exacerbating the conflict and 
çontributnig to human rightS abuses. 

One major area of alleged abuse Coricems thefOrced disPlacement of people,particuIarly from the 
oilfields of Southern Sudan, in the interest of a more secure em.iromnent for oil exp-action by the 
GOS and its partners', which include Talisman Energy Inc. 

Tali Stri an .cive125% of five oil blocks (3 exploration arie 2 devéloptnent):, freglig, Unity, and 
Kaikang. Thus it prirriarily operates in the Heglig--Pariang area of South Kordofan and Western 
Vpper 'Nile or Unity State. The Assessment  Mission had to  look irito allegations that people were 
being::forcibly.displaced from this area.The 'difficulties:inherent in thiS task were Compounded-by 
the eiét that  people  are leaving what w as  once a catfle,iià land, for a \.-ariety of reasons. Some 
are anxious,.to get away from the Sudanese Army and the Saggara  raider S who have aceorriPanied 
them into the Fleglig and Pariang.areas, and others are anxious ,not to be around. when competing 
militia forces clash. Som  e moVe  tu follim food supplies, others because  force majeure  dictates-
that they do so, with all these rea-sons likely constituting a major violation of their human rights. 

People in Southern Sudan are on the move,,whether it be over a short  distance or a longer One, 
for à 'natter Of'weeks, raônths, or years, 
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Violence, and the fear of it,. impact immediately on the people's use of theland-, and result in  food  
:insecurity',  winch  in tun] propels movement, Or displacement. The World Food PrOgrarnrneis 
Annual Needs Assessment for the year '2060 has identified-the PariangfRuweng County area and 
the oil area arOund.Duar and Koch; land south  of the  Bahr FI  Oliaz:al river and the site not Of 
Talisman operations but.of those of the Swedish oil cotripany, IPC/Lundin, to suffer the highest 
food shortageS directly linked to insecurity: 11 J  estimated 30-,M% Of  the population wilt have 
no harvest this,year since they weriforced to move,away from their land at different times 
during the cultivation period," 

The WET is Cori••inced thaltheinseenrity in Western UPper Nile, also knownas Unity State. 
-.owes  i'  rvthint to the initial fighting between-militia factions over control of the oilfields and 
the fightingaround G'OS garrison towns nOw that the factiOns have united 'to start›a full-seale 
wa-r against the export of the oil out of the South 

The October 26 Policy Statement declared . that if it hecOmes eviderit that oil extraction is 
exacerbating . the conflict in Sudan,  or  resulting in violations of human rights or humanitarim 
law, theGovernment ofCanada  ma  y censider applying econémic,and trade-restrictions. The 
Assessment Mission to Sudan would 'help inform the Govemmentof Canada in. their 
'examination of such options." 

Dr. Jim Buckee,.Presidenf.and CEO of Talisman Encfgy, rrote at.length to - the iviinistét of 
Foreign Arfairs respondinz to the major points of the Policy 'Statmentarid-assured him that 
"corporate. ethics has always been a strông internal priority e Talisman." 

With respect tb encouraging the,GOS td allow for independent experts to -examine allegations cif 
forced rernovals,Dr. Buckee . reported‘that he had raised this point with the Sudanesetninisters for 
Energyand Foreign  Affairs and with Dr. El Türabi and had receiVed positiveassuranceK He also 
made the point that no 'Talisman executiveor worker had ever, Seen any e\idence  of  foirced 
removals in and around the oilfieldS, and the company looked :forward to Ceroperating with the 
Assessment  Mission  as it put 1.ted,this aspect Of itSinandate. 

Similarly with respect` to initiating discussions on the  equitable and peaceful use of oil revenues, 
he pointed to the new _Sudanese constitution as providing forihe revenues to be properly shared, 
and informed the .n-tinister theTalisrnan .ha5 suggested tO the COS tlïat the TAIF could be,very 
instrumental in any verification process, particularly to guarantee that oil revenues neither go to 
defenée spending dr allow for this to,iim-ea,se. 

Concerning the need to urge the GOS to- necommit to progress- under  1G Al)  towards peacein 
Sudan, Dr. Buekee was convinceiithat everyone is tired of the war and genuinely warit to 
accelerate the IGAD peace process, the slàwneSs of vvhich was in fact .  causing frustration among 
Sudanese leaders. 



On the matterof inyiting iridependent .expertsto sit: in on Talisman's'discussions with GOS  on 
the peace.proeesS and Liman rights issues, Dr. Buckee pointed out`thathe  ha  s raised,this issue 
ir‘rith ministers and -officials,.in Khartoum, and will continue to de so: 

He stressed that Talisman belieVesit is acting in a responsibié marner-in Suclani and is gi. ing, 
Particular attention to seeing "what we cari do to improve the in es of the local cethrnuni.ties 
where.ce are .active", 

He exPresscd his:convietion that Sudan desperately needs belp 7  and hel.vanted help in deciding 
how best Io further improve the developrnent,contribution Which.Talisman can make .in thé 
,oilfields region. 

Mission 

With alLthese concerns in rnfnd a.tarn for the Assessnent Mission was composed, anangements 
made, and the .team dispatelied to Sudan. The names and biogaphical details of the team 
members are shown in an appepdix to this. report. Each tearrinnembet; was chi5sen as an individual 
not as à representative of any organization_ Each offered appropriate skills -and was deemed, 
cetTectlYi to tie`eapable of reilecting Canadarà conntnitrnent-to the promotion of human security in 
Africa. 

The work of the Assessrrtent Mission included a brief fact-finding trip'to Europe, for talkS With 
the Ul>1 agencies in Geneva, particularly the International Labour Ûrganization, the Office of the 
Commissioner for Hurnan Rights, and the High CorninisSien  for Refugees,and with the European 
Union in Brussels, m.-hieh Sent a mission to Sudan in Novernber 1999. 

The wOrk'in Sudan eonsisted, first, of meetings in -Khartoum, with G-OS opposition, human 
rights, civil society, and diplornatic representatives as we as sorne . eticounters with displaoed 
Soudiern Sudanese and the UN officiais trying to help them. tri addition, visits were made to oil 
pipeline sites nortIr and soutb of Khartoum, and to Diliing, in the lower reaçhes of the lq-uha 
Mountains. The mission spent three days at the Heglig operating hase of the Greater Nile 
Petroleum Operating Company, GNPOÇ, and frorn this'base visited aTriuMber of cornmunitjes in 
theYieinity. InclUded were Heghg market and the Talisman hospital nearby, Patiarig, Bentitt, 
Rubkona, Mayom, and Abyei. In addition, extensive fly4lyer inspeetioris were madeduring 
helicopier trips. 

MUCh of South Sudan cannot be aceessed from any a_rea controlled by the GOS, and jthe mission 
fiew tQ Najrobi, Kénya,on its way IO Lokichakicio, in northern Kenya, the operating base of 
Operation Lifeline Sudan, This hurnanitarian operatiôn is a éonsortium of the UN andmajor 
NG0s, and it Organizés relief hiptrients: and other forms of assistance for often desperate 
communities in Stidan, 
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With OLS help, the mission was able to visit a number of isolated communities, including one, 
Paboung,which does not seetn to have existed until reeentlY,when displacement from the town of 
Leer sent people fleeing into the bush and the swamps. Many of them gathered together in 
Paboung. Other places we visited include Biem in Ruweng County,Keriel,Nyall, Rumbek, Koch, 
Wuncuei. Testimony from people we met there appears in an appendix to this report. 

This constitutes an indictment of all who can act to promote human security in Western Upper 
Nile, Bahr El Ghazal, and elsewhere in South Sudan but do not do so. Inaction is not an option. 

An Urgent Matter 

South Sudan's Bahr Al Ghazal 1,vas the scene of a major tragedy in 1988: famine struck, and 
thou.sands of people died, mostly the very young, the old, and the vulnerable. Human Rights 
Watch believes that as many as 250,000 lives were lost. The UN Resident Co-ordinator for 
Sudan, Philippe Borel, issued, in October 1999, a briefing note entitled Averting Another 
Potential Humanitarian Crisis:  Western  Upper  Nile: Another  Bahr Al Ghazal?  He is convinced 
that a humanitarian disaster potentially similar to the Bahr Al Ghazal famine's been brewing for 
the last year in Unity State, Western Upper Nile, with the fighting there threatening to spiral out 
of control. Borel makes the point that it is difficult for outsiders to know what exactly is 
happening on the ground in Unity StatetWUN, and the death toll from the fighting there is 
difficult to assess, but he is clear that it has caused massive and continuous displacement and 
disruption of life, with local cultivation no longer being possible. He insists that there can be no 
development to enhance the coping mechanisms of the population unless "security zones" can be 
guaranteed and he wants the international community, to both prepare for providing emergency 
relief, particularly to the internally displaced and the communities to which they are fleeing, to 
help find a solution to the conflict, in which 1GAD remains important 

Inaction is really not an option. 

2 Slavery or Abduction: A Distinction without a Difference? 

The core allegation of slavery in Sudan is not any sensational daim, which can be criticized for 
inflation of numbers or ignorance of complexities. It is a matter of record. It is the continued 
assault on lives and liberty of the Dinka people of Bahr El Ghazal by Arab raiders, the murahlcen 
first armed by the GOS in 1985 and figuring, one way or another, in the "war strategies" of the 
GOS today. 

The central question to which the Assessment Mission turned was whether the GOS has been 
"sponsoring"these raids against the Dinka and others through the practice of "hiring" the Baggara 
tribesmen, in effect the feared murahleen, as a protection force which takes its payment not in 
cash or kind from the COS but as booty, the goods and people they can make off vvith. 
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And fear no GOS reaction as they do so. 

The arming of the murahleen with automatic weapons in 1985 was noticeably followed by  an 
increase in raiding and the abduction of women and children which accompanied these raids, and 
before long, the situation had come to the attention of Anti-slavery International. 

Anti-Slavery had, at the time of the coup which installed General Bashir and the NIP in power, 
been conducting an inquiry into Sudanese slavery with agreement of the GOS. Concerns about 
slavery in Sudem had grown following the 1987 publication of material on this practice gathered 
by two university lecturers at Khartoum University. One of these has since left Sudan following 
intense harassment and ill-treatment at the hands of the GOS, and the other is currently working 
on the issue for UNICEF. The Assessment Mission was able to speak with him as well as many 
others in its  effort  to understand the substance or otherwise of the allegations of slavery. 

When it adopted the international treaty prohibiting slavery, the United Nations' predecessor, the 
League of Nations, gave the following definition of slavery: 

"Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of 
the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised." 
(Article 1(1) of the 1926 Slavery Convention.) 

Abhorrence of slavery is professed everywhere, including Sudan, where we were strongly told, 
and not just by the government and its supporters, that slavery does not, and could not exist. 
Foreign Minister Osman Ismail, during our lengthy meeting with him, personally offered to 
intervene in the most direct way in any case of slavery brought to his attention. Ghazi Suleiman, 
one of the most determined critics of the GOS, and a lawyer vvho has used the courts to free 
women and children from abduction, was equally insistent that there was no slavery in Sudan. 

The 1926 Convention was intended primarily to abolish slavery and the slave trade, but the 
definifion of slavery in Article 1 clarifies that the international corrununity was also determined 
to abolish a wide range of other practices which were considered to be "analogous to slavery", 
including debt bondage and false adoption (of children to work as domestic servants). 

There are other forms of servitude which exhibit many of the characteristics of slavery: servile 
domestic work, forced labour and servitude for ritual or religious purposes, for example. 
Governments are under an obligation to take urgent remedial action to prevent these if they 
amount to slavery-like practices, as is often the case. 

Practices Analogous to Slavery 

Article 1 of the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and 
Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery prohibits: 
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(d) Any institution or practice whereby a child or young person under the age of 18 years, is 
delivered by either or both of his natural parents or by  hic  guardian to another person;whether for 
reward or not with a ‘Tiew to the exploitation of the child or young person or of his labour." 

The prohibition was designed among other things to prevent children from being exploited as 
domestic workers . through the practice,Of "sharn adoption" ( te  being nominally welcorned,into 
new household as a member of the family, when the real motive is to require the new member to 
work as an unpaid domestic servant) 

"Forced labeur" is sbinetimes confused with slaery, and sometimes itis irnpIi0 the sWieryis 
simply a category of foreed iabour. International standards adopted soon after the 't 926 Slavery. 
Convention pri)hibited  the' use  of famed labour other than by  tire  state, but thecirCtanstancès  in 
which individual citizens can be oblied to perform forced labour are .now clearly circumscribed. 

International standards. linait,theuse of forced labour very strittly and urge its; total elitriingion. 
An International Labour Officet:IL.0) .  Cons  enticFn adopted 65 years ago obliged each state: 
ratifying the .Convention,inCluding•Sudan, tesuppress the  use  of forced.or Çompulsory labour iri 
all its forms within the shortest possible period". 

Reports of Slavery in Sudan 

Gilien our -concern about the possibility of GOS 'sponsorship" Of the faiding'earried out by the 
Baggara, it is necessa.ry that-a word of description be +offered about this grouping, 

The BaggaraArabs are mainly to be:found along  the-  southern borderlands of "Northern" Siidan, 
lands where water for the cattle`they Cherish is ai - seaSonalConUriodity, often one they had to fight, 
for,usually with Dinka and Nuet communities, where cattleis'also king- 

‘Though the B:aggaraare peripheral, during the years of the Mandi at the end of the 19d.i. centiry, 
they "controlled" Sudan, and the settled Arabs of the Nile valley rerneinber thiS well_ In 1985, the 
GOS began  tu  arm the Baggara'as.militia, the murah1een, with modern weapons, and this was 
oontinued when Sadiq El Mandi became Prime ivlinister, When Omar Eiashir and his NU' allies 
consolidated power, one of their firSt acts was to create the Popular Defence Forces, giving the 
murahleen a. legitimacy which bedevils the Slavery issue today. 

On November 27,the Sudan News Agency put out a story which began with the assertion that the 
resident tePresentative  of  in K,hartoum,  Thomas  Ekvall has  affirmed that UN-WU has 
concluded that the practices which were once termed as slavery are actually cases of abduction  in 
the conflict ueas. He pointed out that the executive director Of -UNICEF, Ms. Carol Bellamy, has 
apologized for 'the misunderstanding that has occtined in interpreting her statement". 
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While UNICEF does now foliOw the practice Of the UN Corninission:on Human Rights, and no 
longer Uses the'tenn Èlavery, referring instead  tu Abduction, there has been no.,apology to the 
GOS. The contention over terminology is not simply one of séraantics, but is an attempt' by 
persons rejecting :the term' Slavery tu  blunt the allegations-of its existence by'raising instead the 
tribal practices of Nuet  and  Dinka, whçé  have had a histeity of reciprocal raiding and abduction. 
Setting aside the debate over the word used to describe it,the A.ssessment Mission was concerned 
v,ith the practice : itself, and there is ample. eVideriee'that it iS .organized, and is accompanied by 
violence ;And there is the end result: the  's roi 	use of a-human being t?3,  another; one 

 exercising 'ownership" Ovei another. 

During bur -stay in Khartoum, we were fOrtunate to enjoy lengthy discussions with UNICEF 
personnel, including IVIr. Ekvall, our understanding of whatis happening in'sude owes much to 
thgir  observations  and insight, not to mention their courage 'and fortitude in carrying out 
UNICEF's mandate in  vers'  difficult circumstances. 

Whatwe .saw and hearà 

The Governinent of Sudan is resOlute in opposing •ny use of the tereSlaveryn as anything othet 
than a descriptor  of something Which May have happened there long : ago. In this, they are joined 
by many w.ho are norrnalJy their rnostresolute critics, im.•.luding -rnany ot Sudarrrs moSt"prorninerit 
hunian nghts lawyers  and actiTiSts: It is almost as if there is a societai refusal to accept the 
possibility of the  phenomenon, and this appears, to spill over intq just how "Abductions" are  thon  
dealt with. 

The:Special  Rapporteur,  as has been mentioned, expressed to the UN Commission on litnnan 
Rights the view that war in Sudan haçl revived and exacerbate:d.Slavery -there'and he Called for 
'energetic measureS to 'prevent are end unlawful practices. suCh as raids by arrned militias 

PerPetrated against women and children," The GOS invited hin-Lto reconsider  hic  position on this 
point but did éreate, -on May 1, 1999, a Committee. for the Eradication .Abduction of WOMell 
and Chuldien which, in his report to the UN General Assembly,the Special lIapporteiir, welComed 
as an encourag'ing decision, to be closely monitored in the future.' He joined UNICEF in seeing 
CEAWC's  establishment as a concrete indication of the political‘will cif the G,OS to deal with 
abductions, 

We heard at lerigth'from virtually all quarters concerned about or involved with this problem. 

UNICEF talked to us formally, and some of its field workm and. those ofother UN bodies did sO 
informallY; all were serious about bninging tà an end an abysmal situation which disfigures the 
lives of so many people, particularly  in Banr El Ghazal but not just there. 

The Bahr  El  Arab river, in its western reaches, effectively divides the Dinka to south from the 
Arabs -to north. In  1 985, an earlier GOS began to arm A rab  militias, the murahleen, ›as aform of 
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opposition to the SPLA. This practice has mushroomed into armed banditry and lawlessness at 
best, and the use of the raiding by the inurahleen against Dinka communities as a war strategy at 
worst. 

We were told that there are really three different phenomena in the Slavery/abductions issue. 
First, there is armed and organized raiding in which the role of the GOS is not clear, and is likely 
complex. Sometimes, we were informed, the GOS provides arms, sometimes the groups of 
murahleen go off on their own. Tribal groups have been known to organize raids veith 
"representatives" from other Arab groups; returning with children, women and cattle taken in 
these raids, all of them have had a common celebration. 

Then there is the train which carries COS supplies from the north down through Aweil and Wau 
in Bahr El Ghazal, down through contested territory. We have been told, and accept, that there is 
formal recruitment by the GOS of militia to guard the train from possible SPLA attack. Up to 
2000 are "recruited", then there are many others, some accompanying the train on horseback, and 
others who climb aboard for the journey and the chances of booty which it offers. These 
murahleen then go out from the train & attack villages suspected of supporting the SPLA on the 
vvay from Babanusa to Wau and back. The said booty has consisted not just of goods, some 
identifiably once belonging to relief agencies, but also of women and children. 

Finally, we were told of joint punitive raids carried out by the GOS and the murahleen, who, 
under the Popular Defence Act, can enjoy status as state-sponsored militias, the PDF. One such 
raid apparently hit the town of Abyei in 1997. 
The theory is that such raids are conducted to attack villages believed to support the SPLA. 

In all these events, men have been killed or forced to  escape, and women and children have been 
taken. 

The Committee on the Eradication of Abductions of Women and Children 

When we met with the new Committee on the Eradication of Abductions of Women & Children, 
we heard how this group sees the problem and how it should be addressed. The senior civil 
servant of the Ministry  of Justice, Abdurachman Ahmed Ibrahim, stressed that the mandate of the 
CEAWC is to facilitate the safe return of abductees by supporting tribal leaders; to investigate 
reports of abductions and bring perpetrators to trial; and to investigate the causes of abduction 
and ways to eliminate the practice, and were told that it is persistent among tribes in the Bahr El-
Ghazal area but is confined to that area, and has never been highlighted as a matter of 
purchaselsale of people in Sudan. It was common for us to be told that no-one has yet identified a 
classical "slave market" in Sudan--though here it must be said that a responsible official with a 
highly credible NGO told us of having heard that there was one such in South Darfur. 
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We were told that CEAWC has established sub-committees in North Bahr el Ghazal, West Bahr 
el Ghazal, South, West and North Darfur, & South Kordofan, and has established liaison offices 
there. In South Darfur, a safe place has been set up for abducted children in order to reunify 
them with their families. CEAWC organized a workshop in Nyala for tribal leaders, Committee 
members, and Save the Children Fund UK. 

Work began on identifying children through tribal leaders; photouaphs and i.d. papers were sent 
to Aweil and to Wau; and more than 100 children were identified. CEAWC then worked with 
UNICEF and SCF/UK on ways to reunify the children. 11 have been taken to Aweil and 
reunified.  Plans are in hand to reunify 100 children but funding has not yet arrived from donors. 
CEAWC has gathered more than 200 women and children from the area and is in the process of 
reuniting them with families 

We were then told that, yes, there was speculation that there have been abductions from the train 
that runs between Babanusa and Wau, via Aweil. CEAWC held meetings in Aweil and Wau and 
developed a two-fold plan. First, there would be workshops and seminars in Wau, Babanusa and 
Aweil to discuss the ill effects of this practice and the damage to the reputation of the country. 
This wrould be irnpressed on the murahleen and the tribal chiefs.Next, clear instructions would be 
given to the Aweil sub-committee to prevent any child from boarding the train, but one related 
problem was that not all children were abductees; some want to travel to the north for work. 

One official expanded on this theme, saying that the train needs protection as it passes through 
areas under rebel control. The murahleen who provide protection used to take children to help 
them make tea during the journey, but there are no allegations that they buy and sell these 
children. There are stories of the murahleen giving farnilies tea and sugar, in return for allowing 
the children to serve tea and e,offee to the murahleen along the way. 

We cannot give credence to "explanations" such as this. It appeared to us that the issue was not 
one of children "riding the train", but of the murahleen using the train as a base for raids and for 
abducting children. It was stressed to us that the GOS is not involved with the murahleen, and 
their abductions constitute a crime taking place in areas not fully under GOS control. 

The GOS is not part of this, it was emphasized to us. The Chief of Police in Aweil is now on the 
local CEWAC sub-committee; the police are being used to arrest children, to prevent them from 
boarding trains between Aweil, Babanusa and Wau. There are now clear instructions not to allow 
any child to move on the train for any reason whatsoever unless accompanied by their family. 
CEAWC has made it clear to the Governor in \Vau that the train has given Sudan a bad 
reputation. 

Where there is war and instability, there will be a problem, vve were told, but where the GOS is 
fully in control, there is no problem. The problem is instability. Resolution of the issue rests on a 
resolution of the war. Unless there is an end to the war, the GOS won't have control of the 
territory & the problem will persist. It is the duty of the GOS to ensure the rule of law prevails, 
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and it is serious about it, witness the fact that Sudan now has a new constitution and courts to 
protect rights, and prosecutors in all'rdistricts .are ready tu Teçeive complaints of crime committed 
in relation to abduction or slavery. 

Mr. Abduradhman mentioned that a number of abductees are taken by rebel movement  but  the 
media never reports this. The GOS is always blamed_ 

Wc were also confronted by theilcultural" explanation, the:  essence. of  which is that there are 
always fights in'this part of Sudan; both parties raid, they tee women and children; this is not 
slavery, il  is retribution, and  ras  enge; tribes are not taking women and children fOr tansorrr or for 
money, but even so, there is no law which allows them to do this, CEAWC  hi  s decided to see 
what the chiefs think should be done to resolve the problem WithOutneCessarily using the penal 
code in  Order to breakythis. vicious circle and to  as 	hardening positions. Our position is.already 
hardened: the practice is abhorrent and must be stopped, now, not when it is convenient. It has 
already g'one  on tdo long. 

There is no definite,answer to howler* the practiee Of abduction has been going on, but it has 
expanded and contracted over  time  The Bagarra-don't kill women-and children, a Foreign 
Affairs Official told  us, they take there as war booty. There used  tu  -beperiodic tribal councils; 
with compensation paid in cattle for anybloodshed, This has happened sinc_e "the British rime" . 
ft happens where Cattle are migrating, and Where the rebels steal cattle in order to force people to 
move. It is an issue created by war,.it is asserted. 

After they are identified, abductees are taken to the "peacebuilding centres". The process of 
identifying a child through the tribal leaders may  talc a long time &- then it rnaji take a long tune  
to firid the child'S family, It  mi  y be that taking a person from one -family where he is at school 
may not be helPftiI. So the child might be kept in schOol until a permanent solution is found-
Here it must be reported that we heard elsewhere that the GOS is refising to  alios'  children over 
16 to reunify'with their fatriilies because they say they will join the , SPLA, and that the GOS 
argument that they are staying behind to complete their education has no basis in reality. We're 
told diat there are women and childrenlVho would like to stay and not  be reunited. Reunification 
must always be'done in the best,interests of the Child, said one CEAW( memben 

Abducted children,itl›,,:as also 'clainied,are treated by their families,in the same manner-as the rest 
of the family. Some times Children have come for work and find their new family iS better. 
Sometimes, farnilies not involyed in abduction keep the children .as a kind of foster famil y . 
lt is left to the discretion of the appropriate subcommittee (Dinka., Messariyaa, kezeÉat) to 
decide jointly what to do with the children, Anything dorie,is dône With the full knowledge and 
cooperation of iLTMCEF and Save the Children. If the parents want to take the child, it is done, 
but  if the parents are unidentified or not found, the child is  kit s'. 	he ià. 

As to numbers CEAWC has docun-iented abductees who have reached safe houses, 
C'peacehuilcling - centr'es"), with  229 in South Darfur, and 100 in West Kordofan:Some of then 
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have been away from their families from one to eight Or ten years. 

We knew that  CE kW  had been created Only since May 1999, , and that  for  ten years"before that, 
a.groupP of Dinka leaders had been working to combat abductions, We were able to speâk to their 
principal, James Ag air  who no  w also,serves on (E 'S 	He infohned us that the Dinka 
Committee established sub-committees in the coneerned provinces, gathered-information, and 
follow individual Cases, The children were gr en  the option of going home or staying where  they 
were. Sonie would go south again, some moved to Khartoum, somewoUld Stay where  the)  were. 

The Dinlca Committee reunified I t27 children in this way  in  the pa,st ten years• and teceived.help 
fi .orn the Arab tribal  leaders  todo Se. We.take letters from the G-08 to the Baggara tnbil leadem 
(,Rezegat, Messiriya:). he said When CEAWAC vas  established, webeeamepart of at Weivant 
to bring an end té, this practiee; it is a practiec'of war  but:  we worM wait for peace to aet. 

We were later able to go with James  Ag air  to a "safe house.' for abducted children in Khartoum 
where  the  y are housed prior to re-unification. There,were about 40 Children present, and sorne 
had been there 3 to 6 years, Others have been there only a rnattcrof months, They are all Dinka 
children, but.from various - regions. One boy was trying to jOin - his'inother in West Kordofan, but 
cOuldn't find lier 'because she moves around seasonally. 

This house has been open  tu  children for  ten years. Sometimes Save the Children helps vw-ith 
feeding costs. There are, according tO,James Agwair, inany obstacles because there is no money. 
He estimates that there are about 6060.abductees in South Darfur, and about 	in West 
Kordofan. we need tWO orihree. Years of 	work to get these individuals back, he 
thought. 

This number corresponded more or less %yith a figure  given by Save the Children L' K.  ânél 
UNICEF .  

UNIC EF 

Whatever the numl:Fers, the situation is depressing,UNICEF is doing its best to Change things, and 
to resPond to change when it is driven by the 'GOS  or  activists,such as James Agwair. We were 
told by UNICEF, workers'that the GOSsometirneS inteKlene to secure the return Of abduCted 
'Children, and did so before CEAWCis.creation, but GOS intervention seems tnbe -ad Mc. 

From a "proposal for decentralising the implementation of the abduction eradication project' 
prepared by  the  Sudan Country Office Of UNICEF we halee taken note of the following; 
'UNICEF is planning to advocate for mass voluntary retrievals, This Can only suceceed if the 
President  and top governinent ininistets, ùfficials,  the ineilia„ reli0ous leaders, trIal leaders and 

. itnellectuals'from the'Baggara groTavparticipate in this national effort to érid abduction_ 
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If there is such a mass movement led by the President and/or the First Vice President, UNICEF 
envisages that as many as 90% of all abductees, perhaps numbering more than 14,000 children 
and women would be retrieved within a few months;" 

At first, UNICEF workers thought the creation of CEAWC was different, a very positive step, 
with the enabling order published by the Minister  of Justice. 

Nol,v the assessment might be changing, as it seemed that that leadership was no longer being 
'provided on this issue; no Minister or Wali (State uovernor under the new federal system) was 
providing leadership and advocating in affected regions against abductions. 

The point was made to us that the President, the Minister  of Justice, and the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs have never spoken publicly about CEAWC and the need for it. It was suggested that for 
them to do so would be construed as admitting there was a slavery problem in Sudan. Certainly, 
when the Minister of Foreign Affairs told us he would get involved in any slavery case, he was 
silent in respect of abductions. 

Was the GOS only cooperating with UNICEF to the extent necessary? We heard about the 
UNICEF worker, Dr. Hamid El Bashir, who had been working in Wau. He was arrested and 
tortured for 3 days in June/July 1999, and his wife and child were threatened. UNICEF had to get 
him out of the country. Also, it seems that UNICEF is also harassed with flight bans, as are the 
other humanitarian agencies of the UN system such as WFP. 

Knowing that the GOS keeps saying UNICEF must retract previous staternents about slavery,is it 
impossible to believe accounts that zoverm -nent bureaucrats sometimes obstruct the working of 
CEAWC? In addition, 1,ve were told there are members who see their role as bein2 to show that 
there is no problem, and though we cannot judge whether this is so, sonne of the views expressed 
to us by committee members seemed more related to denial than demonstrative commitment. 
A case in point must be the argument that Dinka children willingly travel by train in Bahr El 
Ghazal to make tea for Arab guards. 

But the fact that the CEAWC framework now exists surely means that international pressure 
matters in Sudan today, and this reality is heartening the UN workers in the field. 

These workers do not see abductions as the result of "tribal fights'', and since 1986, there have 
been no "tribal fights" as such between the Dinka and the Rizzegat. Nor do they have evidence 
that the Dinka are engaged in this practice of abduction into slave-like status. UNICEF has 
asked for lists of abducted Rizzegat children, but have never received them. 

Here it is appropriate to ackno-wledge that abduction has certainly figured in relations between 
Dinka and Nuer, to the point where the GOS, and groups such as the Sudan Foundation, have 
asked why, in the Wunlit Accords fostered by Christian church groups, is the practice termed 
"Abduction" but these same groups use "Slavery" when talking of Arab/Dinka abductions? 
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Indeed, we were told by one ambassador from an EU country that given that the Vs/unlit Accords 
specify in some detail what to do in cases of abduction, it must exist as a practice. 

It should be said that this Dinka-Nuer abduction is done by both sides, which not only impacts on 
how victims are treated, but gives an impetus to efforts aimed at ending the practice. Both sides 
have a stake in the siiccess of such efforts. 

However, there is no pattern of Dinka abduction of Arab women and children, and only the GOS 
can make the murahleen see the need to eradicate their practice of abductions. Yes, for 
consistency's sake, it is perhaps more appropriate to refer to Abductions wherever they occur in 
Sudan, and whoever they involve ., which in no way lessons the moral and legal obligation on the 
GOS to eradicate, not condone, the practice. 

The practice is ongoing. The train that arrived in Wau on October 25, 1999, did, we were told, 
have abductees on board. 47 were released by the Wali. 

What happens to those not lucky enough to be released in this way? UNICEF workers have 
interviewed many children, and learned that they are quickly put to work. Some have been later 
exchanged, for seven goats for example. 'There is not a market as such but there are exchanges of 
children for goods and even money. Meanwhile, according to our sources, most Baggara villages 
in West Kordofan and South Darfur contain abducted children busy with domestic labour. 

The UNICEF Resident Representative, Thomas Eckvall, had just returned from a tour of El Fula, 
West Kordofan, and South Darfur when he met ),vith us in the company of his senior colleagues 
and the UN Resident co-ordinator, Philippe Bord. 

There is progress, stated Eekvall. Reunifications are slow, but 11 were returned the other day. 
More could be done; for example, the Minister  of Justice  himself was meant to accompany the 
UN team, as a show of GOS support for the fight against abductions, but he failed to appe,ar. 

The GOS needed to demonstrate its will on this issue & to make its own resources available. It 
was put to us that every penny spent to date has come from UNICEF, which the GOS keeps 
harassing because of the Executive Director's statement. 

Though progress was being made, there continued to be systematic  obstruction  of our 
humanitarian assistance; it is not just UNICEF specific. Obstacles appear to be caused by 
individuals rather than orchestrated by the state, he thought. 

Aweil and the infamous train lie at the root of this problem, according to Eckvall. The main 
reason that 11 abductees were returned from Aweil recently was because the GOS officials knew 
that the UN planned to visit. 
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According to UNICEF, the authorities in Aweil do not any longer allow abductees to corne into 
Aweil itself by train. In October, 1999, there were 8 abducted children on the train; six months 
ago, it would have been 80. The number of abducted has decreased, but it hasn't stopped. 

The GOS does clearly have a responsibility. It's essentially a Government train,taking supplies to 
the garrison maintained by the GOS and the murahleen are there on behalf of the GOS, and 
should be controlled by the GOS. 

Philippe Borel voiced the thought that the UN would like to organize a train to deliver 
humanitarian aid because it would be cheap and more effective but in addition to the fear that the 
murahleen would attack it unless it carried armed UN guards the train requires a US part which it 
cannot get because of the embargo. 

Thomas Eckvall pointed out that verifying anything is almost impossible, and one way forward 
might be for CEAWC to ride the train, but the critical factor was for CEAWC to receive proper 
and public support from the GOS, which is so far lacking. 

One former political figure had only this to say about CEAWC:if there is no change to the policy 
of engaginu the rnurahleen to guard the train but not paying them, then how will the practice be 
stopped? If you want to be serious about this problem, pay the murahleen and warn that if 
anything happens, by way of looting and abduction, they will be responsible. 

Redemptions 

The UNICEF workers said there is no evidence that "redernption" is actually fuelling the 
abduction problem, whether the redemption was real or "staged". 

One worker doubted that "staged redemptions", if such there arc, actually incite more abductions, 
since the population being "redeemed" is not the population abducted by murahleen. And 
redemption was practiced before foreign Christians got involved, when local intermediaries were 
paid a fee, sometimes in cattle or kind, to retrieve abductees. However, reports, especially from 
CSI, about very large numbers were questioned, and frankly not accepted. Mention vvas also 
made to us of evidence that the SPLA was involved in 'recycling" abductees, but it was thought 
that the SPLA has dealt with this. 

There is a real problem here. Serious anti-abduction activists, who are quick to credit CSI and 
similar bodies with putting the issue on the international, and thus the Sudanese, agenda, cannot 
relate the claimed redemptions to what they know of the reality. For example we were told that it 
would be hard not to notice how passive these "slave" children are when they are liberated or to 
realize how implausible it is to gather together so many people from so many locations so 
quickly — and there are always just the right number to match redemption funds available! 
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Indeed, we spokel,vith a locally engaged staff member of an international NGO whose own son 
had been abducted ten years earlier. With all his dilligence, effort, and expertise, he had been 
unable to track do‘vn his son for those ten years. Fortunately, the son managed to escape from the 
remote northern village of his abductors, and make his way back to his home area. This account 
casts further doubt on the plausibility of easy, mass, retrievals or redemptions. 

Several informants reported various scenarios involving.  staged redemptions. In some cases, 
SPLM officials are allegedly involved in arranging these exchanges, dressing up as Arab slave 
traders, with profits being used to support the SPLM/A, buy arms and ammunition, and even to 
build a power base in opposition to John Garang, which, it is said, has caused a rift in SPLM, 
because those who object (including Garang) are reluctarit to publicly expose it for fear of 
splintering the rebel movement. 

Sometimes a "redeeming group" may be innocently misled, but other groups may be actively 
committed to fundraising for the SPLIWA & deliberately use "slave redemption" as a successful 
tactic for attracting Western donors. 

We did speak with an eyewitness who can confirm observing a staged redemption and this 
testimony confornied with other reports we had from a variety of credible sources. 

The "redeeming group" blew they vvere buying back children who had not been abducted or 
enslaved. The exchange was conducted in the presence of armed SPLA guards. The "Arab" 
middle man/trader delivering the children for "redemption" was recognized as a member of the 
local community- even though he was dressed up in traditional Arab costume for the event. 

Interestingly, even UNICEF has been accused of "Staged abduction redemption", in their case of 
recycling children from IDP camps. The accusations force UNICEF to be sure to focus on proper 
documentation, and it wishes CSI and others lived by the importance of this aspect of the 
struggle. 

One NGO activist we met said that CSVv.  & CSI have broached the issues in very different ways 
than his organization could, but have "upped the political & economic ante" with their daim that 
more than 4000 women and children have been redeemed. This does not solve the problem, but 
speaking up about staged redemptions or against CSI would "undermine what we could 
contibute to addressing causes". 

Some Conclusions 

The Governor, or Vv'ali, of Bahr El Ghazal is said to have told a German parliamentary 
delegation bluntly that although he is governor and head of security, his decisions are only 
hypothetical — the Sudanese Army and security do what they want. 
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We cannot say what these state- institutions want, but the practice of Arab raiders making life hell 
in Dinka villages in Bahr El Ghazal is either a measure of the inability of Sudan,a state at war, to 
provide hurnan security to its citizens, or it is a war strategy, one wilfully dismissive of 
humanitarian law as it applies to internal conflict. It would have to be one rooted in a cultural 
disdain for the Dinka by the Arab elite which cannot admit to itself or others that something very 
much like slavery is going on under their noses and so, shamefully turns a collective blind eye. 
Either condition demands serious effort by the GOS to redress the situation. 

This brings us to a related issue, one which is also rarely discussed but must be considered and 
addressed: sharecropping. 

Many of those abducted in Bahr El Ghazal end up in South Darfur, but they are by no means the 
only Southerners to be found there. Despite the presence of about 100,000 IDPs in the state for 
7-10 years, most still suffer chronic insecurity exacerbated by the exploitative agricultural 
practices of the host community. 

Our information is that they are given no access to arable land, even though there is no shortage 
of it. They are consigned instead to sharecropping, with exploitative terms dictated by the 
landowner, usually an Arab. The sharecropper IDP must borrow food throughout season against 
his share of the crop, which leads to a situation of bonded labour. Does the GOS also turn a blind 
eye to this practice, vvhich gives local Arab landholders a supply of very cheap labour? 

The plight of1DPs is everywhere hard & Sudan is no exception, as we found when we looked at 
this aspect of the situation there. Many of the IDPs in South Darfur went there as a result of 
murahleen raids along the railway corridor; raids which took many of their children to Arab 
hornesteads in that same state. Another Sudanese irony, but not the least, or the last we would 
encounter. 

One of the most credible voius raised against slavery in Sudan is that of Anti-Slavery 
International. In 1997, it joined with Sudan Update to publish a comprehensive account of the 
practice. In its concluding section, this made the point that "The Sudan government is guilty of 
enough crimes for its critics not to need to exaggerate or distort  its record. Unfortunately, this is 
precisely what some of its opponents are doing in the slavery debate. There is a danger that 
\vrangling over slavery can become a fatal distraction frorn abuses which are actually part of 
government policy—which slavery is emphatically not 	The government is—largely—ttiming a 
blind eye rather than actually promoting the practice." 

With the caveat that the GOS is relying on war-strategies in which abductions play a large part, 
the Assessment Mission shares this analysis and concern. The support for armed raiders must 
stop, and the GOS must find the will and the way to look at the practice clearly, and move firmly 
to eradicate it 

The creation of CEAWC is a first step, but so far an insufficient one, towards ending a practice, 



Abduction into a condition of being owned by another person, which must be .stopped. At this 
time, perhaps 15,000 Sudanese women and children live in such a terrible status. The GOS, 
focusing on the visible absence of "classical Slave markets",bridles at the use of the term Slavery 
more than at the plight of these women and children, and for this absolute misplacement of moral 
indignation there can be no sympathy whatsoever. Certainly, all our sympathy is with the women 
and children & their devastated communities. That so many of these communities are preyed on 
by those relied on by the GOS to guard its supply-lines places the burden of responsibility on that 
government, and it must bring this practice to an end. It cannot rely on the efforts of CE.AWC 
alone. 

CEAWC is the progeny of the Ministry  of Justice in 'Khartoum, and spokesmen for the ministry 
have said that the regional machinery of the ministry has been tasked with assisting CEAWC in 
carrying out its mandate, and applying the rule of law. To the extent that this regional machinery 
can be made more effective in this aspect of its work, perhaps here there is room for Canadian 
assistance? 

The CEAWC is now receiving funds from the European Union, channelled through UNICEF, & 
the EU maintains that it will be monitoring the progress of CEAWC in the course of its re-
engagement with Sudan. Interestingly, one of the harshest critics of abductions in Sudan 
welcomed the creation of CEAWC but is already anxious at signs that it fails to live up to its 
promise, and become part of the problem rather than a driver towards a solution. Canada could 
join with those who are determined to press CEAWC into improving effectiveness of its work, 
and this does require vigilant resourcing. 

One way of proceeding is to fwid UNICEF, the major partner of CEAWC, both as regards the 
operations of CEAWC, & in fillfillment of UNICEF's ovvn programme of technical assistance in 
Sudan. For example the agency has developed a project proposal aimed at decentralising the field 
work of CEAWC, and this includes a sub-project dealing with the Train, support for the "Dinka 
Committee", for a "Baggara Committee", field monitoring, and even "Root Causes". In addition, 
it has developed a major proposal on "Peacebuilding and human riets protection in war-effected 
communities in Sudan". This far-reaching proposal aims, among other things, at expanding the 
constituencies of an infrastructure for peace-building by promoting women and youth 
participation & supporting their peace initiatives. This would link very effectively with the focus 
on field monitoring, which would be greatly assisted if Canada were to help provide affected 
communities with training and equipment to record any murahleen raids. 

One useful approach might be to establish a Canadian Cœmnittee on Abduction in Sudan, 
involving major government departments and conc,erned civil society groups, which could advise 
on ODA funding for anti-abduction initiatives in Sudan. 

One anti-abduction initiative that rightly attracts favourable attention is the ‘vork 
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Finally, neither the 1926 Slavery Convention, nor the 1956 Supplementary Convention on the 
Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery require 
countries to report on measures taken against slavery, nor have they established any form of 
permanent treaty-monitoring committee (in contrast to most recently adopted United 
Nations human rights  instruments). As a result, it is only if governments, or more likely, 
non-governmental organisations, choose to present information to the annual meeting of the 
United Nations Working Group on Contemporary Forms of Slavery, which was established in 
1974 and reports to the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 
Minorities (and indirectly to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights), that the 
international community becomes aware of persisting patterns of slavery or slavery-like 
practices. 

Canada could take a strong lead in campaigning for permanent monitoring mechanism and could 
seek the involvement of the ILO in fleshing-out a mechanism/system of procedures as the history 
of the ILO since 1919 has been focused on such a contribution to human security through 
international law and due process. The ILO, which will soon have the Sudanese position on 
forced labour and abductions examined by its Committee of Experts, is interested in providing 
technical assistance to Sudan to enable it to clamp down on forced labour, and Canada should 
consider this way of responding to the problem, as it did in 1996, when it first engaged the Child 
Labour issue through a grant to the ILO. 

3 Internal Displacement and Forced Removals 

The UN Under-Secretary-General for flumanitarianAffairs Mr. Sergio Vieira de Mello, has 
stressed that the crisis of internal displacement affects over 20 million people worldwide. 

In response to this situation, the Secretary-General's Special Representative on IDPs, Mr. Francis 
Deng, a Sudanese national, has issued Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement 'These 
are based upon existing international humanitarian law and human rights instruments serving as 
an international standard to guide governments as well as international humanitarian and 
development agencies in providing assistance and protection to IDPs. 

Guiding Principles 

Mr. Deng has forcefully made the point that the task of ensuring protection for persons forcibly 
uprooted from their homes by violent conflicts, gross violations of human rights and other 
traumatic events, but who remain within the borders of their own countries, is a monumental one. 
Nearly always they suffer from severe deprivation, hardship and discrimination. 
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This is of course compounded by the fact that whereas Principle 3 states that national authorities 
have the primary duty and responsibility to provide protection and humanitarian assistance to 
internally displaced persons, the need for these things, the deprivation, hardship, and 
discrimination, can be laid at the door of those authorities in the first place. As Principle 5 makes 
clear, those authorities have to respect their obligations under international human rights and 
humanitarian law precisely to avoid the displacement of persons. 

But what is the reality? A local official from Nhialdiu said "Civilians, cattle, children, have been 
killed, and our homes burnt. We don't think we are included in the human rights of the world." 

And from a woman in the same village: "Our tuk-uls have been burnt. I hope you will convey that 
we are people, we cannot go and eat grass like a cow. Even if you bring food and rnedicines, but 
no guns, they will kill us." 

These voices speak to Principle 10, which holds that every human being has the inherent right to 
life, and no-one shall be arbitrarily deprived of that life, including internally displaced persons. 

It is clear that the Guiding Principles speak directly to the plight of IDPs in Sudan today. 
Leonardo Franco has stated that up to 4.5 million people have been displaced in Sudan since the 
beginning of the current phase of civil war in 1983. In his report to the UN General Assembly, he 
reiterated his concern at the prolonged war which ''has affected mainly the civilian population, 
whose plight should be regarded as one of the most pressing human rights concerns facing the 
international community". 

He was firm in his conviction that forcible displacement has been a major consequence of the 
violations of human rights and humanitarian law by the parties to the Sudan conflict. 

Sudan: People on the move 

In our talks with Dr. Hassan El Turabi, at that time still both Speaker of the National Assembly 
and Secretary General of the National Congress(formerly the N1F), he more than once mentioned 
that the people of southern Sudan had "voted with their feet", by which he meant that they had 
left the South, and moved northwards, with many of them settling in the Khartoum area. In fact, 
the U.NDP believes that as many as 1.5 million IDPs are now living around Khartoum, which is 
overwhelming the authorities. 

The displaced people themselves were living at a subsistence level; some wanted to leave and 
return to the South, but this is difficult. Communities were continually growing. 
Some 1DPs were moving into the normal life of the city. Learning that the GOS had developed a 
plan for dealing with the [OP  phenomenon in Khartoum State, we resolved to visit both a 
redevelopment area and a camp for the IDPs. 
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We were driven to these sites by Dr• Sharaf Eddin Ibrahim Bannaga, Minister of Housing for° 
Khartoum State. He explained ihat Khartdurn had and was working. to adeveloprnent plan, which 
had been prepared in l 99:1-by a World Bank consultant 

It was being followed as the authorities attempted to deal with a,serious influx of people; I-le 
frequently refen-ed to nsquatters", and it id. the view of  the UN  Élumanitarian Co-ordination Unit 
that along With "classical" EDPs, mostly S,outherners escaping the war, many hundreds of 
thousands of poor Northerners have arrived in the Khartoum area, and more arrive every day. 

The minister drove us . through -maris  sub-divisions being literally  cars ed out of thered soil of the 
plain weSt. of the city of Omdurman, explaining to as the care his,ministy was taking to help the 
new arrivals, ci en though there were lirriited resources; Alter  sortie tiine, and at our ingistenee, he 
drove us tO One of the smaller canips for IDPS, Wad El Bashir, It "houses" about 50,00Q people, 
some of whom had been there for as  man y as 7 years. 

One .  worrian we spoke to had anived there from Aweil, and was just getting by, as no work was 
available. Most IDP households are Ileacledby wornen.In order to,surviVe and feed their families; 
in circumstances Where there are no  jobs and no ^financial support from government, the won-ren 
have to  do  what  the' can. When  the)  turn . to producing alcrilibl, as many de,  the  results  are  
catastrophic: The activitY is illegal in Sudan though it does eam the women subsistence income. 
Perhaps the authorities are against it as much for thiS reason as any other: In any event,  the  result 
iS often heavy fines and vers  hard imprisonmerit, sorntimes children incarcerated along with 
mothers; further family break up and destitution all round. 

The camps themselves are home to mugh and ready church buildings, and it is these which often 
face demolition at the hands of  the  State authorities. Our information is that Mdeed„ at the local 
level, there ,is a - general anti-Christian biaswhich affects chances of finding a jéb or being given à 
proper house space, wilich th e  authorities.  are proViding for the Nordiem "squatters" who come 
into the,city..Çamps have Popular Conmrittees which appear to serve as the government's 
mechanism for informing  the people  when necessarY, and for being,informed at all times, -there 
are traditional chiefs, whether the people are Nuer or Dinka, and sometimes tiloY are 'nixed, but 
the chiefs seetn to have little authority. 

In addition to:the camps Such aS El Bashir, Salem, and Mayang, many IDPs  are  reduced tci 
becoming  squatters,  erecting rude shelters wfierethey can, and, of course, being regularly subject, 
to demolition. Butstill they arrive in  Khartoum.  

In discussion with UN workets engaged with the problems of IDPs, we lean-ied that there are IDP 
camps in other parts of Sudan too, There,are three  official camps in West Kordofan and,  
there are JIDPs resident'in theni who have been there for 10 years. In South Darfur, there are 
fifteen camps, with more 1 -1.)Ps outside them than inside, the problem,of people mo\ing,',or being 
moved, because of conflict, is complicated by the faetthat hurrianitarian,agencies often find it 
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difficult to move  round. 	thus reaching those outside the formal camps is sometimes 
impossible. 

Displacemenit and Oil in Northern Sudan 

WewerenaturallY interested in people tnoVing, or being moved, because of oil development, 
which led us to travel outside Khartoum, onceto the north, along part of the pipeline route to the 
nev.,  refinery beirigbuilt mainly by Chinese contractors, and once to Dilling  in the  Nuha 
lvIouritains, to the site of a pumping station on  the pipeline  

On  eaa occasion, we were assiired that loCal people whe had to be Mov cd  because of the 
PiPeline were  gr. en  compensation. The Pipeline Secuiity Manager for gr...1•POC, osama  um. 
Saeed, inçhcated that he sat on a committee whiCh .planned relocations and compensation. North 
of  Kharfoum, where we travelled with one of his deputies, there was,little evidence of special 
;security around the pipeline, and Mr. °swim belieVes thata 'contented local population is the best 
bulwark against insecurity. In Dining, both the toven. itself and near thepump .station, it waà not 
unusual to see armed men in civilian "Clothing: According to Mi.  . °Sam., in town these were local 
cattle herders, who need the wearFons to protect:their covi .s; at..the:pmnp 'station, the guns were 
the'Pf9Perty of locals who  lot k after seetrity, and their fatriiIies in each instance, the man 
carrying a gun was an Arab. 

Displateinent and Oil in Southern Sudan 

We were:also interested in the non-Arab peoples who lived near oil development, a.nd we learned 
that in Khartoum tht -e-is... a Pariang,,:ksàOéiation. Pariang, soinciirries known as Faryang'or eVen 
P.anriangi was  described to us ,bY Talisman Energy Inc. as a Dinka village located on the eastern 
edge of  the GNPOC concession and the lecatiOn of a méntly coMpleted GNPOCiTaIisman 
ineclidal dispensary, A place of some interest to us, given our mandate. 

The.Pariang Association represents people, mainly Dinka, displaced from. the Pariane area and 
now living.  in  the camps for IDPs near r.hartgum, camps such as Ma yang. It attempts to provide 
schooling for the children and other assistance for the families We were:told that - people .started 
coming north from .Pariang  in 198, the year:the war was resurned, and have been coming ever 
since. About one hundred had erived in the last  si  months, otherareknown-to have stopped in 
Kadugli and Kortola. 

The major displacements,or what  saine have referred to as forced removals, for one part of Unity 
Stac, the Pariang area, coincided with the outbreak of factional fighting around the state capital, 
Bentiu, in May, 1999. 
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Ruweng County/ Parizing Province 

LIN Special Rapporteur Leonardo Franco wrote of this area being attaCked in May 1999, with 
villages on the eastern edge of Heglig -being-  attaeked and burnt te the pound. He sàid that as 
many as six thousand homes were destroyed, alon2,with.17 churches, all leaving 1,000-2,00C 
people displaced. Given that it is not easy for anyone to access the area eaSt of Heglig, that 
confusion abounçls oieer village names, and that the average "home", a but.known as -a tulail, 
might house as many as 6 people, knowing what took place is not a simple task, bilt sOmething 
bad happenpcl>in Rpweng County in May, 1999, and we clid,our best to find out  'u-st  what. 

This was far - from sitriple, In addition to speaking to people now in Khartoum who had been,in 
Ruweng in May, 1'999, to others still in the county itseff, or in other locations in South Sudar4 
and even northern Kenya; we visited Ruweng twice, The first iSit, made possible by Talisman 
Energy  hic. ,  was to Pariang village, under GOS control. Here, the sunounding terri tory is not 
known as Ruweng County, but rather  as  Pàriang Province, Thesecond Visit. facilitated by 
CbperationLifeline Sudan, was to Bient, s,ome distance east of Pariang vi'llage, in Ruweng 
county. This is an area nominally under SPLA contre 

Adding, all of our ViSits and talkslogether, a compoSitepicture êtrierges villich we  bel  ieve  Puts 
the  FranCo report in better perspective. But whereas Leonardo Franco focused only on May,1999, 
the story begins much sooner, and it has,noi ended yet. 

The.claim has been madernost frequently by Talisman Energy Inc., - that the "oil field .area" has 
- nies  er known permanent habitation, always being the scene of viéidespread flooding-in the railly 
season, and ofcattle drives and nomad camps in the dry season. Quite possibly, this is trueof à 
very mall area centred.on Heglig itself, site of the eNPoC1. base camp & pipeline terminus and a 
small village and market. But Heglig llSed to be known by its Dinka name, Ming, 8c may before 
oil exploration  in the 1980rs, hwee beert.herrieto  permanent  settlement by the Dinka Panatli, The 
area to the east di-leg:Jig, towards Pariang village and beyond there,into the dePths of-Ruweng 
county, certainlywas. 

Maps made in 1954, prior to Sudanese independence, show that Ruweng County and the area 
westwards to Heglig and southlowards Rubkona and the Bahr El Ghazal River was home to the-
Dinka Panaru and Dinka Alor, Cattle-rearing people. Thenanie Pariang is,from the Panaru, West 
and south of the Diràapanara were the Leek Nuer, centred on the town of Bentiù, 8z. to the east. 
of them, the.Sbniuk and the Dinka NgOk. 

South of the river. were  the But  and,likany.Nuer,-and to.thewest the .Bol  were inore,Dinka 
-rigok, and the Dinka -Twie, arOund the-town of Abyei. 

From Valicus  sources,  it aPpeats that  White  there have always.been pressures on the Dinka in the 
Fleglig-Ruweng area, with Arab nomads dril,..ing their cattle south and fighting with  the  Dirikafor 
gràiing  am cas  and city-Season water, pushing  the  against the Mur, between whom. similar 



aregular featureoflife,,the situation changed percePtibly with ChevroWs. arrival in 
1976. 

To the limited extent that Talisman found an "empty landscape" vvhen it arrived in 1996/97it was 
largely because the.diseo)/er Of oil had v ,éll'before then increased the pressure on the Dinka, 

> forcing many of thetn to abandon their villages. 

Some witnesses maintain that the pressure increased dvçn  more  after.the b,f1P-led goyernment of 
Sudan began to link its future to oil. In Èebruary 1992, GOS began planning for  ml  exploitation, 
and the military began_ offensives>causingdeath Of 35 people (inditly civilians), with the theft of 
about 500 cov:IS ;  some tukuls burned and people forced`out: This affected the villages, or perhaps 
hamlets, giventhat some contained .only  a te  w tuk-uls, of Pandakwil, Kong, PardokTik, bok, 
Kwoc,, and PanlOck-Bibiok, But the people, in the main, managed to return, resettle and 
reCOnStrtle t;, 

In November 92, and until April 91, the GOS ancl.Arab murahleen allied to it oondueted a 5 
month offensive with looting, burning, abduction, This period saw'.211 deaths,  63 abductionS, 
instances of rape, and 1237 cattle stolen. In  all 57 haniletS were burned, and 1,300 people 
displaced to C‘OS controlled areas before-SPLA forces caused  the (Ais  troops to withdraw to 
Bentiu  and  El.Qhcict 

A new  offensive  began in December 1993, When•26 people were killed in hamlets near to 1-leglig 
(Pardok, Kwok,,Nhorial, Panagwit);it is maintained hy survivors that thé ÇOS was trYirig to;elear 
the area so the SPLA wbuld not be near the oil. It was after this that the area around Ileglig was 
more or less deserted except for GOS forces. The'Ditika ieillage of Athonf was'renaméd El Toor, 
and the GOS dePloyed trOOps  in  Maper, renaming it Munga. Both will  figure  again in this,report, 

Tri October 1996, the GOS and its  allies  launched a fiirther offensive, displacing many thousands 
of people into towns sPch as Bentili, Khartoum far  to the nOrth, and even Kadogli in the Nuha 
Mountains, But.rriany also fied into the ‘‘peaceearrips" in Pariang'and Athonj, where their coping 
mechanisms were limited because cattle were stolen and seeds destroyedIainine as on the V.fay. 
December 97 into 1998 saw the burning of tukuls,in Panlok-Kwok, Mankuer, Aloual, and 
Ngoniak, In Julie 1998, the,murahleen raided Paiilok Kwok.again, stealing 112 -cows; and killing 
4 people. 

Drilling yrras underway in H.  .eglig and Athonj (Ef Tool') in  1998 . 	in October, morepeople 
were displaced front  the latter  Later in this tePort,  v e v  ill discusS El Toor again, concerning 
reports of an incident there which Talisman -  looked into,after we had raised it with them 
But it was  as Athonj that  the 	was  knoven when the Dinka Panaru  Ir cd  there,and hen, 
earlier in 1998, the  government of Unit, State impleMented  a  fno.dest agricultural Scliemë,there. 
The harvest had been good, and the state authorities planned to expand the scheme in 199 9 . laut 
the  y were told by the Sudanege Army diat.no settlemerit  or  agricultural Sch.eme 1,1/mild be allowed 
so near the oltete, and the peop1e were forced out. 
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On 9 May 1999, a new offensive was launched from Talodi in the Nuba Mountains and from 
Pahang, in which Antonovs and helicopter gunships supported troops using armoured personnel 
carriers. Roads built by the oil companies enabled these to reach their desitinations more easily 
than before. Heavy bombing occurred near the Dir river where many of the Dinka habitually 
reside in the dry season. The attacks began within a day or two of major deliveries of food by the 
UN's World Food Programme, and much of the foodstock was destroyed. The premises of a 
foreign NGO, Medair were damaged and the staff withdrawn. The village of Biem 1 was 
destroyed, and the burning of tulculs and theft of cattle ranged as far as Padit. Biem 2, which we 
visited, was badly damaged, and is presently being reconstructed. Oxfam has provided plastic 
sheeting for some of the reconstruction in Ruweng County, and it is visible today« 

One WFP official visited Gumrialc in April, 1999 and again in July 1999, when he saw the burnt 
tuckuls where the freshly delivered food had been stored. Before the attack, 32,000 people had 
been on the food distribution list in the Biem area; at a food drop in November, 1999, less than 
10,000 people were served; one informant told us he thought this might be because the people 
were too scared to come out of the swamps in July 1999, and many have now left the area 
altogether. 

Another humanitarian worker was in Gurnriak, at the Medair compound, when the May attacks 
began.Before he was evacuated on May 12, 1999, he witnessed, and lived through, bombings and 
frequent runs by helicopter gunships. He was sure that many civilians died, though he could not 
give an estimate. 

We heard that the Medair compound was burned down, constituting an end to the presence of 
foreign NGOs in Gumriak and the surrounding area. More than one informant has maintained 
that a goal of the May attacks was to rid the area of this NGO presence.One humanitarian worker 
who made a number of trips to Gumriak between April and July, 1999 was convinced that the 
GOS just did not want the NGOs around, and this conviction hardened after he had talccn off 
following one trip and a helicopter gunship appeared and attacked the location he had only just 
left. 

And what he saw on these trips has made a strong impression, one of tukuls still burning, food 
stocks and seed inside, huge numbers of tulculs destroyed, particularly along the road linking 
Taj eil Gurnriak, and P ad i t. 

The offensive lasted almost two months, not the ten days mentioned by Leonardo Franco, who 
may have been thinking only of the use of ground troops and the movement of these was stopped 
by the rains in June. The offensive was characterized by bombing runs and hehcopter gunships 
flying low enough to kill people, and make the survivors afraid to cultivate. A local SPLA 
commander, Faldon Roy, was killed in one such attack. 
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From April to July 1999, the decline in population in Ruweng County seems to have been in the 
order of 50%. Gumriak declined from 9,474 to 5,274, Mankwo, from 20,572 to 9,438, Bomadol 
from 8,088 to 3,288. And it has not stopped: Tajiel was first attacked on 11 May, most recently 
on 1 November, and later that month, people around Biern showed up for a UN food drop, but 
people from Gumriak could not reach Biem because of the floods and the distance. 

An End in Sight? 

The Athonj — Pagoi line of villages closest to Heglig have been gradually displaced eastward or 
outward from at least 1996 onwards to May, 1999. The displacement ti-om tlaese villages has 
been permanent  with exception of Athonj/E1Toor (which is a few kilometres north of where it 
used to be, and where the current residents are thought to be IDPs returning south from 
Khartoum). The areas further east of Heglig have been subject to periodic attack, bombing, 
looting, killing, abduction, burning out etc., including the May/June 1999 offensive. This has 
caused people to flee into the swamps 84. elsewhere, but somewhere around 40% had returned to 
rebuild as ofJuly 1999, though their coping skills are sharply reduced by the insecurity and the 
inability to cultivate. Others have been driven further afield, or into the Pariane "peace camp": 
where they might be able to access Talisman's ncw clinic; indeed, the "town" is in the process 
of being "moved", re-built nearer to the clinic on higher ground. We heard a lot said about the 
GOS desire to consolidate rural populations in the oil areas into locations where control, over 
both behaviour and movement, can be maintained. 

In the Calgary Herald, December 6, 1999, Talisman CEO, Dr. Jim Buckee said that "The village 
governor (of Pariang) advises that over the past tvvo years, the village has grown from 8,000 to 
11,000. Early development projects, funded by the oil project, have brought hope and stability to 
to the area. Even when the people are coerced by the promise of limited food security 
or basic health care, it essentially remains forcible displacement, it is pacification, not peace, and 
definitely not project-driven development. 

It is difficult to avoid Leonardo Franco's conclusion that a "swath of scorched earth/cleared 
territory" is being created around the oilfields. It is necessary. to infer that over the years, the 
series of attacks and displacements are leading to a gradual depopulation, as only a percentage of 
people who flee return after each displacement. Franco's conclusion may well be correct, and it is 
necessary to bring an end to these vicious displacements. 

One active resident of Pariang town offered his particular perception of the displacement process. 
He asserted that there had been little conflict around the tovvn since 1995, and when the SPLA 
moved in during 1996, Tito Biel, then of the South Sudan Defence Force, "rescued" it. Little 
happened then until early May, 1999, when GOS forces conducted a "combing operation" in the 
area as a result of the abduction and killing of the ICRC workers earlier in the year. 

Soldiers from a military convoy using Pariang as its base went to four villages, Gokua, Deng 
Akol, Biu, and Chitting, where women were raped, causing whole populations to leave. Tukuls 
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were burned, and people hid in the swamps, though many have begun to return, moving into 
Pariang itself. 

A foreign humanitarian worker told us he had heard it said that the GOS offensive, which we are 
convinced was a major violation of international humanitarian & human rights law unjustified in 
anyway was initiated because of rumours that the SPLA was planning to attack the oilfields from 
the eastern edge of Ruweng County & indeed an oil company official told us that in May 1999, 
5 people - one Chinese, four Sudanese locals - on a seismic crew were abducted by the SPLA at 
Munga, east of Heglig and northeast of Rubkona, between Bentiu and Pariang. 

A soldier was also kidnapped at the - same time and was killed. The head of security at Heglig has 
since indicated that the kidnapping took place at 10.00 am on May 12, while the GOS assault in 
Ruweng County was already in full motion, and the crew was released e 9.00 pm on May 17. 

Also in May there were three GOS soldiers guarding the [PC  oil rig at Thar Jath, in Block 5A, 
south of Bentiu, who vvere abducted from the camp near the rig and killed. As will be spelled out 
in more detail later, the area south of the Talisman concession & essentially south of the Bahr el 
Ghazal river is where much of the inter-factional fighting as an element of the "Oil vvar" is taking 
place. Talisman is not the only foreign oil company embroiled in this war. 

The 1CRC tragedy, the abduction and killing of Red Cross worIcers between Bentiu and Pariang, 
rather than feared or actual SPLA assaults, was also mentioned as a pretext for the May, 1999 
GOS attacks in Ruweng County by a prominent Southern politician we spoke to in Khartoum He 
also emphasised that, at least since British times, there had been permanent settlements where the 
Heglig and Unity oilfields are located, but these were mostly depopulated in Chevron's time,long 
before Talisman. He advanced the view that in those days, the Messariya Arabs 1,vere encouraged 
to move in behind the retreating Dinka and Nuer, and when Omar Bashir took over, he originally 
favoured returning the displaced Dinka and Nuer to their villages, but, instead the Messariya 
established settlements. 

The people of Ruweng County have never been  free  of inter-tribal confleits and pressures, but 
they have been particularly insecure for the years since 1983, when the resumption of civil war at 
least coincided with, and some say was due to, oil activity in their area. Consider the people of • 
Athonj, or now El Toor, site of a Talisman or GNPOC rig. 

The original village seems to have been "displaced" in the May 1999 fire storm; the village was 
"re-built" a few kilometres away, near the oil rig. In September, 1999, an attack by the SPLA 
killed 5 GOS soldiers, and the villagers fled yet again, though most soon returned. 

When an NGO representative mentioned to us, in the hearing of a Talisman executive that homes 
had been burned and people displaced at El Toor, the executive's initial and spontaneous reaction 
was to deny any knowledge of the incident, and in this he can readily be believed. 
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On the other hand, it can also be wondered if he, and others, have actually shied away from 
knowing what has been going on around them. He promised to look into the incident, and later 
produced a Canadian oil %. vorker who said he had heard "from our own security guys that it was 
Dinka raiders, not the GOS. The people who were there before are still there". 

Later still, the executive produced a "security report" for the week of 15 to 21 September, 1999, 
showing that "an inter-nicine tribal incident occurred between 3 Dinka tribal villages  occurred 
south of the El Tour Final processing Facility...In a relatively sophisticated operation one village 
was attacked whilst the attackers  ambushed the tribesmen from its sister village as they rushed to 
the rescue. After the intervention of the Sudanese Army a tally of the casualties revealed six 
military wounded, five dead attackers and an unknol,vn number of defenders killed in the 
ambush...No rebel involvement was reported and it is confirmed that the incident remains merely 
an inter-tribal problem." 

For Talisman, so very much seems to be explained as "merely an inter-tribal problem", but 
displacement has gone on, and is still going on, and in Ruweng County, it is hard to deny that 
Displacement is now, and has been for some time, because of oil. This is a commodity which, its 
potential notwithstanding, is seen increasingly as, and may veell be, the enemy of a people with 
nowhere to go where they can enjoy human security. 

It is to Leonardo Franco's credit that he has brought this to light. 

4 Oil and Conflict Examined 

In his 1976 book, Oil Power, Cad Solberg writes that the ''primacy of oil is due in large measure 
to a very special quality: it flows...This flowing and fugitive quality of oil (there is something 
slippery and elusive about the stuff) has made its pursuit and capture underground the 
quintessential venture of risk taldng capitalism" 

Talisman Energy Inc. is the largest independent oil and gas company in Canada, and perhaps the 
third or fourth largest in the world. It is a major Canadian corporation, with a very broad 
ownership base and real roots in Alberta, where it maintains its head office & many oil assets. It 
is also the largest oil and gas producer in Ontario. Talisman expected to spend $245 million in 
Canada in 1999. 

It was created in 1992 as part of a management buy-out of the assets of BP Canada. It has never 
been risk-averse, and while its Canadian operations currently account for most of its income, 
Talisman has been active in the North Sea, Algeria, and Indonesia, as well as Sudan. 

Oil in Sudan 

The distinction of being the 1st foreign oil company to seek to capture oil in the Muglug Basin of 
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southern Sudan goes to Chevron, vvhich was granted a concession in 1975, and started drilling in 
1977. In 1979, it made its first discovery. In 1980, it made a significant discovery in the 
Unity/Talih area north of Bentiu in Western Upper Nile, and by May, 1982 !  it had discovered 
substantial reserves of oil in Heglig, just inside South Kordofan. 

By this time, Sudan's rulers had gone back on agreements reached with Southem leaders and 
revealed a strong desire to ensure that oil was drilled, pumped, refined, and piped in the North of 
the country, not the South, which contributed to the creation of the Sudan people's Liberation 
Arrny in 1983 and the resumption of civil war, which continues to this day. 

The Canadian company, Aralcis, entered the scene after Chevron viithdrew following armed 
attacks against its facilities. First Chevron halted its work in February, 1984, after three workers 
were killed at Rubkona (now planned to be the operational base of [PC),  decided in 1988 to 
resume, and then withdrew in 1990 and relinquished its concessions: enter Arakis. 

Peter Verney, editor of Sudan Update, made the claim that when Chevron resumed operations 
in the late 1980's, it tried to support a militia from the Baggara, who are Arab cattle herders with 
a long history of conflict with Nuer and Dinka over water and grazing rights. 

There can be no understanding of the oil conflict in Western Upper Nile without keeping in mind 
the interplay of Baggara, Nuer, and Dinka. But to see conflict as being nothing more than some 
kind of traditional interplay between armed cattle-herders is so limited as to be akin to almost 
wilfully hiding from facts, and depending on fantasies. 

Aralcis appears to have been led by a businessman with very good links to the NIF in Sudan, a 
connection invaluable in ensuring that Arakis was able to pick up Chevron holdings for a small 
stake. But to develop these holdings required a much bigger stake, one which was revealed as 
being too big for Arakis: enter Talisman, which on October 8, 1998, completed the acquisition of 
Arakis Energy Corporation, thereby acquiring a 25% interest in the oil exploration and 
development project in Sudan being operated by the Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Company 
(GNPOC), a consortium co-owned by the national petroleum company of China (40%), the 
national oil company of Malaysia (30%), and the national petroleum company of Suda.n (5%). 

Canada is committed to ensuring that private sector involvement in Sudan does not prolong the 
conflict in Sudan or fuel related human rights abuses, & the government believes that the private 
sector has an ethical responsibility to ensure their operations do no harm, but rather contribute to 
fostering a climate conducive to building a durable and just peace. Canada has sought assurances 
from both the Government of Sudan and Talisman Energy that both international humanitarian 
and human rights laws are being upheld, and that oil extraction and export is not exacerbating the 
conflict in Sudan. 
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War in South Sudan: Oil and Troubled Waters 

Leonardo Franco, Special Rapporteur, reported in detail to the 54th. session of the UN General 
Assembly in November, 1999, and he devoted a section of his report to Conflict in the oil zones, 
where he elaborated on events in Ruweng County in Western Upper Nile, in May 1999, a 
commentary we have examined above & one which Dr. Buckee of Talisman later characterized 
as based on hearsay. 

Leonardo Franco gave attention, and perhaps credence, to claims that "long-term efforts by the 
various govenunents of the Sudan to protect oil production have included a policy of forcible 
population displacement in order to clear oil-producing areas and transportation routes of 
southern civilians, who were suspected of supporting sabotage actions by the SPLA." 

He claims that the economic, political and strategic implications of the oil issue have seriously 
compounded and exacerbated the conflict and led to a deterioration of the overall situation of 
human rights and the respect for humanitarian law as well as further diminishing the already slim 
chances for peace. 

Some of this criticism could be described as misplaced: most of the media attention equates oil 
and Talisman, but to many of the militia commanders, oil also means the Riek oil field betveeen 
Duar and Koch, that is, south of Bentiu and outside the Talisman concession, part of the 
operations of IPC, formerly known by the name Lundin. 

One report from a UN-system official compounds this possibly unjust equation but makes an 
interesting observation nonetheless."Talisman Oil company claims that the new oil field industry 
will bring pmsperity, jobs, education, and health to the Southern Sudanese. They even organized 
a media trip  to the Heglig oilfields to pmve it to journalists. However, in Duar, the ongoing 
fighting chased all of the NGOs away,leading to complete neglect of basic services such as water 
and health facilities. WFP staff reported that since there were no working water pumps in Duar, 
the population had to walk for at least 6 hours to find water." 

Alex de Waal said, ten years ago, that "a straightforward military victory cannot be achieved by 
either side in the present war." 

This sentiment was echoed by most of the Sudanese leaders the Assessment Mission met with, 
including Hassan el Turabi, who has often been characterized in the western press as a hard-liner 
determined on military victory, one now made possible by oil revenues. 

Whatever his reasoning/motivation, it was interesting that, in our discussion with him, he more 
than once said there was no issue left unresolved between North and South, which could have its 
referendum and leave if it wanted to. 
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Nothing is that-  simplein Sudan today and nothing was when de Waal wrote about the war .1/4.vhich 
TtirabFs.politiCat férCeS.had afthat time. just inherited, 

And now, teti years .  later, the main fighting in Southern Siidan is' going on between these Finned 
factions. Yes, the broader conflict goes ,on, bombs do fall  on Equatoria, not  just Upper Nile. 
Garrisons are maintained in Bahr El Ghazal and the Nuba MOuntains, not jtiSt at Bentiu'or 
Mayom. Çivilians are, denied access -tg relief supplies in other  places thari Pariang Province or 
Ruweng,County;Hunger m a wcapon  of wai-  is more potent in Sudan than the Antonov "bomber" 
and their often rudimentary cat-goes 

But sinCe at : least May, 1999, bloOdy fighting has gone on aIongee edge of the main oil 
concessions in Upper Nile, and that fighting has pitted one Nuer militia-faction against another. 

On Thursday, December 2, 1999,, the Reuters correspondent in Khartoum reported that sixteen 
militia commanders  once aligned with•the  (OS  have anndunced they. are joiningforces with  the 

 "main reb.el faction in the south". Thatis, the  y declared their intention to fight the GOS alongside 
the SPLA in Upper Nile. 

The collapse of theKhartount Peàce- Agreement.  

The re-alignment of basically Nuer trtilitias was clearly linIced,to oil,  and  its ii-riportance is 
underseored by the faut that the militias were at one lime intended by theGOS  tu  provide security 
for the oilfields themselves. 

We were able to discuss this as 	with Dr, Riek Machar, former c011eague efSPLA leader 
John Garang, now Asst.siant President Of Sudan and Chairman of the> South  Sudan Co-ordinating 
Council. 

Made triaintained that the oil companies were previously. sectired by the Nuer forces, and had 
faced no fèar of attabic bi-  disorder, The  problem was clear to hirrE fighting is going on in Unity 
State (Western Upper Nile) betv, ,een. the Sudan  Am y and the Nuer militia. ft waS clear that the 
Khartoum Peso..  Agreement was  not being implemented properly. 

The -KPA v`vas signed in 1997 between the,GOS and Southern leaders, irioluding Riek Machar, 
who had broken away from John Garanis SPLA, 

According .to 	 I  the KPA was abandoned shortly after it was born, and all  it did was 
give jobs to Rielz Machu and some of  lus  associates. No action talçen  on  creating a joint cease, 
fire commission;ari oil revenue allocation commission, the re-settlenient of internally displaced 
people, and much more, 

iviacha.r had written 4 memorandutn to GOS on May 25, 1999,,ouilining the various violations 
and non:irnPletneritation of  the  agreement. He was convineed-that . the var  in Unity State.,w.as not 
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warranted -and there was no political reason for it, but things were looking bad around Bentiu, the 
,state capital. by then. 

But, in truth, theprocess" had been going nowhere fast anyway,  but  e‘Tenta on the'ground had. 
In September 1997, a disagreement arose betweenPaulino - Matip, the'SSDF commander  in Unit  
StatetWestern Upper Ni1e and his deputy, Tito Biel, Matip was  opposed to the choice of Taban 
Deng Gai as the candidate:of the pblitical ann of theSSDF, the United Democratic Salvation 
Front (UDSF), for governor of the -state. Taban Gai was_elected. in December, 1997, and Matip 
set bis  mind againSt bôtli the new governor and Riek Machar. 

In February, 1998, igeting broke out in Bentiu between supporters of Tabati Gai (Tito Biel') and 
those opposed to him (F'aulino Matip), leaving many dead, and making  the split between Matip 
and Biel permanent. 

rvlachar wanted the.GOS to rein in [Vlatip, and learned to  bis  chagrin that Matip had been made a 
Major General  in the  Sudanese Anny. Then, again 	 figliting broke out on May 1, 
1999, between the SSDF troops'cornmanded by Tito Biel  and  the Sudanese ArM). over who 
should eOntrol SeCurity in the -oilfields..:Matit) tOok the sideof 'the GOS, and ordered governor 
Taban Gai to leave Éenriu wïlthinthreç hours, This  he did, and now hi es  in Khartonm, where we 
Were able to.bave an instructive cénversation with him. It is perhaps useful to uriderstand that 
lvfatip had a letter of ultimatum delivered to Tab-an, nOt only telling him he had three hours  to  
leave, but eiactl ,  why, and one reason was that Taban's  '!meeting  with Garang's movement in the 
area of W unlit was meant to. delay the process of petroIeurn refining." 

We-have beerrtold, by people who were there, that the .clashes Bentiti were preciPitated when 
'Matip Confronted the SSDF over replacing the Sudanese Anny garrison in Leer, a town south,of 
Bentiu. He :4(1‘wanted ro rotge troopa b):r roadbut, was told it coidd'only be done by heliccFpter. 
When SSDF obseri ers. noticed that the helicopter-arrived  full  of fresh troops  but  left half empty, 
shoofing started, and it has not realirstopped. -UN and other offiéials and NCrO'activists soon 
evacuated Leer, though not before sorneof them were able  to  see, and have reported to uaahat 
white 1-ielidopter, floW'n by Caucasians, was b,eing used to bring Matip's troops into Leer. 

These reports had a partièular poignancy for us, both because they aiso figured in difficult 
discussions 1,N,e had with Commander Tito niei and Commander Peter Gadiet, and because the 
helicopter in which we ourselves flàv to places like Bentidvas a white one  made available by 
Talisman. The machine in linestion, C-Fb3.10, was operated by Northeni Mountain Aviation of 
British Colurnbia, and its Caucasian pilot,I did say he had indeed been asked to 
-fly in support of military operations in the area  and had refused. 

C-FNMO operates out of the airstrip at Heglig, and it should be mentioned the we saw a second, 
and larger, vvtite helicopter there, a Russian -made transporter operated by Green Flag Aviatiori. 
We never did see its Crew. 
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The fighting betWeen Biel and Matip died down a little in June,,though by this time, as always, 
happeris in South Sudan, théusands of people were on the niOye. On Jul)  i  r, ,41)PrOxinlatçlY 
fifteen people were teen frOrn their homes in Bentiu, They inciuded two ministers in the Unity 
State government. Most were soon found dead and :the SSDF accused Ivlatip ofhaving 'them 
killed. 

In SePternber, matterà worsened ‘vhen Matip's principal lieutenant, Peter Gadiet, threw in his lot 
with Tito Biel. Both Biel & Gadiet have told us that they will now Only fight theGOS, by which 
they mean matip and the Sudanese Army; but not each other or theSPLA. Matip claimed:in his 
letter,to Taban Gai and on other occasions,,that the SSDF we  acting in  concert with the SPLA, 
Which  va  s probably not true at thetime. On October  L the UN Resident Co-ordinator in Sudan 
released a background Brief on the Conflict in Suclari, in which he said that if Nélatip% claim were 
found to be iTue ;  it will seriously thre,aten the securitY'of the oilfields, and mark the breakdown of 
the Khartoum PeeeAgreement. Meanwhile, he said, an SSDF commander hes accused the GOS 
of siding with:Matip, claiming that .airforce planes had bombed SSDF troops. 

Bombings there certainly have been, hitting civilians, and forcing others to flee,  as  well as hitting 
ssuf troops. There is a war giDirig on in Unity State/Western  I  Tpper Nile, a small one„ but a 
deadly one  The  Humanitarian Co-ordination Unit of the UN 'in  Khartoum  pin Out a Situation 
Report on the area on October 16, 1999: "The oil .field near Rigat w as  reportedly-attacked a week 
>ao and an 'midtown number of people killed. There are reports Of Nhialdu being attacked, 
shel1ing  in  13entiu, further gunship reinforCernents and bombings taking plgce, Road 
communications between Bentiu and Rubkonahave been eut. There are reports oflaridlnines. 
between Rubkona and Tonga. Tong  is reportedly oectipied, The securit-y ievd of Western Upper 
Nile locations is at 'red no go':' 

One week_later, a press release was issued from the "General Headquarters of the South Sudan 
Defence Force", over the signature of Commander  Kwong Danhier Gatluak lt said  in part, that 
"as we went  tu  press, fighting is continuing in and around  Ma)  orn between forces under the 
command of Commander Péter Gadet Yat and the sci-called Petroleuna Protection Brigade, Liwa 
Hama Bitarol. These forces of Jihad were badly heatenoff when they tried to  corne  out of 
Mayom town  on  October 19, 1999." 

The release also said that "fighting bad also flared up, in Leer on October 18, 1999; under overall 
Commander Tito Biel Choir and under the direct operational'ebinmand of-Cdr, retç ir Par  Jiek  It 
is cryeal clear that the GOS's policy is genocidal eared to wipe out or incapacitate the civilian 
population in Western Upper Nile so that the GOS and its constituents can exploit the oil 'Without 
resistance," 

The Nuer militia contmariders we met, including Biel and Gadiet, wantlhe,oilfieids shut down. 
If  it cannot be accomplished diplomatically, they Sa)  they are prepared to attempt it militarily. 
The) or their ernissaries,have met both with each other, including,e the wsOutherners only" peace 
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sessions atyaat, where,they agreed that the KPA -  was. a dead issue, and also with Saha ldir, the 
depiity tb John Garang and Chief of Staffbf the SPLA, an organization sometimes.characterized 
as  a  Dinka army. Any confidence they have in facing the coming  dl)  season  tomes  Érom these 
encounters, 

Dinka and Nuer: From Hostility to Peace, Wunlit and Waat 

Paulin°. Ivllatip was -Obviously worried by & concerned about the meeting in the 'area  of  Wunlit";  
winch  is in Tonj County; a Dirika  district  in Bahr El Ghazal, The  meeting between Dinka and 
Nuer leaders wilich took place there in February of199 was of the uni -iost significance to  anw 
understanding of the situation in Sudan, 

The 1990's have riot been kind to. either the Nuà or the Dinka. Earlier hostilities and rivalries 
aside,  iii 991, the SPLA, which had driven the'Sudanese army out of inoSt of the South, 
exploded intQwarring faCtions.lnitially linked te  the  gulf between  John Gai an 	Riek Machar 
Over w;hether or not the SPLA should give up the ailla of a united Sudan in favour of.Sonthern 
independence, and the confined to the tipper reaches of the Southern tnilitaiy leaderShip, the 
contiict became &violent full-scale one between the  Noir and the Dinka. It reached  the point 

 where orne,-analYsts. believethatthe hurnher of binka and Iluer who have died in this conflict 
exceeds the number killed by the Sudanese army. 

In 1997, iviaehar and other ex-SPLA figures signed the K_PA, a separate peace with the GOS, and. 
their troops officially became part of the "Southern:Sudan DefenceForces", a move whiclmany 
Southerners, including Nuer  militariy commanders, did not find >acceptable. These tighters.were 
angeed when the COS began moving troops into "Nuer areas" in 1997/98. 

Meanwhile Niter and-Dinka community leaders, appalled at the fighting between -their peoples, 
came to see the conflict as one of elites, antfinot inev .itable: Before .long oices were raised 
denouncing both Garang and Machu and the very idea of continued fighting. Militaty stalemate 
set  in  Which  the  GOS is said to have  fourni  ways'Of exploiting, partly through providing 
ammunition to the proliferation  of  Nuer factions. 

In addition, the fighting beWeenIvlachar and . Matip sobered more than a few Nuer and Dinka 
alike some SPLA soldiers began to wonder if their:leaders really viiar,itéd -peace, and the Political 
situation began to faVour regional initiatives,of peace and reconciliation between the bluer &  the 
Dinka. 

By June 199S, it vvas possible .for twenty or so,Nner artd Dinlça chiefs to hold talks at 
Lokichokkio  in  ncFrthern Kenya, with help from the New Sudan Council of Churches. Over a 10-
da meeting, the chiefs became  cons  inced that peace between,Nuer and ainka vr'as now possible. 
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The February/March, 1999 conference at Wunlit was the next logical step. Though John Garang 
refused to endorse the event, his deputy, Salva Kiir, himself a Dinka from Bahr El Ghazal, did 
everything to make it possible, and to make it a success. 

It was aptly called the Dinka-Nuer Peace and Reconciliation Conference, and it opened with the 
sacrifice of a ereat White Bull and included Christian worship. Much emphasis was placed on 
storytelling and ownership by the participants. It ended with each of them signing or marking the 
Wunlit Dinka-Nuer Covenant, declaring an end to seven and a half years of conflict. 

Among the declarations: that border grazing lands and fishing  grounds  shall be available 
immediately as shared resources. And : that all hostile acts shall cease between Dinka and Nuer 
whether betvveen their respective military forces or armed civilians. The first of these is already 
working, and being put under strain. We were able to talk in Wuncuei to a number of Dinka and 
Nuer chiefs forced to live side by side as a result of the massive displacement of people from 
villages fought over by Matip and Gadiet, people who see themselves as being forced out by the 
GOS in its desire to keep them away from the oilfields. 

One of the chiefs, Wilfred Ring, had taken part in Wunlit, and believed in it, but he was saddened 
by the sight of Nuer arriving along with diseased cattle, a battered people seeking support from 
their Dinka neighbours. He was unhappy about the likelihood of Dinka cattle dying too, "But 
what can you do? We are now living in peace with the Nuer, so we have to accept it." 

Wilfrid Ring will keep trying to accept it. Others, particularly those far from the fighting, do not 
seem able to, and some of them may well be trying hard to disrupt it, and witness a return to 
conflict between Dinka and Nuer. 

From the KPA to Wunlit: Peace as a Threat to the GOS? 

While we did not meet with President Bashir, we did meet Dr. Turabi and a number of the 
ministers in Khartoum. A group of people Alfred Taban might criticize for not acting sooner and 
with genuine resolve, to honour and implement the KPA. Indeed, Phillipe Borel, in his October 
1999 briefing note on a possible humanitarian tragedy, touched on the KPA. 

He said it was puzzling to many observers just why the GOS was not able to stop the fighting 
between the militias in Unity State/Vv'UN when these were initially all linked to the GOS through 
the KPA. He said this situation had led to suspicion that the GOS was looking for a way out 
of the commitments it had made in the KPA and to fuel fighting among its signatories on the 
"rebel" side was its only way out. 

Perhaps this thesis only makes sense if, in fact, the GOS does, secretly, believe in a military 
solution to the war, one which would presumably entail the use of oil revenues and have to 
include restuned, dry-scason assaults, against the "SSDF" rebels in Western Upper Nile, and 
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against the SPLA south of Wau in Bahr El Ghazal. 

Some analysts also might sec in the growing accord between these two armed oppositions the 
major threat to the GOS since the coup of 1989 which brought President Bashir to power. Our 
Assessment Mission is in no position to offer an opinion on such matters, though we feel obliged 
to do so with respect to a related issue. 

Riek Machar and other Southern political leaders invested all of their credibility in the Khartoum 
Peace Agreement, and for a while, the GOS was strong in claimine to the world that this 
agreement, which includes the right of the South to self-detennination, was both an indicator of 
its intentions and a clear step towards a wider peace in Sudan. But what "went wrong"? 

Here two phenomena must be considered. First, the moves towards peace between Dinka and 
Nuer seem real, if always fragile, and we are convinced that this eventuality is one which has 
ne-ver been viewed with equanimity in Khartoum. Second, not only was the Riek Machar 
grouping, post-KPA, becoming more influential, its attention was focusine more clearly on oil, 
and the security of the oilfields. Both to reduce the standing of Machar and to prevent his 
coramanders assuming uncontested "control' of the oilfields, elements of GOS appear to have 
strengthened the independence of Paulin° Matip, at least his independence from Machar, if not 
from the Sudanese Army, in which he was secretly given the rank of Major General. 

And added to this must be the information that not only did Machar send observers to the Wunlit 
talks, it is said that, afterwards, he used the facilities of the Office of the President to reproduce 
bulk copies of the Wunlit Accords so that these would be as widely available in the South as 
possible. Certainly when Riek Machar sent a brief to President Bash& on May 25, 1999, listing 
violations of the Peace Agreement, he objected to "doubts being cast on the Wunlit Conference", 

and asked President Bashir vvhat "is the destiny of pcacc from within in light of a position against 

the Wunlit Conference? What are the ways to reach comprehensive peace if we set aside internal 
initiatives?"He had already earlier in the brief pointed out that one violation of the KPA was "not 
providing work opportunities for southerners in the oilfields." 

Has all of this hardened the GOS against its major KPA partner? Does it really want to end the 
war which has gone on for so long, a war in which Oil now cotints for so much. 

Oil: Helping the achievement of Human Security, or Exacerbating Conflict? 

The conflict in Sudan is known to be wide-ranging, and, at the least, enduring. To look at the 
impact of Oil on, say, war in the Red Sea Hills or the Nuba Mountains, it would be best to look 
first at issues related to oil revenues rather than oil operations. The oil revenue question seems 
to be one of claims and expectations that things can be taken on trust. Too little hard information 
is as yet available to anyone, including the IMF, for clear judgements to be made. The oil 
operations are essentially, for the time being, underway in Western Upper Nile and South 
Kordofan, with the edges lapping against Bahr El Ghazal. Currently, the conflict around oil 
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operations hits tha area east of Pariang, and ranges from Bentiu south to Leer, and along  the Bahr 
El Arab river to Mayom, or east of the Bahr El Ghazal into Block 5A, and it is necessary to ask if 
this is oil related? 

Not according to Riek Machar, vvho told us that even if there was no oil, there would still be war. 
The political objectives are not oil, he said, they include the nature of the state of Sudan, is it to 
be multiracial, multiethnic 8,4 multiculniral, a system of government. He said we should note that 
the South has been fighting for a federal system, democracy, power sharing, and development, 
which can be achieved with oil, but not without it. For this reason, he and his followers are keen 
for the Talisman operations to continue. With the revenues, they could correct developmental 
imbalances and more quickly bring the war to an end. "We are for this operation to continue and 
are therefore redoubling our efforts" he said. 

Yet many of his former subordinate commanders, including Biel and Gadiet, have turned their 
back on any possible good coming from oil at this time. For them, oil is war, and war is oil. The 
war they are fighting certainly is, and this war is not necessarily the war Machar was speaking 
about. 

An analysis by the. Economist Intelligence Unit prepared after the outbreak of violence in 
May/July, 1999 suggested that there was fierce competition between the militia factions in the oil 
areas, where the rewards associated with control were greatest, and that the GOS would expend 
considerable resources, including on a new division of the "spoils", to keep control, and in 
particular, to prevent one of the factions joining vvith the SPLA. 

We certainly met Southerners, Machar included, who saw oil as thelvay forward for their people, 
but it has to be said that these were mostly in Khartoum,I.vhere they have been trying to give 
reality to understandings set out in the Khartoum Peace Agreement. 

Also, we did hear from Dinka and Nuer in the vicinity of the oilfields who said that oil was 
good, and would bring much needed development, and these expressions of support cannot be 
discounted. The fact that more than one such informant would have been aware of the presence 
around us of people with a vested interest in hearing the positive accentuated does not 
completely erode the value of their observations: even hard-liners such as Tito Biel speak of the 
positive benefits of oil. Down the road, that is. 

In the meantime, many Southerners believe, and told us on several occasions, that oil in Western 
Upper Nile is being extracted under the authority of a government they see as having no 
legitimacy; they insist that oil can be taken from the area only when the South is under the 
authority of a government they recognize. In fact, ordinary people as well as militia commanders 
or political figures asked us: "Did the Canadian oil company ask our permission to take our oil, 
and sell it? Why is Canada, a rich country, taking our oil without our permission and without any 
of bene fi t to us?" 

The preponderance of Southern opinion we encountered was that Oil was hurting their people. 
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And vvhile we were not looking for any particular opinion or sentiment, we veere determined that 
opportunities for dialogue be provided, that on both sides, tough questions be addressed. 

This 1,ve did, on our part, even at some risk, as when we put to each armed guerrilla commander 
we met the question of what could possibly be gained by their attacking Canadian oil workers, a 
step we hoped they would not take. We tried hard to find out what people thought and felt, and 
tried hard to  figure out just what is going on. 

Leonardo Franco's predecessor as Special Rapporteur, Gaspar Biro, has been quoted as saying 
that if the oil companies don't know what's going on, they're not looking over the fences of their 
compounds. 

Of course, Talisman maintains that it keeps itself well-informed, and there is some reason to 
believe that this is so, at a certain level. The 1990 account of the war in Sudan written by Alex de 
Waal, and the Economist Intelligence Unit report of the 3rd. quarter of 1999, mentioned above, 
were both included in briefing kits prepared by the company for its Board of Directors, which 
travelled to Sudan in September 1999. 

However, we were often told, and saw for ourselves, that great reliance is placed on the GNPOC 
security staff for local information. These employees are serving or former army, police, or 
security service officers & maintain the closest collaboration with the Sudanese Army garrison in 
Heglig, right next to which is a small compound described to us as the base for the local 
detachment of Sudan Security. 

If Talisman was really looking ''over the fence",what would its people have seen? In the sections 
above, we have shown that displacement of people has been going on. Yes, this was, in the areas 
closest to Heglig, more or less complete by the time Talisman arrived on the scene, but it still 
happened after that date, and a case in point is the relocation of Athonj, or El Toor, as it is now 
known, particularly to the Arab nomads who have been encouraged to live there. 

We have been shown "Security reports" relating to incidents at El Toor, but we do not know if 
these are maintained on a daily basis similar to the operational logs kept by the Canadian  army in 
the field, or whether they are later produced from memory, stimulated by outside inquiry. 

In any event, the reports are completed by the Arab northerners serving as security officers of 
GNPOC who, we are convinced, show little syinpathy to the non-Arab people they encounter and 
who have little incentive to record events unfavourable to their vested interest, events concerning 
the villages  around them or the locals who want to work at Heglig. 

Certainly, there seem to be few, if any, Nuer or Dinka at work at Heglig, seemingly fitting with a 
widely held view in Western Upper Nile that the GOS, thus GNPOC, views all non-Arabs as 
potential threats to security. 
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SIdlled workers are brought from the North; the unskilled are recruited, on an as needed basis, b ■,.: 
the Arab overseers working for GNPOC, and they go to the Fleglig Market for this purpose, a 
market where are gathered the Jallaba traders and the Bagarra nomads who have proliferated in 
the area since the time of Chevron. And all hires are scrutinized by Sudan Security. 
If Talisman was serious about being a good corporate citizen, it would win the support of its 
GNPOC partners to have an audit of hiring and employment practices carried out by the 
International Labour Organization, with a view to eliminating discrimination. 

But failing to be hired is not the saine as being killed for seeking work, and we do hope that 
Canada will call for an investigation into a serious allegation, an investigation which must not be 
left in the hands of GNPOC or the GOS. It was reported to  us, in different places, from widely 
different sources, that in August 1999, 8 Nuer went to Heglig to seelc work from the oil 
consortium, and were killed for their troubles. 

It would be interesting to read the Heglig security logs for this period, but it would not be a 
surprise to us if they contained little pertinent information, and if Talisman is relying totally on 
GNPOC, read Northern Sudanese, security officials, for information about events which impact 
on the company's reputation, it doesn't mean that it's meeting its responsibilities. We hope it will 
join us in calling for, and facilitating, the investigation we seek. 

We are mindful of the fact that in December, 1999, the Calgary Herald carried a piece about 
Talisman and Sudan in which Talisman CEO Dr. Jim Buckee was quoted as saying that "in five 
years of operation, staff in the field have not seen any evidence of forced displacernent or 
relocation in our area of operations, which is located on a flood plain with minimum permanent 
settlements-We have diligently investigated these allegations and found them to have no basis in 
fact". 

On inquiring we were inforrned in greater detail about this particular investigation, and were able 
to discuss it with the person assigned to carry it out. It is our information that no forrnal report of 
the investigation exists, and from the investigator himself we now know that he has never been to 
Pariang, the centre of the May, 1999 actions and subsequent allegations, nor even to Bentiu, 
currently the centre for the Matip forces engaged in a struggle, certainly linked to oil, with the 
"SSDF" forces formerly linked to Riek Machar. 

But we don't wish to assert that only by beinu there can one gain credible evidence of an event, a 
happening, or a trend. We went where we could, but also made every effort to talk to a range of 
people, on  ail  sides of an issue, about what they had seen, heard, or suffered. 

Some of these testimonies were offered on a confidential basis, and this can be respected, others 
were determined to be on record. An appendix sets out many of these. But the point is that by 
seeking the truth, we think we have found it, &, within limits, were Talisman to actively seek the 
tnith of what was/is going on around it, it too would find the truth as we have. And the truth can 
be uncomfortable. 
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The international community has been addressing the Sudan conflict in a variety of contexts. A 
great deal of information and evidence has been collected and widely disseminated in recent 
months, along, of course, with misinformation, disinformation and nugeets of truth.This report is 
not independent of this varied output; we are familiar with this accurnulated material, have 
examined it closely, and have gone to Sudan to observe the situation further in order to form a 
clearer understanding. We asked ourselves whether the general thrust of the international 
community's assessment is supported by first hand observation — that is, could our own 
observations further corroborate the charges of extraordinary human rights violations, including 
abductions or slavery, the impact of oil on conflict and on the war, the devastating impact of war 
on the people of Sudan? 

Our Conclusion on this Central Question 

It is certainly fair to acknowledge that the durable civil war in Sudan is not fimdamentally about 
oil, but it must be also acknowledged that oil has become a key factor. The 1GAD Declaration of 
Principles, cited in the October 26 policy statement, gives a clear account of the focus of the war 
and the key issues and values at stake—democracy, human rights, religion and state, and self-
determination. To this extent, Riek Machar was correct in saying the war would have a purpose 
without oil. But oil is now fully part of the  var, and the Assessment Mission, understanding this, 
has had to ponder whether the current oil operations exacerbate and prolong this war, or advance 
the pursuit of peace. 

The evidence we gathered, including the testimony of those directly involved directs us to 
conclude that oil is exacerbating conflict in Sudan. The GOS' drive to exploit oil deposits in 
Western Upper Nile and South Kordofan, which can only be done with foreign help, has 
intensified the conflict in four ways. 

First, concern about oilfield security has brought displacement, pacification, and insecurity to the 
eastern part of Unity State/Westem Upper Nile, witness the calamity in the Ruweng County area, 

Second, it has intensified fighting, not just between the GOS and "rebels" but also among the 
Southerners themselves, which has magnified the human suffering. 

Third, it has provided the GOS with additional facilities, such as airstrips and roads, to increase 
the weight of firepower it can bring to bear, and 

Fourth, it has elevated concern about control over natural resources, and over the South itself. 
Witness the sympathy shown by the SPLA's Salva Kiir to the "South First" coirunitment of Tito 
Bi el. 

These & other Southerners firmly believe that the very promise of oil revenues must help finance 
the GOS war effort and make the GOS less dependent on a negotiated peace. At the same time, 
Southerners believe that oil will be important for their development when peace comes, and the 
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South controls its own destiny, and its own resources. We were frequently told that when such a 
day arrives .  Canadian oil interests will be welcomed. But they have to be oil interests which help, 
not hurt. About which more nee,ds to be said. 

Earlier in this report mention was made of a white helicopter seen by many witnesses to be flying 
Paulino Matip's troops from Bentiu into Leer, -from, one might say, the forward edge of the oil 
battle to its epicentre. We are unable to say whose helicopter was used, but we do know, and this 
information was not advanced to us by the Talisman executive we were able to ask in Sudan 
about ''military use" of oilfield facilities, that a Canadian helicopter servicing Talisman in Sudan 
‘vas used to transport Major General Paulin° Matip himself on at least one occasion. 

It appears that Matip demanded that the pilot, a Canadian, take him to Khartoum, or so we have 
been told. The pilot was reluctant, and a Talisman employee was sununoned. He determined that 
there was no point in endangering Canadian lives on this issue, and the flight took place. 

We also learned, and have reported, that flights clearly linked to the oil war have been a regular 
feature of life at the Heglig airstrip, which is adjacent to the oil workers' compound and operated 
by the consortium. The Canadian chartered helicopters and fixed wing aircraft which use the strip 
have, it turns out, shared the facilities with helicopter gunships & Antonov bombers of the GOS. 
l'hese have armed and re-fueled at lieglig and from there attacked civilians. This is totally 
incontrovertible. Perhaps also unavoidable, governed by the contract between Talisman and the 
GOS, which Talisman might want to open to the light of day? Once again we face the question of 
does Talisman lack influence or does it choose to exercise it too rarely? 

The matter of the military use has been disctissed at a high level with Talisman, and has assured 
us that it happened in November, and that when it came to the attention of Talisman executives, a 
verbal protest was lodged with the Sudanese authorities. The offending machines were removed, 
but they came back. A second protest was lodged, and they were removed. 

We are troubled, however, by other reports, which we believe to be credible, that the tnilitary use 
of Heglig airstrip has been more or less constant since May 1999, interrupted not by protest but 
by such events as the appearance in the area of the team of financ.ial analysts taken to Heglig by 
Talisman, or even our own arrival there in early December, 1999. One report we have received 
has it that during our own visit, the military aviation was relocated to Muglad, a town north west 
of Heglig, a place we did not visit. 

While it is clear to us that ordinary people in the South, even their leaders, can confuse Talisman, 
which operates north of the Bahr El Arab and Bahr El Ghazal rivers, with other oil companies 
such as IPC, which holds the concession, known as 5A around vvhich war is raging south of these 
rivers, two things are certain. First, the gunships and Antonovs which have attacked villages 
south of the rivers flew to their targets from the Heglig airstrip in the Talisman concession. This 
is known to the Nuer commanders defending those villages and is part of why they say they will 
target the oil facilities. Second, it is a prominent perception of southern Sudanese that Talisman, 
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"the Canadian oil firm", is in active collaboration with the GOS, economically, politically and 
militarily; it is also the perception of these southerners that the Govenunent of Canada is either 
supportive of or indifferent to that collaboration. In short, they identify oil extraction not as of 
positive development  but as a major grievance 1,vith a Canadian label and say it must be stopped. 

The underlying reality is that there has been, and it looks as though there still is, major 
displacernent of civilian populations related to oil extraction. Furthermore, Oil has become a 
major focus of the fighting. Worse the oil operations in GOS-controlled territory are used, even if 
to a limited extent, and possibly without the knowledge or approval of the oil companies, to 
directly support GOS military operations. We have, in fact, been told that the contractual 
obligation under which Talisman labours more or less provides that the oilfield facilities can be 
used for military purposes, though Talisman has now informed us that these are "defensive 
purposes", and latest reports indicate that, in any event, the GOS denies the facilities were used 
for military purposes. Which sounds like a state in and of denial. 

We cannot but conclude that our own observations and investigations only add to the growing 
body of evidence and information that identifies Sudan as a place of extraordinary suffering and 
continuing human rights violations, even though some forward progess can be recorded, and, 
significantly, that the oil operations in which a Canadian company is involved add more 
suffering. 

Is there a way forvvard? 

In his letter to Minister Axworthy dated December 9, 1999, Dr. Buckee expressed the hope that 
the report of the Assessment Mission would lay the ground work for greater engagement and 
meaningful advances towards peace for Sudan. Peace is urgently needed in the oilfield region of 
Western Upper Nile/Unity State. Our first recommendation stems from this reality. 

A Cease- tire  Now 

The dry season is arriving in South Sudan, and with it, fears of renewed ground fighting. It is 
imperative that every effort be made to achieve a cease-fire right now in Western Upper Nile. 
This is not an impossible dream, and it would bring respite to thousands of people. It could also 
bring them relief if a component of any such cease-fire was removal of the iniquitous Flight Bans 
which do nothing to improve security for the GOS forces but do deprive hungry people of the 
food that is, these days, too often their only sustenance. 

The UN system and the NG0s, it partners with in Operation Lifeline Sudan are ready to assume 
the risks of operating when conditions are less than optimal; the GOS is wrong to  bide  behind 
concerns for their safety in applying these bans, not only Canada, but also Talisman and its oil 
partners should now put their influence behind efforts to have the bans removed but it is best that 
this be done in the context of the needed cease-fire in Western Upper Nile/Unity State. And this 
cease-fire should be monitored by the international community through use of monitors on the 
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ground, among other means, particularly at the airstrips used by the oil companies, at Heglig, 
Rubkona, and Bentiu. It has to be a cease-fire which is held to by all sides. 

This cease-fire is one which Talisman, either witnessing or acquiescine in the use of Heglig 
airstrip for military purposes, should be very firm in advocating and ready to pay a price for, 
perhaps in the form of foregone revenues. It is bad enough that the gunships and Antonovs have 
taken off from Heglig with their payloads of death and displacement. That this never attain occur 
should be the goal of all concerned; but why not seek to have the gunships and Antonovs 
grounded, not relocated? This is not an impossible dream, just a major challenge, one which we 
strongly hope the Minister of Foreign Affairs will respond to at once. 

Oil Money 

A key component of a cease-fire for Western Upper Nile, or Unity State, should be, would have 
to be, an acceptable measure concerning oil revenues. There are only two ways of neutralizing 
the negative impact of oil. One is to halt production until real peace is attained, and the other is to 
ensure that oil revenues destined for the GOS are instead set aside for use on humanitarian and 
development projects when such a peace is in place. It's difficult to imagine a cease-fire ■,vhile oil 
extraction continues, and almost impossible to do so if revenues keep flowine to the GNPOC 
partners and the GOS as currently arranged. 

We have heard from one of the most active combatants that he rejects the idea, first moved by the 
NSCC, of a Trust Fund for these revenues. Nevertheless, the "trust fund" proposal warrants 
careful consideration and support from the international community, and Canada should engage 
representatives of the parties in South Sudan in discussions of the conditions necessary for them 
to consider the proposal. Talisman should make it publicly clear that it aclmowledges the 
destructive impact of oil extraction and that it will work towards a trust fund arrangement 
acceptable to the southern parties. We have heard via Talisman and from GOS ministers and 
officials directly that they commit to the peaceful, and developmental use of the oil revenues and 
look forward to the IMF helping to ensure that a system works as intended. But where now is the 
trust? 

Perhaps including a revenue system in a short-tenn cease-fire vvould, in fact, help restore some 
trust to the point where the various parties can be expected, in due course, to agree just how oil 
can help develop Sudan, South and North. 

Certainly, we heard. from GOS ministers and others, that the new constitution provides for the 
equitable, and peaceful-use, sharing of oil revenues; many others we spoke to asked why should 
the GOS be trusted, and were not allayed in their suspicions by reference to the International 
Monetary Fund, which is on record as wanting to encourage the GOS in the steps it has taken so 
far to ensure that oil revenues fuel development, not war. 

We were given a copy of a letter to the GOS from the IMF and see its involvement as a starting 
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point only. Goin2 further would require the use of forensic accounting skills, which Canada 
should, in fact offer to the GOS on the basis of full disclosure. 

We also recommend that Canada pmvides assistance in the fields of forensic accounting and 
auditing to make workable any sharing scheme which can win tentative approval in North and 
South Sudan and that it offer to play a full part in maintaining any temporary "trust fund" answer 
to the use of oil revenues during a cease- fire as recommended above. 

A Step-by-Step Approach 

It is clear, and unavoidable, that only peace, an end to the war, will offer the people of South 
Sulln respite from  the  assaults on or neglect of their human security. It is also more than likely 
that only an end to the war will o ffer any real hope of human security and everyday respect for 
human rights being enjoyed by the people of the North of Sudan. 

Dr. Buckee hopes "greater engagement" can help bring this about. Would "disengagement" be 
more appropriate in the circumstances? It is clear that many Canadians, not to mention Sudanese, 
want Talisman either out of Sudan now or at least to have halted production of oil. 

It is very unlikely that the GOS or GNPOC will voluntarily halt oil extraction. Only days ago, on 
Janumy 3, 2000, the Secretary General of the Ministry of Energy and Mining, Eng. Hassan 
Mohamed Ali Al-Tom, said Sudan exported some 15 million ban-els of oil from August 1999 to 
December 1999. He said that oil production has now exceeded the level of 150,000 barrels a day 
and that plans have been set to increase the out put to 180,000 barrels a day during the current 
year. 

Which raises the question of an involuntary halt, at least as concerns Talisman Energy Inc. 
On December 28, 1999, the Federation of Sudanese Canadian Associations w-rote to Minister 
Axworthy to argue for Talisman's forced vvithdrawal from Sudan by govemment action. The 
Special Economic Measures Act, SEMA, has frequently been mentioned in this regard. 

The letter said that if Talisman withdrew and another company took its place, something would 
nonetheless have changed: Canada would maintain its high moral principles and its collective 
national conscience, the cloak of morality which Talisman provides to the GOS would be gone, 
and if the Sudanese people were to be crushed by oil revenue generated tyranny, the terror would 
not have a Canadian smile on it. 
A different approach to this issue was taken by a writer in the Globe and Mail nevvspaper a little 
earlier. Mathew lngram asserted that if Talisman were forced to leave Sudan things there could 
easily get worse, with the GOS perhaps being pushed towards Gadhafi's Libya or Saddam 
Hussein's Iraq. 

But wc have been reluctant to advocate immediate application of the Special Economic Measures 
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Act precisely because of our strong desire to have Talisman meet its full responsibilities, not be 
allowed to slip away from them, an act which some analysts have argued could be very profitable 
for the company. 

There is a measured approach still requiring firm action by the Minister of Foreign Affairs and in 
no way precluding his application of SEMA, which is a rezimen fashioned for application as part 
of a multi-lateral response to a given situation. There currently appears to be little support 
internationally for major economic sanctions against Sudan. The EU Political Dialogue with 
Sudan attests to this reality. 

Short of invoking the SEMA at this time, the minister could, in the context of a public statement 
expressing grave concern about Sudan and about the mounting evidence that Canadian oil 
extraction activity is indeed exacerbating the Sudan crisis (both the war itself and related forced 
removals of populations from their current and ancestral homes), announce that certain exports to 
Sudan will be subjected to scrutiny by DFAIT which maintains the Export Control List under the 
Exports and Imports Controls Act, for which the Minister is responsible. The exports involved 
will be any to do with avionics and communications which could have a dual use, civilian or 
military. This focus on exports to Sudan will impact on Talisman's operations in that country, 
operations which must be made to comply with human rights and humanitarian law. Otherwise, 
consideration should be given to placing Sudan on the Area Control List. 

The ACL is not an instrument for applying general economic sanctions. It is, instead, a focused 
instrument by 1.vhich Canada is able to apply selective trade restrictions in support of specific 
foreign policy and security objectives. During the Cold War, the Warsa‘v Pact c,ountries were all 
placed on the ACL, not in support of general economic sanctions but in support of selective trade 
restrictions related to particular Canadian foreign policy and security objectives. This meant that 
shipments of machine tools for 1,veapons production, or high-tech systems suitable for use in 
command and control would be prevented, but shipments of children's clothing would not. 

Some might argue that it is pointless to put Sudan on the ACL because Sudan would obviously 
get from elsewhere any goods that Canada controlled, but the placement of states on the ACL 
provides Canada the means of screening all trade and thus monitoring and controlling its trade 
relations with a state that it considers to be in a special, extraordinary circumstance. 

Placing certain exports under Export Controls List scrutiny and, if necessary, putting a country 
on the ACL, makes it clear that Canada does not regard a "business as usual" approach to be 
appropriate in the circumstances, and, more to the point, it would provide Canada with leverage 
over Talisman to encourage monitored compliance with the ethical approach the c,ompany says it 
adheres to. This leverage comes from the fact that the action envisaged enables the government 
to prevent certain oilfield or aviation goods of Canadian origin from going to Sudan until Oil is 
indeed, as Talisman claims, part of the solution, not the problem. 

And that problem is not going away, and nor would it leave on the back of a departing Talisman. 
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Meanwhile, Monitoring Must Go On 

There is obviously a need for what some might see as an interim or third option, one which does 
expose oil operations to the glare to transparency, calls on the GOS to live up to commitments it 
has made, results in ail  of the oil players meeting their individual and collective responsibilities, 
and could well be overtaken by any decision that resulted in Talisman leaving Sudan. And, yes, 
one that reflects Canada's continuing and cherished "moral conscience". It was alluded to in a 
letter to Prime Minister Chretien sent also in December, 1999, by the Sudanese cotru -nunity in 
Ottawa. The letter is widely available through the Sudan list serve, Sudan-L . 

It said firmly that "If Talisman wants to do business in Sudan, let it get seriously involved in 
resolvin2 the conflict rather than providing oil revenue to one side of the conflict." 

The fact is that Talisman has yet to acknowledge that human rights violations have occurred 
which can be related to oil operations, and it has, at various times, maintained that it would have 
found evidence of these were it to be found. On the other hand, it has, particularly in the case of 
the military use of the airstrip at Hegliu, also sought to minimise its responsibility first by 
suggesting there is no situation, later that it did happen but did not come to executive attention 
immediately, and then that because of its legal circumstances, the company had no real control 
over events, but the use was to be "defensive" only. 

It would be good to think that Talisman would want to inform the GOS and the other GI\TPOC 
partners that usin2 Heglig to bomb villages south of Bentiu is not an appropriate defensive 
strategy & violating the human rights of the peoples of Southern Sudan is not acceptable, which 
would be keeping with Talisman's announced commitment to being an ethical corporate citizen. 

Talisman has frequently expressed a concern about "interfering" with sovereign responsibilities 
of the GOS, and it might well have limited influence in its dealing with the GOS. But if the 
company is either unwilling or unable to constructively influence the GOS, perhaps it should not 
be in the Sudan at this time. 

Here it is appropriate to recall that EU member states, some of which are home to companies 
participating in Sudan's oil industry, have so far concluded that the EU  can influence the GOS 
constructively through the new "Political Dialogue". Canada should keep in close contact with 
this EU initiative, which is linked to the multilateral context in which SEMA has been framed. 
And if it is true that work is now underway at a law school in Canada to "de-link" SEMA from a 
multilateral context, that vvork should be encouraged. 

In addition, however, Canada should seek detailed scheduled reports relating to. Talisman's 
compliance with what it knows of the GOS' compliance with international human rights and 
humanitarian law. 

Though there are limits on how an investigative mission, or indeed, a government to which it 
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reports, can compel ethical behaviour on the part of a corporation, the owners of that corporation 
have both an opportunity, and a responsibility, to do this. We think that.Talisman's owners would 
be well-advised, in their interest as well as that of the people of Southern Sudan, to guard against 
the possibility of the company failing to conduct its pro fi t-seeking in full compliance with human 
rights and humanitarian law. 

We think that Talisman should seek independent help to develop and implernent practical means 
of monitoring and reporting forced removals, displacements, and human rights violations in 
Western Upper Nile. Such means offers also a way of measuring Talisman compliance with 
the requirements of human rights and humanitarian law. Perhaps this is already under 
consideration given that some serious Canadian NGOs are currently in discussion with Talisman. 

It is worthwhile noting here the discussion by Canadian NGO activists in late 1999, and 
continuing today, of the possibility of establishing-a human rights monitoring group which would 
involve oil industry representatives'develop industry-specific codes of conduct, drawing in not 
only Talisman, which seems to be making headway, but also the company's ChMese and 
Malaysian partners to give the whole exercise focus and power. 

Looking Ahead 

The NGO's involved were aware of Human Rights Watch having discussed such a model in 
conneaion with the oil industry of Nigeria, and a line can, indeed, be drawn from there to Sudan, 
a line which begins in South Africa. Mention has already been made of South Africa. Those who 
were involved with its transition from apartheid to democracy may remember the "scenario 
building" which was so useful in South Africa in the period when it was vital that the ANC and 
the Nationalists talked to each other but found it difficult to do so. The South African embrace 
of "scenarios" was greatly assisted by the oil company, Shell, which went on, in fact, to do 
something similar in Nigeria through the Vision 2010 Committee. This brought together business 
and social groups and was of great use to General Abubaker as he broke away from the 
straightjacket of orthodox thinking following General Abacha's death. The result was his 
commitment to civilian rule, now strengthening under President Obasanjo 

A well-conceived "scenario" project for Sudan, one which did not constitute yet another 
diplomatic "Track" but was sound enough to be of use not just to the different actors in Sudan 
but also to the Friends of IGAD and the mediators who are attempting to find the ways to peace, 
could have two main benefits. It could encourage and facilitate the rigorous, and much needed, 
thinking about all aspects of the place of Oil in Sudan's future, and it could help lay a solid 
foundation on which the different peace-seeking parties could build. 

If Shell can promote "scenario  building" for South Africa and Nigeria, why could Talisman not 
help do this for Sudan perhaps in partnership with Shell and firms like Canadian Oxydental? And 
it could do so by first funding and attending, but not organizing, a Conference on Oil and Sudan, 
out of which the "scenario" building could develop, and frorn which might come consensus about 
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development and peace. 

Development 

Development is so much needed in Sudan. The people vvho live or once lived in the tukuls of 
southern Sudan need food security, access to health care, for themselves and their cattle, 
education, and all the benefits which come with sustainable peace as well as development. 

Talisman has spoken proudly of its concern for health, pointing to a new clinic/dispensary being 
opened in Pariang, which will be verity useful 84. to its hospital in Heglig. About which something 
needs  lobe  said. We visited the hospital, and 1,vere impressed by the state of its facilities and 
equipment. It boasts two incubators in its maternity ward, and in the whole of Ethiopia, there is 
only one. But when we were at the Heglig hospital there were almost as many incubators in sight 
as patients. 

Talisman has, since our return to Canada, explained to us that our visit took place at 4pm during 
Ramadan, a time when outpatients have gone home. It should be mentioned, however, that when 
we flew out of Heglig, and passed directly over the hospital, the morning was early, about 7 am., 
and in the forecourt, we counted only two people. In any other African hospital any of us have 
ever visited, the grounds have alvvays been full of people. 

In cornparison to its quiet and clean state, we cannot help recalling that NGOs have had their 
clinics destroyed by gunships from Heglig, that the hospital in Bentiu has been commandeered as 
a barracks for Matip's forces, that movement out of Bentiu for those who might seek help at the 
Heglig hospital is severely restricted. In fact, there is a suspicion in many quarters that only Arab 
patients are welcomed at the hospital, and that Dinka and Nuer are kept out of Heglig as far as 
possible. And it is not allayed by assurances received only days ago from the highest levels at 
Talisman that a misunderstanding had led to the patients being moved out of the hospital on the 
occasion of our visit in December. 
Only an end to the fighting, through a cease-fire and then a peace agreement, will enable the 
people to enjoy their right to health care. But while these are being pursued, other steps must be 
taken. In our view, Talisman should sit dm,vn with the NGO conununity and map out just how all 
parties can make a better contribution to health care in Western Upper Nile/Unity State. To its 
credit, the company does seem to want to do what is right. 

It could also talk with the NG0s, and others in a transparent manner, about how to link in with 
development projects where this might be appropriate. Dr. Buckee has spoken about Talisman 
building 53 water wells, but we are lefl wondering if most of these are not just the water le 
behind as a consequence of and tool for drilling a well for oil? Bore-holes and small pump 
engines, put where the people are, that would be a contribution vvorth tallcing about. As would a 
serious attempts to ease the grazinglcontlict issue through locally agyeed water accessing. Et has 
been said that oil and water do not mix. In Sudan, they are inseparable concerns. With the UNDP 
having focused on Water and Conflict in Africa as a key to understanding the new century, and 
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with Canada's International Development Research Centre fashioning capabilities in both 
environmental security and peaccbuilding, contact between them and Talisman on Oil and Wvater 
would likely prove useful. For African input, it is worth noting that the Centre for Defence 
Studies at the University of Zimbabwe has begun a major focus on Water and Security, and 
perhaps it could play a part in any such "good corporate citizenship" by Talisman. 

But all such ideas could usefully be discussed first with Canadian NGOs which have expressed 
their willingmess to talk with Talisman; we were told that Talisman had offered a UN body some 
$50 million for development work but was refised because of lack of transparency. We do not 
know if this really happened, but we do know that Talisman has said it wants to spend a million 
dollars on development this year and wants help and input. 

It should also consider how it could help with the development priorities of the Canadian 
government: C1DA is funding peace-building activities in Sudan, &, through a fi rst-class locally 
engaged employee, is currently implementing a few development projects. The signs are that this 
level of engagement will, in response to the needs of the Sudanese people, be increased this year. 
As it should, particularly with regard to peacebuilding. Talisman could meet some of its 
responsibilities by helping on this front, and here a word about maps: Sudan suffers from an 
absence of good mapping. In Mozambique, Canada is helping veith a similar problem; why not 
help Sudan and its people also? 

And by the Sudanese people, we mean all of them. Sudan is, indeed, multi-ethnic. It would be 
wrong to ignore this, or to imagine that poor people in North Darfur, or even more so, the Nuba 
Mountains, were not in need of development assistance and human security. But the thrust of this 
report, because of the concern  about oil and its impact, has been on the peoples most directly 
affected, the Nuer and the Dinka. 

Communications, in Canada 

There would be absolutely no point in "looking ahead" at the impact on oil and Sudan if the 
outcome was even more of a focus on public relations, how to hide bad messages under a welter 
of good ones. 

The war in Sudan has been very little reported until recently, when the media in Canada began to 
take an interest because of the Talisman involvement in oil operations.ln recent months a number 
of Canadian journalists have filed from locations in Sudan. 

Some of them have been only to places where the c,ontrol of the GOS is established, and the 
journalists accompanying the financial analysts in November 1999, are examples. Others went to 
where the SPLA can operate. 

What does appear to be necessary is for some effort to be made both at home and in Sudan, on 
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the matter of informed press coverage of the situation in Sudan, which is not, in fact, all war. 

But the real need might be more Canada focused. In the 1980s, through until the end of apartheid 
in South Africa, the Canadian government saw that the media and opinion-oriented groups in this 
country needed much more, and better, information about events in South Africa than they were 
getting. One cTeative response was to fund the Centre for Information on South Africa, 
CIDMAA, in Montreal. It then produced a regular flow of materials from a variety of sources, 
enabling Canadian journalists and campaigners to proceed from the basis of sound and timely 
information. Perhaps Sudan as a human security issue, or as the largest country in Africa with the 
longest running civil war, merits such an initiative. 

Communications, in Sudan 

Currently, two serious communications problems interfere with the ability of the NGOs active in 
Sudan to do their work for the people of the oil region. 

We have reported a situation where GOS forces use airstrip facilities built by oil for oil. 'These 
same facilities are denied to the NG0s. We were asked, and we do it here, to appeal on their 
behalf, so that might be allowed to use the airstrips at Bentiu and Rubkona, where IPC/ Lundin, 
the other oil company, is establishing its base camp. 

Also, the ICRC which is struggling to do what it can for all sides in the conflict is being seriously 
impeded. Early in 1999, it lost one of its teams, in an incident reported to the UN General 
Assembly by Leonardo Franco. Since that time it has rightly been unwilling to risk its personnel 
unless they can be given some protection in the form of reliable communications systems, which 
are the norm for ICRC operations elsewhere in the world. 

But the GOS will only allovv these to be deployed if the ICRC works through a Sudanese quasi-
governmental body, the Humanitarian Advisory Commission, HAC, a stricture which the ICRC 
accepts no-where else. Nor should it do so in Sudm. Talisman enjoys the use of communications 
systems, and it should use its influence with the GOS to see that the ICRC can do the same. 

A Final Recommendation 

We have seen how the two main Nilotic peoples, the Nucr and the Dinka, are -finally trying to 
overcome the hostilities of the past decade. South of Bentiu, there are some communities where 
the Dinka have opened their fields to the displaced Nuer. Near to Bentiu, there are places where 
Nuer and Dinka are living together in settled villages. Rubkona, east of Bentiu and on the 
opposite bank of the river, is an example, though it is a community which has the look about it of 
a "Peace Camp". Mayom is an isolated village west of Bentiu, where we only noticed Nuer 
people. It is also in the front line of the conflict bet-ween Matip, who has a garrison there, and the 
Nuer factions opposed to him. 
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Fighting,has left many casualties in,Mayorn, and now there are °there news from Sudan is that 
early in January a medical team froin CÀREattempted to reach,MayOrn froni Beritiu to help plan 
health care responses. Two oËthe team were killed, and MO others are missing,. We had met the 
CARE workers in Bend'', and must take this opportunify to salute their selflesS courage in 
seeking to bring health to the people in Ma uni The needs of these people, arid of all the 
Sudanese people affected by the war cannot be met without the ciontinuing commitment of the 
international hurnanitatian corntnunity, ‘and we hope that these killings will bc thoroughly 
investigated. It is certainly-nor enough for the GOS to simply issue a statement through its. 
Humanitarian Aid -Corninission urging the SPLA tu respect  the Eves of humanitarian workers. i‘.s 
Taban Deng Gai, the deposecl Wali  of L1mt St*, ha  s pointed out, the SPLA isnot active iui  the 

 area which is one fought-oVer by MatiP.and Tito Biel, Niter-  ubnirnanders armed by tIWGOS 

It is quite likely that forces under Paulin° Matip killed the CARE workers;they or  local .  Sudanese 
Arrny garrisons, which are to .be seen in both Bentiu and Mayom, or, possibly, the rebels under 
Commander Tito Biel. To thern all we express our unresenred -condernnation for the killerà. 

To the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada, we'express the profoundliope that he will at once 
take this . nriatter,to'the Security Connell of the United Nations as he moves urgently, as we hope 
he-will do, to seek a cease-fire in this afflicted region. 

The people of southern Sudan,,rnanyof whom took risks to convey their testimony to us irihope:3 
that their words would resonate widely, deseire nothing less. 
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Appendix 1 Mission Members 

Mr. H. John Harker,  Mission Leader, Mr. Harker has served as a Special Advisor in the Office 
of the Deputy President of South Africa and has advised various Canadian Prime Minister on 
African issues. As a former Representative in Canada of the UN International Labour 
Organization, he is familiar with labour and human rights issues. 

Ms. Georgette Gagnon,LL.M.  International Human Rights  Law has extensive field experience 
in the area of hurnan rights investigations. She has served with the United Nations in Rwanda 
and Bosnia Herzegovina as a field investigator and legal advisor in international human rights 
and hurnanitarian law. 

Ms. Audrey  Macklin. Associate Professor Dalhousie Law School. Desig,nated as a UN expert 
on "Gender Persecution in Armed Conflict: Refu2ee and Displaced Women", she has wide 
expertise in immigration/refugee law, forced migration and international and domestic human 
rights. 

Mr. E rn ie Regehr,  Associate  Professor.  Peace and Conflict Studies Conrad Grebel  college, 
University of Waterloo.  He is Director of Project Ploughshares and Co-ordinator of the 
International Resource Group on Disarmament and Security in the Horn of Africa. 

Dr. Penelope Simons.  Ph.D.  International Law, Vice-President of The Simons Foundation, an 
organization promoting education in peace, disarmament and global co-operation. She works in 
the area of international human rights and humanitarian law, international criminal responsibility, 
and humanitarian intervention. 

Mr. Hamouda Soubhi,  Masters Degree  in International  Development,  University  of Quebec.  
Fluent in Arabic, and French, he has extensive field experience in North African and Middle 
Eastern development work. Currently Co-ordinator for the Centre for Arabic Studies in Montreal 

The mission was also accompanied, at different times, by three Foreign Service Officers: 

Ms. Kerry Buck,  Deputy Director Human Rights, Humanitarian Affairs DFAIT. Ottawa 

Ms. Claudie Senay,  Political Officer. Canadian Hieh Commission, Nairobi  

Mr. Hugh  Adsett Political Officer. Canadian Embassy Addis Abbaba 
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Hassan Abdin 
Undersecretary, Foreign Affairs 

Ms. Khadeeja Abu AlGassim 
Member of CEAWC, Ministry of Social 
Planning 

Ms. Aisha Abu El Gassim HagHamed 
Chairperson of Women's Desk, Ministry of 
Justice 

James Agwair 
Mernber of CEAWC, Head of the Dinka 
Committee 

Dr. Awad Ahmed al Jaz 

Major, Dr. Orner Ahmed Gadoor 
Member of CEAWC, Ministry of Internal 
Affairs 

Abel Alier Kwai 

Michael Belisle 
Head of CARE Khartoum 

Philippe Borel 
LINDA Resident Representative 

Markus Brudermami 
ICRC 

Bryan Burton, Counsellor, political, 
Canadian High Commission Nairobi 

Gerry Campbell 
High Commissioner, Canadian High 
Commission Nairobi 

Ralph R. Capeling 
General Manager, -Pipeline Division 
Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Company 
Ltd. 

Olivier Coutau 
International Committee of the Red Cross 

Sally Crafter 
Head of Mission, VSF Belgium 

Kuong Danhier 
South Sudan Defense Force 

Dick Decry 
Environmental Consultant 
International Petroleum Corporation Sudan 
Limited 

Mr. Taban Deng Gai 
Unity State Governor 

John Dor Majok 
Minister of Energy & Mining 

Thomas Duott, South Sudan Defence Force 

Babekir Edrees Babekir 
Member of CEAWC, External Security 

Juerg Eglin 
ICRC 

Dr. Abdu ElAtti Abdu El Khair 
Member of CEAWC, The National Council 
Of Sudanese Voluntary Organisations 

Ms. Amaal Ibrihim ElAwad 
Member of CEAWC, Federal Governance 
Chamber 
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Ali Ahmed Elmasri 
Member of CEAWC, Lawyer 

Abdu ElNasir \Vannan 
Member of CEAWC, Public Prosecutor in 
the Ministry of Justice 

Ali ElSaddig 
Member of CEAWC, The Humanitarian Aid 
Commission 

Amb. Hashim Elseed 
member of CEAWC, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 

Hassan Mohamed Ali Eltom 
Director General - The Sudanese Petroleum 
Corp. 

Mahgoub Erwa 
Journalist - Al Ray Al-Ram Daily News 
Paper 

Bilai Fadool 
Member of CEAVv"C, Internal security 

Scott Falia 
CARE Somalia/South Sudan 

Flu  sain  Farah 
Member of CEAWC, National Council for 
Child Welfare 

Robert Ffolkes 
Save the Children Fund (UK) 

Suzanne Gorood 
German Agro Action 

Emmanuelle Guerne Bleich 
Regional Coordinator, VSF Switzerland 

Phillippe Guiton 
World Vision 

Dr. Krzysztof Grzymski 
Senior Curator of Near Eastern and Asian 
Civilisations, Royal Ontario Museum 

Max Hadorn 
Head of Delegation, International 
Committee of the Red Cross 

ElTaib Haroon Ali 
Member of CEAWC, Lawyers Union 

Chris Hazel 
Second Secretary, immigration, Canadian 
High Commission Nairobi 

Mr. Hasan Isa Hasan 
Member of CEAWC, Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 

Dr. Moharned Kheir A. Alzubar 
Minister of State, Finance & National 
Planning 

Simon Kim Pone 
RASS Executive Director 

Alastair King-Smith 
Head of Political, Economic and 
Information Sections 
British Embassy Khartoum 

James Kok Ruea 
RASS Deputy Director 

Mary Koop 
Fellowship for African Relief 
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Mr. Gozaif Laso 
Member of the National Assembly 

Johannes Lehne 
Deputy Head of Mission - German Embassy 
Khartoum 

Dr. Lorans Loal Loal 
V.P. of the National Congress Party 

Doug Maddams 
Sudan Administration Manager, Talisman 
Energy 

Dr. Toby Madut 
Democratic Forces Front, IDP activist 

Joseph M. Mahase 
Senior Programme Officer - Unicef - 
Khartoum 

Uishari Malunud 
Project Officer, Unicef 

Richard Makepeace 
FIM Ambassador, British Embassy 
Khartoum 

Retired Major Alison Manani Magaia,Vice 
President of the National Assembly 

Xavier Marchai 
European Union 

Marylin McHarg 
Country Representative, MSF Holland 

Zlatan Milisic 
WFP/OLS Emergency Officer, World Food 
Programme 

Martin Okerruk 

Director General, SPLIVf 

Dr. Aluned Mohamed  Orner ElMufti 
Head of the Committee for the Eradication 
of the Abduction of Women and Children 
(CEAWC) 
Ministry  of Justice 

Bob Orr 
Counsellor, immigration, Canadian High 
Commission Nairobi 

Michael O'Sullivan, Khartoum Diocese 

Ms. Marwa Othman Juknoon 
Member of CEAWC, The General Union for 
the Sudanese Woman 

Elizabeth Phillippo 
Peace & Advocacy - The New Sudan 
Council of Churches 

Fr, John Ramanzini 
Vicar General, Khartoum Diocese 

Osama M.M. Saeed 
Security Manager, Greater Nile Petroleum 
Operating Co. Ltd 

Ali Mohamed Ahmed Salem 
Member of CEAWC, Military Intelligence 

Dr. Sharad Sapra 
Coordinator, OLS 

Johnny Saveiro 
Lawyer, Archdiocese of Khartoum 

Thomas Schuller-Gotzburg 
Minister Counsellor, Austrian Embassy 

Claudie Senay 
Third Secretary, political, Canadian High 



Commission Nairobi 

David Smart 
Counsellor, administrative and consular, 
Canadian High Commission Nairobi 

Nick Southem 
Save the Children Fund(UK) 

Ghazi Suleiman 
Lawyer 

Ms. Ali Tameem Fartak 
Member of the leadership comrnittee of the 
National Congress Party 

Dr. Hassan Turabi 

Danielle Valiquette 
Oxfarn Canada 

D. Verboom 
MEDA1R East Africa 

Margret Verwijk 
First Secretary, Embassy of the Netherlands 

Bernard Vicary 
World Vision 

Gilian Wilcox 
Information/Communication Officer, OLS 

Bernard N. Wright 
Chief Security Advisor 
Operation Lifeline Sudan 

Major Othman YaGoup 
Member of CEAWC, Human Rights 
Committee of the National Assembly 
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Appendix 3 Testimonials from Sudanese ChiHans 
Displaced from Ruweng County and Unity State 

Explanatmy Notes 

Mission team members visited several villages and towns located in and along the borders of 
Ruweng county and elsewhere in the Unity State/ Western Upper Nile region of South Sudan. 
Ruweng county encompasses part of the GNPOC/Talisman oil concession area near the Heglig, 
Unity and El Toor oil fields. Villages visited located within the GNPOC/Talisman concession 
included Bentiu, Rebkona, Pariang and Mayom. Bentiu and Rebkona are 70-100 kilometers 
southeast of Talisman's base at Heglig (all distances are approximate), and are GOS 
(Goverment of Sudan) controlled towns, each with a small garrison. 
Pahang is 60 kilometers east of Talisman's base at Heglig and 20 kilometers from the El Toor oil 
field. Pariang is also a GOS-c,ontrolled town, of perhaps 6,000 people (according to the town's 
commissioner), also with a military garrison. Mayom is 60 kilometers west of Bentiu and under 
GOS control. It is the site of a military base established by Paulino Matip, aligned with the 
GOS. 
Gurruiak is 70 to 100 kilometers east of Talisman's base at Heglig and 40 kilometers northeast of 
Pariang. Gunrialc was the subject of GOS offensives from May to July, 1999. The mission 
sought permission from the GOS to visit Gumriak but this was refiised, the tosvn being covered 
by the GOS Flight Ban imposed on Operation Lifeline Sudan. 
Biem is 40-50 kilometers south east of Pariang under SPLA (Sudan People's Liberation Army) 
control. Biern was also attacked by the GOS in May, 1999. Tukuls were bumt and the airstrip 
was damaged. 

The towns of Koch, Nhialdiu, Leer and Duar are located within Block 5A which is just 
south of the GNPOC/Talisman concession area. Block 5A is the oil concession of Sweden's 
Lundin Oil (also called 1PC), Austria's OMV and Malaysia's Petronas. Oil development 
activities in the area have been suspended since May 1999 due to fierce fighting between the 
forces of the GOS and Matiep and Riek Machar's forces (See Report). 
Nhialdiu is 25 kilometers southwest of Bentiu, under the control of Commander Peter Gadet who 
is no longer aligned with the GOS and Matiep (See Report). 
Speakers use the terms "forest", "swamp" and "bush" to describe swamp, wooded and marshy 
areas that are interspersed in the flàt and open landscape of southern Sudan. The word "tukul" 
describes the one-room mud huts with thatched grass roofs that Sudanese villagers live in. The 
acronym WFP refers to the World Food Programme, the UN relief agency that provides food aid 
worldwide. 
All locations visited by the mission were war-affected and contained populations of internally 
displaced persons who had fled their home villages. 
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The following text contains verbatim excerpts of interviews of civilians conducted in villages by 
mission team members. The interviews were conducted using translators and the interviewers 
made a written record of the speakers' responses. The interviewers' observations are in 
parentheses. 
Biem 

Group of 10 Women 

We came here from a village called Nyongrial [south of AthonjiToor and west of 
Pariang]. 

In August and September, the GOS forces and Arab militia attacked the area. 
People have been displaced from Biu, Kong, Nymrial, Pankwil, Deng Alcol. 
The GOS used Antonovs, helicopter gunships and machine ens in the attack. 
They killed many people, raped women and looted our tukuls. 
We think the forces took many of our children because they disappeared and we never 
found their bodies. 
Churches were burnt in Gumriak and Nyongrial. 
The GOS attacked our villages because of the oil. 
No one is returning to those villages because the offensive is still going on. 

About 200 people came to Biem from Pariang. I came from Pariang in May. 
My family was repatriated to Parian2 from Khartoum by the GOS and the GOS would 

not let us leave Pariang town [Ajok Wien was detained in a peace camp in Pahang]. 
The GOS forces mistreated us. We were not given any services, we had to find our own 
food and make our own living. When the women would go to gather wood and cut grass 
to build shelters, the Arab militia followed us to take what we had and rape us. 
I tried to escape with three others fi-om the town. The GOS shot at us. The others were 
killed. I was hit in the leg but managed to escape. 

(21 year-old man) 

I'm a shepherd. 
I was shot at by the GOS in May while I was tending cattle near the Diir stream [close to 
Gumrialc]. 
Three or four people who were with me were killed. 

Kway/Nhialdiu 
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All of fis are Civilians here. 
We are going to lose our lives  for  oil. 
We know the Arabs v/ill kill us, we are:waiting for Our deaths becanse  the  Arabs  aie  
Chasing us, burning our villages, bombing us and killing us.. 
Aen't we included  in the human' rights of the world? Don 't we have human rights? We 

don'tthink we are included in the human rights  of the  world — this is the first . human 
rights team to visit us and we havé,been clYing sinde 19e4. If we are included in the 
hurnari rights of the world, why are the Arabs killing us? 

The population here is displaced, there are triarlydiSeases, water is polluted and winmen 
ate giving,  out children early [miscarriages and still births]. 
Civilians, cattle and Children have been killednnd'our tukuls bum. 
The discovery of oil has caused these problems —before in the 1970,./80S, the Arabs 
weren't able to exploit the oil but now they can with the help of the weSt. 
The Arabs are united against us and want to,push us  out  
We blame the Christian community because the war is being made a religious war. Why 

iS.the Christian world not helping. uS? 
The shells yoù saw are being used to ki ll ' us. The shells are manufactured by Russians 
not Arabs. 
[nssion members were shown parts of shells, an unexploded bomb and Shrapnel  that 

 were améng those dropped around the Nhialdivareal. 
The 2dirabs were not so powerftil hutnow oil brings money so they have becorne'po werfiù 
and bought guns to kill us. 
They ha vehigfr tech weapons.and we have no guns. 
If the oil can be taken in a peacefLil way then it can be gOod but not if it is taken in a,fight. 

Mieread Chief,  

All villages north, south,' east and west of here, about 50 villages, were bUrned and 
bombed  by the CÔS. 
There are 12 hcad chiefs that fled to Nhialdiu. 
Most Of our children are seatteeed by borribardrnent becanSe we can Only take a few of 
them when we are escaping. Most of them<are in the forest and we don't know eXactly 
where. 
8 00 children are lost, we don't know if they were killed or what haPpened. 
We are displaCed with no food; blankets, fishing nets ,or mosquito nets. 
Elders and children die because Of disease, sarne with our cows. 
They boinb the cdws too. 
In the rainy season we used to cultivate. Now the situation is•unstable,and we:can't 
Cultivate, tend 'the cattle, edueate ôut children or have Sunday ‘vorship- 
Wecan do nothing to defend ourselves, the COS keeps coming with Antonovs.and we 

are running away, Our Nuer area borders with thé Arabs so we have flOWliere_tenM - we 
need a resettlement process, 
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We ar`elaving problems. They bomb us during the day so we usually hide Willie forest 
but we cafne  out  to meet you. 
There is alien bornbing,in-the day, We are afraid when we see, a'plane eming because of 
the bornbing. 
Bombing made -us run away from our villages, 

À,-\ren?t We within the human rights? 
We are dying in the face of oil, isn't the oil œnipany Çhristian? 
Most of our  population  has died. 
We are blaming the world for co-op erating with thé Arabs to - clear  us fiom our  land and 
take Our oil. 
War is alteeting  us — because of bornbs.at-id bullets We areidying 
We have been s-Uffe-ring since 1983 when the iii-st shot was fired, 
Whenever 1,ve flee-to foreSt, disease foIlow  us — we have no Triedicine, no trained 
personnel, no schools for our children, 
The WFP is trying their best to help  people  hut it is nut  enough because so man  people 
are displaccfi 
By thetime ydurrepoil is out  euIl be dead. The GO5 vv-ill kill.us beeau_se- you visited 
us. 

(woman leader) 

We wornerrare suffering because men-make trôuble. 
We have lot  our children. They have died Èrern fighting and recruitment as 'soldiers, the 
ones at home have been botnbed,and have; tun'to the forest  and  we don 't know where  they 
are.  
We thank God he has sent women to see:our problerris 
We'have  no food — we are eatfng grass.and leaves — it is very  hard because there  is 

 nowhere to  cool( it, this is all,.they are eadng.  m the Imish. 
Wé have:tanin to the forest where there are mosquitoes andpeople are dying because of 
the col‘L 
we are net. the only people here — most of us are still in the fbrest they won't come out 
unless people.are bringing.food. 
We divided up  and  some of us are lookirig for wood to rnake a. fi re to içeep timegsquitces 
away. 
The WFP  brou gin  us 2000`bags of wheat but it:is difficult for us to divide. 
We, need medicine for people and the animals ;  coOking utensils, clothes, blankets and 
fishing equipment 
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(Woman  leader) 

Greetings sisters. 
We are staying in a war-affected area — we have run away from bombine of our villages 
and our burnt out tukuls, our people are scattered. 
Our sisters from stable countries — this problem of our country is caused by men. 
Most people are not coming here today because they are afraid of being bombed. 
Since we ran away and have been displaced, we lost our cows, our tukuls have been 
burnt, our children have been lost, our men have been killed and there have been no 
births. 
We came to see you today not because we thinlç you have food, but because 1,ve want you 
to convey our problems to the world. 
Since our tukuls have been bumt, our elders have died because there is no shelter, no 
blankets and no mosquito nets. 
You are the eyes of the world, we need medicine first and food. 
If women have come to interview us, we kmowl,vomen are equal. 

Elderly man 

We are happy that we are not forgotten by the world. 
We have faced this problem since I was youne and we will die with this problem. 
We are not happy seeing our children dying before us — most of our leaders have died 
from Antonovs and fighting. 
During British colonial times I worked with people like you. We built these roads and 
now the Arabs sell our oil. 
We know all of us will die before the year 2000. The Arabs are using war tactics, chasing 
away our children and killing livestock. 
We are looking for our children. You see a few children here but most are in the forest, 
many have died. 
If they want oil they can take it peacefully. 
Their guns are killing us. I suggest you can stop the war. 
We need to stop the Arabs using their high tech weapons. We can't stop them vvith 
regular guns. 
Most of our people are hiding in the swamp. They have malaria and every night there is a 
high rate of death. 

Koch 

Mission members were shown the sites of two mass graves containing approximately four to five 
persons and some human remains. Mission members were also shoven areas where tukuls had 
been burnt. 
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I arrived in Koch yesterday after a 3-day walk from near Duar. I only had a piece of wild 
fruit to eat on the way. 
I came because vve were being bombarded by the GOS. They were using Antonovs and 
gunships. We thought this area would be peaceful. 
People in the village are dying of hunger and gunship fire and the fighting is continuing. 

I am very tired. 
We have a big problem here. We have been living in the fishing camp [located in the 
swamp area] since May that we built in the rainy season. We vvere living on water lilies. 
We  came back to Koch recently but we are here with no  food. 
We left Koch for the fishing camp in May because of the fighting. 
The GOS and Matiep's forces looted the village and raided the livestock. They took all 
of our personal belongings. 
If any soldiers found villagers they were killed. There was no forgiveness. The Head 
Chief of the area and the Commissioner were killed. 
Matiep's forces took women and girls. We don't blow how many. Some they k-illed and 
some they kept. 
S.ome people are still in the fishing camp hiding. Others ran to the White Nile, others to 
Bahr el Ghazal and some to Nyal. 
The displaced here are accommodated with the residents. 
Most of our husbands are dead. 
There is pressure from the GOS to dissolve the peace and move against the SSDF forces. 
There is no longer a problem between Nuer tribes and between Nuer and Dinka tribes. 
They are united now against a corrunon enemy. 
It is obvious that the GOS will come again in the dry season. 
When our husbands are away fighting, we depend on fruit for food. Befbre the fighting 
we were cultivating but now we can't cultivate because of the fighting. 
A lot of things kill us — hunger, water, sanitation. Since 1,ve have been looted and raided 
there are not enough medicine kits, mosquito nets and we have no clothes. 

We have a lot of medical problems. 
Since the war came everything has been destroyed. 
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Disease is killing us because we were in the swamp water. 
Since the livestock were raided we have nothing for food. We are suffering. 
Many were killed from May to July. 
The last killing was in September. 100-200 soldiers attacked and whomever they found 
they killed. 
There are not many people here.  The village was burned and the church was burned in 
1998. 
The RASS (Relief Association of Southern Sudan) compound was burned on May 4, 
1999 by Matiep and the GOS —17  people were killed. 
One old man was burned alive in his tukul. 

Paboung/Wuncenlakuac 

Chief from Benda 

I'm from Bentiu. 
Five months ago, nine chiefs came to Malcuac from Bentiu with our people, 4990 people, 
because of the fighting. 
Maticp joined with the GOS and they are killinz us. 

Pastor 

People from Leer, the whole community, started to come here in June and there are many 
children. 
The majority of the people are now in the fishing camp. 
I went from Leer to Mayandit and then came here to Paboung in June. 
Most people went from here to Mackioch and will come back in the dry season. 
We left Leer because there was fighting between Tito [Tito Biel] and Matiep. 
Maticp's forces burned tukuls, took our cattle and took the women — some of the women 
have corne back. 
The WPF has been dropping food here. 

Woman 

We came from Leer in June. 
Matiep had captured Leer so we came here. 
Matiep's forces bumed my house and took all my clothes. 
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Man 

Most of the people here are from Leer — some are ftom Duar. 
This was not originally a village but people came because of the airstrip here. 
They are building a church, a clinic and a school and hope that it will become a 

permanent community. 
Since the GOS occupied Lcer no one will go back. 
The majority of people are in the fishing camp. 

Chief, Leer Province 

We were displaced by internal problems in Leer. 
On June 13, 1999 we brought 19,000 people here. 
Between October and December we received 3,000 more. 
We have been harmed by the Arabs. 
The GOS used helicopter gunships, Antonovs and mortars. Matiep is armed by the 

Arabs. 
The cause of our displacment is Matiep fighting against Machar and Gadet. Matiep burns 
houses and abducts women, children and cattle. 

Mayom 

Group of  Men  

We are all Nuer. 
We were attacked from the south. 
Matiep burned huts in our own village to clear space to see the enemy approaching. 
Displaced people went 7 km away, to Heglig, or south, or to Khartoum. About 1500 
people live here. Before there were 10-11,000 people here. 
There's widespread malnutrition and the feeding centre contract just ended. 
The market here used to be Arab/Nuer mixed, but it has been abandoned and ahnost 
everyone left. 
Matiep's army garrison was attacked by Gadet. We were alone. 
No bombing just shelling and isround attacks. 
There was fighting yesterday two hours from here between the forces of Matiep and 
Gadet. 15 soldiers were wounded, including the commander. [Mission members were 
shown the wounded commander and mortars placed in the military base]. 
We think people fight because of oil. The SPLA wants to prevent the GOS fi-om getting 
the oil. 
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Three Men Displaced from Leer and Koch currently residing in MP camps in Khartoum 

Speaker #1 

I left the Leer area July 15 because of the conflict. 
I saw the GOS providing materials to prop up Matiep against Tito Biel. 
The GOS used heavy weapons — 82/42 machine guns, mortars, Antonovs, and helicopter 
gunships 3 times a day. 
Machar came from southwest, Matiep and the GOS ftom the north. 
The attack was 28 days from May 5 to the beginning ofiune. 
The fighting is because Machar didn't want to let the GOS take out the oil. The GOS 
doesn't want Machar around the oil so they clear the area and kill people. 
Can't have oil without real peace. 

Speaker #2 

I left Koch in mid-October and arrived here five days ago. 
The GOS shelled us, used Antonovs, helicopter gunships and artillery to attack Machar. 
Some people ran away, others joined Matiep. No burning of villages, just bombing. 

Speaker #3 

I went to Bentiu in May from Leer and then came to Khartoum. 
Matiep doesn't care if the GOS uses oil. He collaborates with GOS for his own benefit. 
Before May, Matiep was in control south of Bentiu but Machar's forces were able to gain 
control up to Bentiu, so the GOS intervened. 
When fighting broke out, most people went southwest to Ganyiel. 
We vvant food and 1,veapons to fight Arabs, but let oil remain in the ground. 
No one is coming to help the people of Sudan. Many people have lost their children to 
Matiep. The young ones are taken by force by Matiep. Parents can only take up guns 
and go fight against Matiep. 
After 15 years, males are recruited by Matiep and girls are taken to Bentiu. 
The GOS has laid anti-personnel mines around Bentiu. 
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Appendix 4 Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement 

I. These Guiding Principles address the speci fic needs of internally displaced persons worldwide. 
They identify rights and guarantees relevant to the protection of persons from forced 
displacement and to their protection and assistance during displacement as well as during return 
or resettlement and reinteeration. 

2. For the purposes of these Principles, internally displaced persons are persons or groups of 
persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual 
residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed con fl ict, situations 
of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who 
have not crossed an internationally recognized State border. 

Principle I 

I.  Internally displaced persons shall enjoy, in full equality, the same rights and freedoms under 
international and domestic law as do other persons in their country. They shall  flot  be 
discriminated against in the enjoyment of any rights and freedoms on the ground that they are 
internally displaced. 

2. These Principles are without prejudice to individual criminal responsibility under international 
law, in particular relating to genocide, crimes aeainst humanity and war crimes. 

Principle 2 

1. These Principles shall be observed by all authorities, groups and persons irrespective of their 
legal status and applied without any adverse distinction. The observance of these Principles 
shall not affect the legal status of any authorities, groups or persons involved. 

2. These Principles shall not be interpreted as restricting, modifying or impairing the provisions 
of any international human rights or international humanitarian law instrument or rights granted 
to persons under domestic law. In particular, these Principles are without prejudice to the right to 
seek and enjoy asylum in other countries. 

Principle 3 

1.National authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to provide protection and 
humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons within their jurisdiction. 

2. Internally displaced persons have the right torequest and to receive protection and 
humanitarian assistance from these authorities. They shall not be persecuted or punished for 
making such a 
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request. 

Principle 4 

1.These Principles shall be applied without discrimination of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, 
language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, legal or 
social status, age, disability, property, birth, or on any other similar criteria. 

2. Certain internally displaced persons, such as children, especially unaccompanied minors, 
expectant mothers, mothers with young children, female heads of household, persons with 
disabilities and elderly persons, shall be entitled to protection and assistance required by 
their condition and to treatment which takes into account their special needs. 

Principle 5 

All authorities and international actors shall respect and ensure respect for their obligations under 
international lavv, including human rights and humanitarian law, in all circumstances, so as to 
prevent and avoid conditions that might lead to displacement of persons. 

Principle 6 

1. Every human being shall have the right to be protected against being arbitrarily displaced from 
his or her home or place of habitual residence. 

2. The prohibition of arbitrary displacement includes displacement: 

(a) When it is based on policies of apartheid, "ethnic cleansing" or similar practices aimed at/or 
resulting in altering the ethnic, religious or racial composition of the affected population; 
(b) In situations of armed conflict, unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative 
miLitary reasons so demand; 
(c) In cases of large-scale 'development projects, which are not justified by compelling and 
overriding public interests; 
(d) In cases of disasters, unless the safety and health of those affected requires their evacuation; 
and 
(e) When it is used as a collective punishment. 

3. Displacement shall last no longer than required by the circumstances. 
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Principle 7 

I . Prior to any decision requiring the displacement of persons, the authorities concerned shall 
ensure that all feasible alternatives are explored in order to avoid displacement altogether. 
Where no alternatives exist, all measures shall be taken to minimize displacement and its adverse 
effects. 

2. The authorities undertaking such displacement shall ensure, to the greatest practicable extent, 
that proper accommodation is provided to the displaced persons, that such displacements are 
effected in satisfactory conditions of safety, nutrition, health and hygiene, and that members of 
the same family are not separated. 

3. If displacement occurs in situations other than during the emergency stages of armed conflicts 
and disasters, the following guarantees shall be complied with: 

(a) A specific decision shall be taken by a State authority empowered by- law to order such 
measures; 
(b) Adequate measures shall be talcen to guarantee to those to be displaced full information on 
the reasons and procedures for their displacement and, where applicable, on compensation and 
relocation; 
(c) The free and informed consent of those to be displaced shall be sought; 
(d) The authorities concerned shall endeavour to involve those affected, particularly women, in 
the planning and management of their relocation; 
(e) Law enforcement measures, where required, shall be carried out by competcnt legal 
authorities; and 
(f) The right to an effective remedy, including the review of such decisions by appropriate 
judicial authorities, shall be respected. 

Principle 8 

Displacement shall not be carried out in a manner that violates the rights to life, dignity, liberty 
and security of those affected. 

Principle 9 

States are under a particular obligation to protect against the displacement of indigenous peoples, 
minorities, peasants, pastoralists and other groups with a special dependency on and attachment 
to their lands. 
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Principle 10 

1. Every human being has the inherent right to life which shall be protected by law. No one shall 
be arbitrarily deprived of his or her life. Internally displaced persons shall be protected in 
particular against: 

(a) Genocide; 
(b) Murder; 
(c) Summary or arbitrary executions; and 
(d) Enforced disappearances, including abduction or unacknowledged detention, threatening or 
resulting in death. 

Threats and inciternent to commit any of the foreeoing acts shall be prohibited. 

2. Attacks or other acts of violence against internally displaced persons who do not or no longer 
participate in hostilities are prohibited in all circumstances. Internally displaced persons shall be 
protected, in particular, against: 

(a) Direct or indiscriminate attacks or other acts of violence, including the creation of areas 
wherein attacks on civilians are permitted; 
(b) Starvation as a method of combat; 
(c) Their use to shield military objectives from attack or to shield, favour or impede military 
operations; 
(d) Attacks aeainst their camps or settlements; and 
(e) The use of anti-personnel landmines. 

Principle 11 

1.Every human being has the right to dignity and physical, mental and moral integrity. 

2. Internally displaced persons, whether or not their liberty has been restricted, shall be protected 
in particular against: 

(a) Rape, mutilation, torture, cruel, inhuman or degading treatment or punishiment, and other 
outrages upon personal dignity, such as acts of gender-specific violence, forced prostitution and 
any form of indecent assault; 
(b) Slavery or any contemporary form of slavery, such as sale into marriage, sexual exploitation, 
or forced labour of children; and 
(c) Acts of violence intended to spread terror among intemally displaced persons. 

Threats and incitement to commit any of the foregoing acts shall be prohibited. 
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Principle 12 

1.Every human being has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected 
to arbitrary arrest or detention. 

2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, they shall not be interned in or 
confined to a carnp.lf in exceptional circumstances such internment or confinement is absolutely 
nec,essary, it shall not last longer than required by the circumstances. 

3. Internally displaced persons shall be protected from discriminatory arrest and detention as a 
result of their displacement. 

4. In no case shall internally displaced persons he taken hostage. 

Principle 13 

1. In no circumstances shall displaced children be recruited nor be required or permitted to take 
part in hostilities. 

2. Internally displaced persons shall be protected against discriminatory practices of recniitment 
into any armed forces or groups as a result of their displacement. In particular any cruel, 
inhuman or dezrading practices that cmnpel compliance or punish non-compliance with 
recruitment arc prohibited in all circumstances. 

Principle 14 

1.Every internally displaced person has the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose 
his or her residence. 

2. In particular, internally displaced persons have the right to move freely in and out of camps or 
other settlements. 

Principle 15 

Internally displaced persons have: 

(a) The right to seek safety in another part of the country; 
(b) The right to leave their country; 
(c) The right to seek asylum in another country; and 
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(d) The right to be protected against forcible return to or resettlement in any place where_their 
safery,liberty and/or health would be at risk. 

Prineiple 16 .  

All internally displacedpersens  have the right to know the fate and whereabouts of missing 
relatives, 

2 .  The authoritiesconcerned shall endeavour to establish the fate and whereabouts of internally 
displaced persons reportec.1 missing,.and cooPerate withrelèvant international organizations 
.engaged in this task. They shafil inform the next of kiri on the progress of the investigation and 
neitify them of any rsult. 

3. The authorities conce rned shall endeavour to collect and identify the mOrtal remains of those' 
deceased, prevent their despoliation or mutilation, and faeilitate-thereturn of those remains to 
the next of kin or dispose of them respectfully, 

-4. Grave sites of internally displaced persons should be protected and respected in all 
Circumstances. Internally displaced persons,should havethe right of access  tu the grave sites of 
their deceased relatives. 

Principle 17 

1. Every human being has the right to respect of his or her family life. 

2. To give effect to this right fer internally displaced persons, famiiy members who wish to 
remain together S hall be allowed to do se. 

1 Families wilich are separatecl by displacement should be reunited as quiddy as possible. Ail 
 appropriate steps shall be taken to expedite the reimion Of such families, particularly when-

children are involved. The responsible authorities shall facilitate inquiries made by family 
members and  encourage and Cooperatewith the work  of >hurnanitarian organizations engaged in 
the task of family reuniecation, 

4 .  Members of internally displaced families whose personal liberty has been restrieted bY 
internment or confinement in camps shall have the right to remain together. 

Principle'18 

1. All internally displaced persons haVe the rightto an adecluate,staridard of living. 

2 _ At the minimum, regardless of the dircurnstanees, and without discrimination, comptent 
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authorities shall provide internally displaced persons with and ensure safe accesS tà: 

(a) Essential food and potable water; 
(b) Basic shelter and hOusing 
(c) Appropriate clothing: .  and 
(d) ESsential Medical services ,and sanitatiori. 

3.  Spetialefforts should be made to ensure the full participation of women in the planning and 
,distribution ofthese basic supplies .  

Pririciple1.9 

1. All wounded and sicl( internally displaced persons as  well  as those'with disabilities shall 
receiVe to ÎnefuIlest extent practicable and with the least possible delay, the Medical care  and  
attention the  require, withiait  distinction on an) grounds Other than medical ones: \Vhen 
necessary, internally, displaced persons shall haVe accesS to psycholo'gical.and  social services.  

2, Special attention should be paid_ to:the health needs ofwomen, including access tà.feinale 
health care  pros  iders and services, such as reproductive health care, as well as-apptppriate 
counselling:for victims of se.xual and other abuses. 

3. Special attentien shOuld also he given tê the. preVentionof Contagious and infectious diseases, 
including AIDS., among internally displaced persons. 

Principle 20 

I. Every human being  ha s the right to recognition eVer)7hére as aperson before the law. 

2. To  give effect to this right for internally displaced peisons, the authorities concerned shall 
issue to them all  documents  necessaly for the enjoyment and exercise or their legal rights, such 
as passports, pei-sonal identification documents, birth certificates and'rnarriage certificates. In 
particular, the authorities shall facilitate the issuance of new documents or the replacement of 
documents lost in the course of displacernent,,without imposing unreasonable conditiens, Such as 
requiring the return  ta  cFne's area  of  habitual residence in order to obtain these or other required 
documents_ 

3, Women .and ,men shalt have,equal rights to obtaiii.such necesSarY documents, and shall have 
the right to 'have such documentation issued in1heir own names:. 

Principle 21 

I, 1\io one shall be arbitrarily deprived of property and possessions 
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2. The property and possessions of internally displaced persons shall in all circumstances be 
protected, in particular, against the following acts: 

(a) Pillage; (b) Direct or indiscriminate attacks or other acts of violence; 
(c) Being used to shield military operations or objectives; 
(d) Being made the object of reprisal; and 
(e) Being destroyed or appropriated as a form of collective punishment. 

3. Property and possessions left behind by internally displaced persons should be protected 
against destruction and arbitrary and illegal appropriation, occupation or use. 

Principle 22 

1. Internally displaced persons, whether or not they are living in camps, shall not be 
discriminated against as a result of their displacement in the enjoyment of the following rights: 

(a) The rights to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, opinion and expression; 
(b) The right to seek freely opportunities for employment and to participate in economic 
activities; 
(c) The right to associate freely and participate equally in community affaùs; 
(d)The right to vote and to participate in governmental and public affairs, including the rig,ht to 
have access to the means necessary to exercise this right; and 
(e) The rieht to communicate in a language they understand. 

Principle 23 

1.Every human being has the right to education. 

2. To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, the authorities concerned shall 
ensure that such persons, in particular displaced children, receive education which shall be free 
and compulsory at the primary level. Education should respect their cultural identity, language 
and religion. 

3. Special  efforts  should be made to ensure the full and equal participation of women  and girls in 
educational programmes. 

4. Education and training facilities shall be made available to internally displaced persons, in 
particular adolescents and women, whether or not living in camps, as soon as conditions permit. 
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Principle 24 

L All humanitarian assistance shall be carried out in accordance with the principles of humanity 
and impartiality and without discrimination. 

2. Humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons shall not be diverted, in particular for 
political or military reasons. 

Principle 25 

1.The primary duty and responsibility for providing humanitarian assistance to internally 
displaced persons lies with national authorities. 

2. International humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors have the right to offer 
their services in support of the internally displaced. Such an offer shall not be regarded as an 
unfriendly act or an interference in a States  intemal affairs and shall be considered in good faith. 
Consent thereto shall not be arbitrarily withheld, particularly when authorities concerned are 
unable or unwilling to provide the required humanitarian assistance. 

3. All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate the free passage of humanitarian assistance 
and grant persons engaged in the provision of such assistance rapid and unimpeded access 
to the intemally displaced. 

Principle 26 

Persons engaged in humanitarian assistance, their transport and supplies shall be respected and 
protected. They shall not be the object of attack or other acts of violence. 

Principle 27 

1. International humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors vehen providing 
assistance should give due regard to the protection needs and human rights of internally 
displaced persons and talce appropriate measures in this regard. In so doing, these organizations 
and actors should respect relevant international standards and codes of conduct. 

2. The preceding paragraph is without prejudice to the protection responsibilities of international 
organizations mandated for this purpose, whose services may be offered or requested by States. 
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Principle 28 

I.  Competent authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to establish conditions, as well 
as provide the means, ■,vhich allow internally displaced persons to return voluntarily, in safety 
and 1,vith dignity, to their homes or places of habitual residence, or to resettle voluntarily in 
another part of the country. Such authorities shall endeavour to facilitate the reintegration of 
returned or resettled internally displaced persons. 

2. Special efforts should be made to ensure the full participation of internally displaced persons 
in the planning and management of their return or resettlement and reintegration. 

Principle 29 

1. Internally displaced persons who have returned to their homes or places of habitual residence 
or who have resettled in another part of the country shall not be discriminated against as a result 
of their having been displaced. They shall have the right to participate  filly  and equally in public 
affairs at all levels and have equal access to public services. 

2. Competent authorities have the duty and responsibility to assist returned and/or resettled 
internally displaced persons to recover, to the extent possible, their property and possessions 
which they left behind or were dispossessed of upon their displacement. When recovery of such 
property and possessions is not possible, competent authorities shall provide or assist these 
persons in obtaining appropriate compensation or another form o f just reparation. 

Principle 30 

All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate for international humanitarian organizations 
and other appropriate actors, in the exercise of their respective mandates, rapid and unimpeded 
access to internally displaced persons to assist in their return or resettlement and reintegration. 
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Appendix 5 %Mall Rights and International Humanitarian Law Conventions Ratified by 
Sudan 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (March 18, 1986 — no declaration under 
Article 41 —Notification under Article 4(3) Derogations, August 21, 1991) 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (March 18, 1986) 

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (March 21, 
1977 — no declaration made under Article 14) 

Convention on the Rights of the Child (August 3, 1990) 

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Trcatrnent or Punishment 
(June 4,  1986—  no declaration under articles 21 and 22) 

_African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (February 18,1986) 

Slavery Convention (September 15, 1927) 

Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery (Septernber 9, 1957) 

Forced Labour Convention (C29) (June 18, 1957) 

Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (C105) (October 22, 1970) 

Protocol amending the Slavery Convention signed at Geneva on 25, September 1926 

1949 Geneva Conventions (September 23, 1957) 

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare (December 17, 1980) 

Convention of the OAU for the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa (April 5, 1983) 

Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict (veith a 
reservation July 23, 1970) 

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical 
Weapons and on their Destruction (May 24, 1999) 
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Related Conventions NOT  Ratified  by  Sudan 

Human rights 

Optional Protocol to the ICCPR 

Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR 

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

Convention on the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the 
Prostitution of Others 

Final Protocol to the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and the 
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others 

Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes 
Against Humanity 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection 
of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1) 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the 
Protection of Victims ofNon-Intemational Armed Conflicts (Protocol II) 

Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-
Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, 18 September 1997 (sieed only) 

Convention of Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Vv'eapons Which 
May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or Have Indiscriminate Effects (signed only) 
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Appendix 6 Child Soldiers in Southern Sudan 

We saw child soldiers frequently; young boys are present in all militia groupings in the South. 
NGOs told us that local "social pressures" were strong in support for under-age recruitment, but 
neither the Matip or Gadet forces seemed to be abducting children to serve as soldiers. 

In Nyal, South Sudan, we were able to talk at length v.rith three child soldiers, who had been 
recruited by the headman in their town of Leer into the faction led by Tito Biyel. The boys were 
aged 14, 10, and 11. They had not wanted to join; given six months of training, they usually lived 
in the bush, so as to avoid ambush, and could if necessary manage without food for 3 to 4 days. 
Often they ate wild fruit and small game. We were told by a UN field worker than many do 
"enlist" voluntarily because there are no real alternatives such as quality education or civil work. 

Early in 1999, letters were circulated by UNICEF to the various faction Commanders, calling on 
them to release young boys like the ones we spoke to. Some 288 boys were gathered up by 
RASS, effectively the "social" counterpart of the South Sudan Defence Force, in Thonyor, near 
Leer. 

When the area was attacked in the fighting which broke out in May, 1999, the youngsters ran in 
all directions but eventually most arrived in Nyal, where Tito Biyel was located. 

RASS, UNICEF, and the Norwegian NGO, Rad Baama,i,ve were later told in Lokichokkio, 
Kenya, have co-operated to complete a list of all the child socldiers in SSDF territory, and that of 
the original 288, all but 20 had nol.v been re-united with their families. 

We were also told that work in SALA territory is going more slowly, with fewer identified and 
fewer reunited. It was said that while Commanders at the top of the hierarchy have agreed not to 
recruit child soldiers and do support demobilization, the attitude may be different among junior 
commandets on the ground. The analysis from one NGO actrive in this field was that "child 
soldiers" is not a big problem in numerical terrns, but demobilizing them is certainly a big 
probletn. 

This NGO saw a connection, also, between "child soldiers" and traditional or customary law, the 
transition from boyhood to the responsibilities of adult status. This being linked to the forcible 
recruitment still being carried by some commanders helped explain the problem. We were also 
told that in some SPLA areas, villages are expected to provide a number of recruits each year, 
and this led to ''child soldiers" being put forward. One source claimed that there was a policy in 
the SPLA that every family had to "donate" a son at some point. But there was, everywhere, 
increasing sensitivity about the need to demobilize the children. One source voiced a worry that 
demobilization schemes could be "false" like "slave redemption", and designed to raise funds, 
vvith the children drilling back into soldiering because of there being no attractive alternatives. 

We were also told that it is now Sudan's tum to report to UN on the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child (CRC), and UNICEF has been working with NGOs to encourage SSDF/SSIM and the 
SPLM to provide alternative reports, and use the opportunity to look hard at how they might 
manage the phenomenon better. 



Appendix 7 International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

The,attached legal analysis in chart fonn sots out the principal inteniatipnal humanitalian and 
human rights issues raised by the fluctuai information gathered in the field.  It was provided to the 
AssessMerit  Mission  bythe. team members With legal' qualificatiOns, and to the Oçtent that  it  
.accords with the body of the Report it represents the finding of the Assesstnent Mission. 

This  hart sets out thetirincipal international hurriaiiitarian and human  nets  issues  raised by the 
 factual inforrnatico gathered by the mission under its mandate. The analysis of these issues 

proceeds.as follOWs: Part I examines the  issues  related to  abduction, forced labour and sle'Tery, 
Part II contains two sections, Section A describes the international humanitarian and human 
rights issues related to the forced displacetnent of civilians. Section B deals With those 
humanitarian and human rights issues that result frornforceil displacement. This chart  identifies  
potential violations of international human rights and humanitarian law cominitted by the, 
Governrnent:of Sudan, or by militia alignedto, Or supported by, the government of Sudan. It 
does  not  purport to deal with potential human rights ,  or humanitarian law violations conmiitted 
by rebel forces. The chart recognizes,.that the armed conflict in Sudan is an internal ornOn-
international conflict. 

The chart reflects the findings of the mission that certain northern tribes,artned and employed by 
the Government of Sudan sYstematically carry out abductions and enslavement of women and 
children from the 'Northern Bahr el Ghazal region. In addition, the material in the chart expands 
on the mission's finding that oil extraction has exacerbated the annedcenflict in Sudan and 
contributed to human rights abuses and violations of international humanitarian law. 
Humanitarian law violations and hurnan rights abuses Mated to forcible displaCement ofpemins 
frorn  oil producing areas .1?y the Government of Sudan.include rape Étnd abduction of women and 
children for.slavery-like putposes and forced labour, indiscrirninate and intentional attacks 
against  c i ' ilians and the civilian population, indiscriminate and frequentuse of wcapons  ; such as 
Àntonov bombs, suirunary executions, forced displaceMent of civilians, unlawfd'corifinément of 
tivilians, obstruction Ofhummitarian assistance. 

This chart deals only with international conventions ratified by Sudan and customary 
international law, including those parts 6f Protocols I and II Additional te the Geneva 
Conventions of 12 August 1949, 	which are generaIly accepted to be customary international law, 
1-loweve4 referenCe iS made in the earn& the Statute Of the IniernatiOnal-  Criminal Court. 
Although, the . Statute is not yet in force, it represents the most importantreision of international 
humanitarian law since the Additional Protocols of 1977, The Statute Aso reflectS the most 
recent, relevant and widely,aceepted opinion of States on the :content of international 
humanitarian law .  

The chart does not purport to constitute legaLadvice to any particular :party nor is it a.  legal 
opinion. 



Abduction and ExPloitation of 
Women and Chikdren 

Attacks by the GOS and/or their 
allies have includerl abduction 
of it.Yomen and'ehildren by 

militia. Some of these women 
escape and  return to their 
village-s or the place where their 
family.  OT community bas fled. 
Others are taken as wives o-r 
forced to work as doiriestic 
Seivare WO-Ft:le/1 areOften 
repeated/y rapod onedabchicted.. 

in addition,. the (iOS uses Militia 
to guard a governinerit trttin 
loaded with supplies and. 
ammunition for the GOS forces 
as il  travels between Babanusa to 
Aweil and Wawto supply the 
GOS garrisoni'alOng  the  railway 
line; 'The niilitis stre.unp.aid and 
lake women, children, live>triek 
arid other goods as their bounty 
on their return. 

International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

Part I - International Law Issues Related to Abduction, Forced Labour and Slavery 

MIR 

The -.Slavery (:'irriyention ("SC") and the Supplementary 
Convention  in  the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave 
Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery 
("Supplementary SC") prohibit all forms of  s lavery and 
the lac  trade and require States to ta4e posirive steps lo 
abolish all forins of slaverY including debt bondage, 
serfdom, in .gitutidm or practices whereby a oman may be 
sold into marriage, fra.dect, inherited Or wherebv a child may 
be given up for exploitationor labour  

Article 8 of the International Covenant on  Civil and 
Political Rights ("ICCPR") states inter alia: 

(1) Nc  one  shall he held in slavery slavery and the slave 
trade in all their forrns .  shall be prohibited. 

(2) NC On shall bc hold in . ervitude. 
(1.) No one shall be required tO perform forced Or 

compulsory labour 

Article 5 of the African Charter ("TAC") .  states: 

'''Fvery,indiyidual shall have the - right to the respect.  of the 
 dignity inhei.ent ida human being and to the recognition of 

hL .legal . statuS. ..All fOtins of exPloitzttiOn alai:degradation 
of man particularly slavery: slaVe - trade., torture, eruct 
inhumai .or degrading punishnient and treatment shall -be 
prohibited.' 

Article 2 of the Forced. Labour Convention (''FLC" .) . 
 defines 'forced or compulsory labour as: 

"all work or service which is exacted.frorri any penon 
under  the,,, rneeiace of penalty and for which the said person 

The prohibition of slaver:y fs .. also a:rule of euStemary international 
human rights ,law arid is an obligation erga amines:. It'is an offence 
.srabject to universal jurisdiction. 'A,viol.ation or the prohibition against 
slavery is ccinsidered a gross violation•ofi7hurnan rightF.. Slavery -  has 
alào . been dited by - the International Law Commission zu.;  an  
international  Orirne. 

The abduction  of -s..y.Ornen by militia for marriage., sex or domestic:. 
labonr.is,a viôlat.i.' 	.of-both conven' 	cuti)riary. international 
human right,s law.. The fact that the .G.OS erriployslinsalaried militia 
with knowledge that they.  wifl ,ex tract ''payment" by looting and 
abduction rcndors che GOS coinplicit in the violations committedly 
the PDFfrourahaleen. 

Thé  GOS -lias  set up the. :Committee for Eradication of the 
AbductiOn of liAloirion.and Children.CCEAWAC'') which has begun 
locate abdutees.  and attérnPt to find and reliirh them to their FaMilies ;  
Ill-  communities. FloWeYer; the db.S continues to .1.'entploy" militia 
both to guard the"GOS train and as part of the COS forces andihus 
facilitate and.condone their;practice of abducting-women and children; 

Article 1 of the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons 
from Enforced Disappearance' adopted by the General Assembly in 
I 992States that enforced disappearance is an "offence to human 
dignity' and a flagrant violation of human rihb li deScribeidt as à 
sinkation in Which: 

'persons are arrested i.detained or abducted against their will or 
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international Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

has not offe•ed liimselfr..oluntin-ily 	 otherwise deprived pi" diEir liberty by :OffieialS .Of differentbrariehes ... 	. 
:or levels of Governrnent, or lly organized . groups, o'r private. 

,Art I FLC requires.ta{ili i-Jai-Wito. the conyention to 	 iniji‘ii,dual.s actins on behalf of  or with: the support, direct or indirect; , 
!.3uPpr1*.tlii.: use:of forced Or comPulsory .labi..iur in all its 	consent ti.t -  acconeScence of the Government, fddloweil by...a pausa l to  
forrns.  in the 'sliorfest posible poriOcl 	 disclose chic late or whereabous of the persons con -co-Lied ür a re tiisa! 

to acknowledge:the deprivation.of [heir liberty. ,..therebyplaCing such . 
ii.m.' tide I of the Abolition of FOreed Labour Convention 	persons .outside .  tbe. protection of the lavir,'' 
requires'each party to .  "suppregg and not to /nee 1.1Bé of any 
forrirof forced {Jr eomPntiory labour" inter alia "as a5rneans 
Of rezial, seeial, national, or religions cliscriirifnatfon .." 

Mt.  23(3.j1CCPR 

No .marriage hail .beentered into without thc  free and  full 
consent of the into-tiding spoukg 

A bductiiins ...and Exploitation Of 	Article •8 of the Convention on the RightS of  -the Child 	Thejnternelional cu24ornary and conventional law rules rolating to 
Child rem 	 ..("CRel 	 slaVery and forced labour set out above are applicable to the abducl.i on 

EiLn4 è.xpl oi tati on of children. 
fsce abOye) 	 .(1) 	"Sta:i6s Parties..!anderpke to respect the child's right to 

maintain:Iris or her ideritity. including ... fan-Lily. relatiOns 	=> 	'Inadclition to the violations seirout aboVe, the ablierion and 
is reoognized by law without un /awful. interference 	exploitation sei.14 abitse Of ehildren by the'rnilitia nenkilmier Iiiy .  ilié 

Conscription. of Children into 	(2) 	Where the child ià illegally deprivedof s orne  or all the 	c,...fjs. , ig cor,l iraii; id, ii-I . :.  pi,cF:Visions 'or the ,c1,..,Ç.. 
Armed Forces and Militia 	' 	'elements of hiS or her identity ., Slates Parties shell 

piovide appropriate assi.stance and proteçtion, ixith..a. 	.-› 	As.eated al?ove although rhe'dOS has set up CEAWAC, it 
S,orne ehildrn who 'are...4xhicted 	view to reLeimblisbing speedily hi s or her identity.' 	continues to 'employ' militia both  Lu  guard the.ClOS b'ain and as part 
by the militia...s. allied with the 	 of. ihe GOS forces and ill u8 to facilitate and c...undond-thèii. praoice 'of 
Cr(Y..; are . foreibl.y conscripted 	 abducting v.:,onien and children. 7 11-ms. -the:GOS•i. also, irrliiolatiOu.:of 
into their  niilin forces or used 	Art. 19a) CRÇ requires pi rits to: 	 Its duüeÉ 'under the Ci'ÇÇ..to ..talce, positive steps to 
in participate actively. in 	 1.rito: take all appropriat e. legislative, adrnini.strative, social and 
hosnlitios. 	 educational measures to protect. the child from all • orms of 	0 	take all eiPpropr‘iate legislative, administrative and  social 

physical or mental vid3lenci; ..., injury fjeOujw, neglect Or 	 measures to protect the child frorrralI -forras.of physieal or 
rl..giigent tmarrtent, tneteatntent . , or  epluitation, inchiditig 	mental violence, maltreatment, expinitation including squial . 	. .gc.xualahusc, while in the :e'are of the:pareht(g) ,„ or orif... 	 -abuse. 
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International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law issues 

other person who hm the carelaf the child". 

Art. 32  CRC retprirc that pnrti  t  recogni›.e: 

'ithe .right :L-pf the child itc5,[:.1,e -prictecteel frotil econorni.0 

;exploitation and froniperfOrining Wor.lc tbai  s  likely to be 
hazardous - or to interfere With the child's edneatiOn; or  to  be 
harmful to the Child's health or physical, mental, 'spirit ual, 
moral or social developmene and to 'take inter aria 

adrainistiutive and seeial measures to ensure the 
implern entati on o f this obligation. 

▪ to take legislative, administrative. and social ineasures 
protect chiPren from c.conomit.: exploitation; 

4 	prevent itip .abductiOn o rthe s'alc ..of or traffic inchildren; 
▪ pro teut ehi ken from olher forrns'of 

Art. 35 CRC 
Ètates panlics 1  shall late all appropi iate natiorial, bilateral, 
and rnialtilatcral nIcamires.to peevent th e .  abduction  of,  the 
sale of or (raffle in Children for any piirpose  or n-anY tonp. 

Art. 36 CRC requirc§. the parties to: 
"protect the child against all other forms of exploitation 
prejudicial to any aspects of the child's welfare." 

Art. 38  CRC recluires parties to: 

undertake to  respect and to ensure rciApect for hc piles 

0E international liurnatitarian law applicable to 'then in 
artned conflicts which are relevant to the c:hild: 

-(2) take all feasible measures to: ensure.that persons who 
have not attained the age Offifteen years do not take a 
direct part in hostilities, 
refrain from recruiting any person who  ha  s not attained 
the agé "of fifleen year intO their «armed forces and in 
rcçnniting atneng Ibo  pbrûn  ho have attained the 
age, of fifteen years but who  have  not attained the age of 
eighteen years, the  parties  shall endeavour to give 
priority to those ...vho. .are oldest; 
take all feasible measures to ensure the protection and 
careof children who are affected by an .armcd conflict 
ii'acoiththçpatties ol.,21i 

( 1  ) 

=> To the extent-that die 005 abducs male éhildren off the street in 
Northern Sudan and forcibly'consutipts them into -their armed fortes 
and GPS mihtia ur...,e the children ther.abduct as child seidierà, the 

-GOS is  iii  violation of Its obligations under Art. 38 of  the  CRC  lit  
addition, the  005: iS in Vidation of international humanitarian law 
and maybe' 	a ,was crime, 
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inrnationat humanitarian law to prôteet thé civilian 
populatiOn'in armed Gunfhûts. 

Proincpls I.  ind II and 'the Statute of the interniitInnal 
,Crtminal  Court. oblige  parties'to.conflic..- t  u  tak.r. all 
Èeasible measures to ensure that children under the apt: of 15 
yetrs do not take part in the hostilities and to refrain from 
ré:crniting ilLcil into thcir .arined fteces: The lee Statute,' 
lists as a war L.: «1111TIC e.:9uÉ.urijItion orchildren into the Enned 

toi te  or using chilcireauto participate actively in  qi 
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International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

Part II Section A - International Humanitarian and Human Rights Issues Related to Forced Dis 
ILMEIDEMITEM11 

Indiscriminate Attacks and 
Intentional Targeting of 
Ci  rj  Ii  jfl 

Government of Sud an 
forces have attacked villages in 
Ruweng County and TJaity State 
With.Autontiv bombera and used 
helicOpter gimshipsilo shoot and 

The WS deployed 
. ground troops inèluding; the  
GOS army, GOS-armedtuilitia. 
(rnurahaleen, Popular Defence 
Force'('PDF" .).and the forces of 
Pau lino Matiep) to kill and 
terrorize,civilians including . 

 woinen and children. 

Attacks against ciVilirnishave 
been talc ingplaCe Since at least 
1992m  and around theoil fields 
locatod in the Western Upper 
Nile ("Vi .e'UNff)rand are 
eontinuing. 

A major GOS offensive against 
civilians and eivilian Oecurred 
from May . to July . 1999, The 
townr and villages attackcd by 
the GOS did  no  t contain 
concentrations of rebel military 
forces, supporters or assistarale: 

Common Article 3 of the G'elieva Conventions  of 12 
• ugust, 1949 17Common Art. -3"):  requires.that "persons -
taking no active part in the hostilities", "including members 
of armed fOrecs who have;laid doWn. 'ben-  arils and those 
'placed .4ickers  de; to.  nibatii hail hi all CirCumstances' beireated 
humanely, Without an adVerse,diStinction ibundcd on'iace, 
colour, religion or 	Se.X, birth or wealth.,  or an"  `Other 
similar criteria. In respect of thc above persons, Ad .3 
prohibits•at any time and in.any,placc, among other,things: 

(1) violence to  lift  and. person, in particular murder of all 
kinds; and 

(2) surnrum ei(ecuthins. 

Customary international law and Art. 13(2) of ProtoCal 
Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 Mimi 
1949, and retating to the  Protection. of Victims of Non-
lliberriationat Armed Conflicts ("Protocol 11") prohibits; 

(I) Makinecivilians as such the object of attack; and 
(2) aels or 'threats of ,,,iolenee, the primary purpobe of 

which is to spread terror among the civilian pCpulatiOn. 

Customary intrnational law dictates that: 

all combat - activity must be justified on military 
activity that is not militarily necessary is, 

prohibited. 
attacks Flay be.directed rjrnry against objects that make a 
contribution to  the cnCity's 	e.fforr and are of 
tactical andstrategic .  importance. Incidental loss,and 
damage 'must be minimized. 
parties to pu armed conflict must alwavs distirkguish 

Common  An 3 applies to non-international conflict in the: 
territoiy of a State party, and-thus. is applicable to .the›conflict  in 
Stedan. ltrequircs that all parties to the conflict - the GOS and the 
rebel gnoups - apply as a. minimum  the requirements set Out in 
Col-ninon Art..3. 

Although Common Art. 3 does not expressly prOhibit attacks 
against civilians, such attacks by the GOS and its allies against 
civil]an men, women and children is in violation of the prohibition 
against violence to lifemurdor of all kinds:and summitry cxecutiom 
of peens not .taking part in the'hOS till 

AttaCks and cOmbat activity by the GOS targeted ai  ii iIiam ai e. in 

violation  of customary international law that gives immunity to 
civilians and requires parties to a conflict to distinguish between 
civilians and civilian objects on the  one hand and combatants and 
military tnreets ohthe other. No credible evidence demonstrates that 
the civilians, villages and areas attacked by the GOS in Ruweng 
comity and Unity.' Statc constituted legitimate military targets or 
military objectives theContribuied tO military aetiOn and eorttained, 
for ekamplej concentrations of SP], '114 forees anii pers.°.  nS taking an 

„ 

ac,tive.  part in the conflict or 'Were the sitc br militari installatiOns In 
an', situ.aton, the .É.it ›S Littaeks again« biViii4/1 objects and persons, 
cannot be justi .ficd as militarily necessary  par can'the use.of Antonov 
bombs and helicopter gunships against civilians and civilian objects. 

According» f rands Deng, 'the Representative -  Of the Secretary- , 
General of the .U.nited Nations Commissiohon Hutton Rights Issues 
Related  tu  Displaced Persons, even if  n ilians Providc:indiredt 
support to the rébell -ey ., frir exarnplc-, supplying food, shelter or 
acting as messengers 'they may not b.e subject to direct 
individualized atmck since they pose no immediate direarr. 
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bctwoon combatants, who May take a direct Part in 
hostilities and bo atlacted themselves, and non-
combatants, who do not take a direct part in hostilities 
and cannot be attacked or used as human shiclik 

'Indisériminate attacks  Are  illegal under custamary , . 
.These 	Indé; 

(l) widespread and intended damageof civilian property 
wanton destruction') 

.attacks - that. are not targeted at military objcetive..s...; 
(3) the u_se weapons that cannot  Le  properly i.urgoted 

;and 
attacks that troal an ifrca with similar concenvatidns of 
mihtaiy  and civilian objeCtives .  as. a singk military 
objeOtive; 

weapons that hjavé an upcontrollable effec4 
th aàack that may be,expoeted to cause harm to 
civilians or  civil ian objecti'vcs in excess of the concrete 
and direci'mi I itary advantage an ticipa red. 

Art. 38(4) CRC tees 

"ln accOrdane wit.th4arties'ébligation Lihdp:i-
interneiûtlial humanitarian lareto protect the efoilian 
.p0palation in armed conflicts., States Parties shall iake-all 
'feasible measure-5W ensurelhe pnoteetion arid care of 
children who are affectedl)y aiianmed conflict" 

Article 6(1) ICCPII 'state; 

'Every human hoinÉ  ha. thi;: inherent I:ight to life, This right 
hall be .protec fed by.loW. No one shall arbitrarily bc 

deprived of his lifc -" 

Antonov bomber. art inaccurate 
and indiscriminate weapoM, 

(4) 

'(5) 
,(6) 

International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

. 	. 
- 	. 

Intentional, deliberate- and , willful killing and targeting of ci'vdians 
is a war crime, and a crime against humanity-when connuined as part 
of -a widespread or .F.ysteniatic attack directed against- a.eivi/ian 
population. ThE Statute of the In1c.ruatipna1 Criminal Court (ICC) 
listS as  \var d'iniçs in inDernal cohflicisi seYeral serious yi otations  of  
Cérritnon Art, 3 including violence to Ii.fe and person including 
rniide.i, 01-11ragcs: upon personal dignity, aud-s.unimary executions. 
Serious violation is of, cugoniary law that are  war c rimes incl udc 

 intentional anallks on the civilian population and iridivid,e1 
pillage and rape. In addition, persons found reeonsible for 
Mdiseritninabe attacks.bn civihant that 	ext'cnii>e,, 
unneces .smy and 'willful damage nlay alse be gu -ilty Of the crime of 

•wanton destruction. 

. 1-IINGetleral A ssem.bly resolution 11 44 (XXIII) of December 
1968 ori respect.for hinnan rights in armed conflicts, the recognized 
the principte of 'civilian humanity and affirmed thatl'it is prohibited 
to launch attacks against ciljilian populations as 

indiscriminate and arbifirarv atiacks On civilians are in violation or 
tbe  non-derbgable right to life articulated in the ICC.PR, the,AC and 
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the CRC, Art, ,1 AC 

Bombing, burning of Shelterà„ 
pillage, destruction of objects 
necessary for survital 

Attacks by the GOS and iLS 
have included bombing villages 
and burning 1.tikols, destroying 
and.'orIootineond, personal 
possessions, scuds For 
cultivation, livestock, ciéps, 
hospitals, olinics arid NGQ 
éorripounds. 

The dOS uses militia to perfo.rm 
sonic of these attaeks but does 
riot pay theni. The  militia take 
ubouniy" such as personal 
POsSeions and livestocl.i... 

MI MI EMI 	 Mil 	 MM MI OM MI MI Mil 	OM Mil [SIM OM 

International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

"Homan beings are.inviolablp Eycry human being shall be 
entittedlo respect for  hi  s hfe and the integrity of his person. 
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived Of this right." 

Art. 6 CRC,states that; 

(1) States Partie;s recognize that eii..ery child had the 
inherent right to life. 

(2) States Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent 
possible the , urviyal and develOpmettt of the Child; 

aliacks which are leveled against all civilians iiicluding 
women and children arc .also :in violatitm of Sudari's obligation under 
the CRC to ensure the protection of' children. 

Customary International Law and Art, 4(2)(g) Protocol 
II prohibii 'pillage" of personal proPerty of ci' ilia. ns who 

 have  lied  from theirlemes Non-OOmbatants and their 
priaperty  mu cl  be spared frOrn the incidental effects "of 
militai' operations. Ste..ilirig 	Ifl 'Offence nf war. 

Customary International Law and Art. 1 4. rrntorole 
provide.that: 

"Starvation of civilians as a methed of warfare is 
prohibited. IL is therefore prohibited to attack, destroy, 
remove or render xfs.eleSs, forthepurpOse., objccts 
indispensable  tri  the Son:ival .of the ,civilian poPulatiOn, such 
as foodstuffs, agriceltprai areitS for the piroduejinn Of 
foodstuffs, crops, livestock, drinking water ..." 

Alt 1:7 ICCPR. states: 

(1) No one shall bp:: gubjected to arbitrary or unlawful 
iriferference with his 	family., home 

(2) Es  eryone has  the  right to the protc:ptiOn Of the law 

The. tact that the G.OS employ or use militias to perform some of 
these adisimplicates them in the violation Of the prohibition against 
pillage of persOnal'PrOPelEtY left bY the.c1Vilians, Who have fle'cl. 

Starvation of- civilians is also prohibiteçl he  customary 
international law. Although the ohjOdive of tiles° act.s by *the GOES 
and their allies . may be. to .forc ibly aisplace.the population rather titan 
starve the populeti(in iiier se, thc:effect is ,  the  carne. ' The EDPs who 
arc forced  te  flee their villages have their personal poSSessionS,taken. 
or destroyed, their livcs,I.oki steles] arid ha.ve had to abandon their 
cropS in Mid- cultiVation. Tiieyarfive  in  other villaes or 'areas (slue 
as, theswamps) where. there .  are !hinted or no ineatiS io .fstibsistenc.-e 
and no access.to food. A lack Of he-alth.cgre arid,drugs and  protection  
frorri malaria-carrying mosquitoes also e>iists. Persons arethus 
forced to &Tend on fOod .aid and humanitarian assistance for survival 
where and when  il  is available. 

=. This right of non 7interference relates'to afl types of residential 
property. While this right is not absolute', interference nunlaw liii  
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if it is contrary to international or domestic task and is "arbitrary" 
Where the interference çoinains elerricnts or injustice, 
unpredictability and unreasonableness, 

Hape or Women 

Attacks:by.  die COS and/or their 
allieS.haye: tricïuded rape of 
Woken. 

Some .pDrsona interviewee have 
stated that the rape of women in 
itself has caused an entire village 
to flee. 

International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Issues 

' 

1 ra:121itik114-1LUIrt»phirwe 17.11/4p pl 	1)ItelLurvi .  

aerie §tieli interfere/ice or attacks. 

Art,  14  ÀC sitale:  

'The right to propel-LI?' shall be guaranteed. It may only be 
encroached upon in'the inierest ot' public need or in the 
general interct of the Community and in accordance with 
the -pro visions of appropriate, lawS . 11  

Common Art,.1does notes plicitly:prohibitrapel  but it 
lequires parties to the conflict to treat all pesons who ,are 
'flot  active partieipants•  in  tile conniet ' 1  h 	ane13.,  with Out any 
advnie eisLinetiori.,fourided oil  sex". Furthormorc it 
prohibit§ houtrages.on personal dignity, in parikular 
`humiliating and  dLgradlng trcatrnent'',.,(See'als('t Art. 2(1). 
.Protocel II): 

Art. 4(2)(e),Prorneol H prdhibits, ierier alia, 'Ioutragcs 
upon pergonal dignity, in particular .„ rape and any form 
of iridee;entus'..4,;ault". 

Art, I Convention. Against Torture and Other Cruel, 
• nhuman or Degrading 'treatment or PuolshMent : 

 dcfinm torture.as:: 

Under Common Art. 3, clarified by Ari 11.(Z)(e) Of:Protocol 
rape is prohibitCd Rape Of Woinen bY the t;i'itIS.fOrces or their allies 
;such as:milhias is a 1....ihilation of internatiomd Kirnanitarian 

The rights to life:and security of the person and the prohibition of 
torture anif.cntel, inliurnan  or  degrading team:tent  are  non-derogable 
rights and any abrogation of them is a violatiorrof international 
A vielation.of the profribition.against torture and cruel, inhumait  or 
degrading tile  airriont constitutes a 'war' trinio and ‘IvberesysteHrn tic tt 

crimeagainst humanity. Inasnnieh as rape  i éruel, inlinman and 
dègradiug- treatiuie.nr  il  also conStifutes a criine in International law, 

"any act by which.severe pain or.sufferMg, whether. 
physical Or mental, is intentionally inflieied on a person for 
such purpose's 	]Olim]ddlnl  r  coercing .hirri or a third 
pc,imi. n., or for any reaSori haSed  a  diserinainaÉion,dg any 
kind, when such pain  it  suffering iS inflicted with the 
consent. or  ac,quiesceneeOf a public official or other person 
acting in an offiCial capacity!' 

Ar.t..5 ICCPIIstateS:.. 
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Attachs against itort-Pir,ab 
population in South Sudan 

The various acts of tho GOS and 
is allies described abovc. are 
levelEd at the non-Arab, 
Christian and animist  population 
in South Sudan with the intention 
of moving the pop 	out of 
areali around the bit fields 

Demographic manipulation 

certain.the populations villages 
around the oil fields have becri 
permanently displaced by the 
above,noted attacks and ropkT. cédi 
lay northern senile's 

Discriminatory 'Practices by the..GOS of moving the resident 
population out by forcible means and resettling the area with an Arab 
population from North Sudan makes displacement permanent and 
violates Are:..2 ,of the CER1). 

The discriminatory hiring practices of GNPOC arc in violation of 
the prohibitiori of disciimination with respeecto the ri ght to  1r  ork and 
free choice of erriployment. 

MI Ma Mal 	 11.1 	Mil Mi 	1.11 UM 	Mi 	UM 

International Humanitarian and Human Rights Law Ésues  

IiciiiiiI flecI1LTISK1 

"No One shall be 811 bjcctul  10 torture  or ti:t cruel, inhuman 
Or degrading treatnieut  or  punàhrnent 

Art. 5 ÀC (see above),  

Art, 5 international Convention on the Elimination of 
AIL Fornis of Racial Discrimination ("CERD1 requiréS 
parties  to: 
'undertake  to  prohibit and to eliminate racial •diScrimination 
in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, 
without distinction as to racc,,colour, or national or ethnic 
ûrigin, to equality befere.thelaw notably,. in die enjoyment 
of the following. rightsfi inier afia: 

(1) the right to security of the person and  protection  by tht; 
Stite against viàleno Or bodily harm, whether inflicted 
hy governmeni offiCials or by any individual group or 
institution; 

(2) the right to freedom a movement and residence. within 
the border of the - State; 
thc right to freedom OÈ:thonght, conseienc• and 
religion; 

(3) 

The .described attack...à by the GCS are d scriminatply: in that they 
arc aimed cen1 y'a t the nen-,Arab Clii 1tJ u131Dn1t.populatiCn of • 
South Sudan. As such they are .a violation .o 1 a..rier5on'q rights not to 
be discrirriinated ugaingt based on race  and or  ethnic fnigin with 
respect to thc enjoyment or the rishis of sicur-rty of thefendon 
against Yiolence or bodily.  hat m,sfreedorn of movement and residence 
Within Sudan and frendurn ,of thought ;  conscience and religion. 

See Art. '5(e)(i) Clritl) (above) 

sta:te patie„ undertake to prohihi.toand to eliminate 
racial discriminalion in all its forms and to guiti-dntee ,die 
right of everyone, witheutdistinction as to rave., colour>  or 
harionid ethnic.-9rigin„to equahtY before the. law„notahiy in 
11W: enjoyment tifi inter alia [e]lconérnib,.sOcial and  cultural  
rights, in pantioular ItlIie  righrs tôlvork, free choicê.of 
entploymerit, to juSt and favourable comlitiOns veér4•,..to 
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Forced displacement 

The Gps attack's On:the civilian 
topitfation in and .aroundibe oil 
fields are for  the purpose of 
foreih/y removing,the populalion 
from the ai  ea 

International Humanitarian and Human RIghts Law Issues 

protection against uneiripIoyMent 

Common Article 3 obliges states in all circumstances to 
treat eivilians hunianely . without adVerse disfiliction and 
prohibits vioienceto life and pèrsOn and cruel treàtment, 

Art, 17 ProioCol II 

The.displact..1-nern of the civilian population shall not he 
ordered or fijed fer reasons related to th e  conflict 
unless the seenritit of the civilianS' invOlved or 
iniperative,militaiy reasoriSn..demand, Should S'ach 
diSplaeerruùits.have.  to be carried out, all p ossible 
measures shall b'e eep. in Letler thart the  civilian 
population may be received under satisfactory 
'conditions of slrelier, hygiene, health, mafety und 
nurritiOrl. 
Ci I/Alan-5 shall not be compelled co leave their own 
territory for reasons eonnecied wilh the conflict, 

The Statute of the lee lists - as:a war'crime the foi=cibte 
displaceinent of  th civil  ian population for reasons related to 
the..çonflict., Widp9reibir and 'systematic forfied 
displace- merit oftJie.ei 	population by  expulsion or 
other 'coercive aCts from their area, in furthelaneeot à state 
or orgitnizationai policy, is  a crime against humanity,. 

ilCCFR 12 'sletes , bi/er 

(1) Everyone lawfully withiu,the teriitory: of a Suite shall,, 
within that territory., have the right to liberty  of  

• 

 movement and froedurn
,  to choose  hi  s residence. 

(2) ... 
(a) 'rhu, above-mentioned rights shall..nOt bo Subieet to .any 

Foicible'displacerneitt. of.ckilian& by thek..i OS constitutes 
inhurnane . treatmenLviolence io life-and person, and'cruct treatmeni. 
Such practices by the dos are arguably war crirnes. ari1 if syste,Made, 
widespread and the produCt ofperseçution 'against an iden 
group, crimes.against.humanity. 

TbeGOS uses direct, indiscriminate attacks on civilians as a 
means' of inducing -diSpiacement. Such attacks not only kill 
indiVidual  civil  ians butterrorize the population and cause a climate  of  
insecurity. The indiscriminate attacks targeted e tbecivilian 
population violate Commun  Art 3,  and theyeannot be juhified Inul!er 
the exceptions in Art. 17(1) Protbeffl  11.  Indeed the purpose Of these' 
attacks expressly violates the prohibition in Art, 17. 

The ICRC Coninienrary to article 17 states that.the intent of ihc 
prohibition agains—t 4-creed displacement is io minimize 
displacement that is.politicallv.motivated, Forcible displacement by :  
the,GOS.  aPpuars to be. an objective of military action and 
.persecution. It is also displacement designed to gain political and 
economic advantage, 

Freedom ofmov.ement and residence' may be suspended in times 
of. genuine. einergericie£. lIewever, derogation from tnes.rights.rniist 
net be in violation Of inter  alia . the right to life; the right•notto he 
subjectÈcl to torrure.or çruel , Minimal-1 or degrading treatment,:the 
right not to be.held 	 servitude, the right to frectiona of 
ihought,.coriscienue.ancl.religion....In addition; the riglits.articulated  ii  
Ad_ 12 IC ..C.Pk may only be restricted . for the particular 'emergency 
situations  et .out in siabsection .3 law, national.sucurit 

(2) 
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International Humanitarian and Hurnan Rights Law Issues 

erisoienblig. 41«..,,is 

restrietions ex Ç€T.i L. ose which are prô.vidèd by  Law, are  
necessary to protect national seenrity, pubIld'order 
(brdre.pubric),. publk health or morals or thc rights.and 
freedoms of others, and are>consistent with the other 
rights' rewgiri2ed in the:present Covenant. 

Are. 12-(1) A,C 

19 2ver• indiVidual shall have the riàht to freedom ..of 
movement anxt reidcnee. within the border. of a Stafe . 

 provided he abides by the law."' 

Art. I l ( t) ICESCR state..Ah at the Parties recogni4c: 

"the;rigint nfeveryone to an adcquate standard of living fOr 
hinisclf arid  ho  s farnily ;-iiiely ding adequate fkiod, hûnsing 
kind  tu  the continuous improvement of living oondiltions-
The States Parties will lake approPriate Steps to ensure,the 
realization cifthis right 

'en 

=. As stated aboye, the-aitacks-  n  ciVi1iari:5 by the GOS are in 
violation of die right-to 1 ife.«The-abductions of woinen  and  children 
and.the.rape :of women. by  the  inilitias.all led with:the'GOS violate 
among other rights, the riOt. not - to be subjected  tu  cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment and the pn ffi ibi th  in  against slavery., Thereforc 
these a tt-.4cks, the flu/rose Of which is to forcibly displace the.civilian 
'population also 1,..kiiatelho rightLc of frëedorn of m6Yernent .and 
residence in  Art. 1. 2 ICCPR-and Art 1 : 2( I.) AC. 

=• The  Conimittec_on .E:conotnic Sèc  iii  anct.Cuitttral.Rights (the 
"Committee on ESCR")  bas  stated that "instances  of  forced evieion 
are prima fade  incompatible with the lequirem ontS or the Covenant, 
and ean only be justified in the mOst exéepti onal circumstances and 

kiecordan scé with thÉ relevant principles of international lawn 
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Civilians., including women and 
ehildren fércibly displaced by the, 
G .OLS have been unlawfully 
deained and confined by the 
GOS. tc. garrison towns in so-. 
called 'Peace Campe'. The 
eivijians are treated irdturnariely, 
given no services arid arc 
rE.:eired to find their'Own meartS 
of subsistence 

Wonien who,gp out to gather 
woods and grass'to build 
shelters,  food and water are Often 
followed by members oi- GOS-
anned 
triilftias, and may be rapd 
robbedLcd their wood, grnsS and 
food 

International Humanitarian and Human Flights Law Issues 

Section  B-  Humanitarian and Human Ri hts Law Issues Arisin 

Detention in Open Camps Common Art. 3 obliges states in..all - circurnstauces• t i. treat 
civilians humanely without ddvi.rL distinction and prehibit2 
violence to life and person,  cruel  treatment and Outrages 
upini persional -  diân4, in pru .ticular hutriiliating and 
degra.ding treatment. 

Art 4 Protocol ['requires, Lhat.siate.s , ln all circumstances 
treat all personslaking no aetive.part in hostllitieR. 
htiManelly. 

,Art. 9(1) ICCPR 

"Everyone has the,right to liberty arid sceurity of person. No 
one shall he subjected to arbitrary arrnt or detention. Nb 
oneshall be deprived ()This;,..xcept onsuch grounds, 
and in accordance with such procedure, as are established by 

Art. 6 ..A.0 

"Every individual shall,have,the right tO liberty and -to the 
security r his person. No (010 may be deprived or his 
freedOm 0:Cept for r.asons and cènditions previeu&y  laid  
down by law-, in particular, no one may  be arbiltarilfy 
attested or detained,," 

Ari .10(1) ICCPR 

'Ail persons deprived;of their Ebert:L. ,  shall be treated with 
humanity, and respect for thc inhererirdignity of the hum= 

pb-F.on,ri 

Art. 37(b) CRC 

Apeoreling to Deng, thC.'guarantees  iii Ail  -5( I.)(b) inAude food, 
drrnking Water, and  protection again«  the  weather and. Litt dangers of 
the armed condlibL P t() thesaine.eiienÉ us,the local eiviliàn 
popuiation". Although housing and clothing are not expressly 
mentioned, they may.be inferred frOin the "protection against 14 
rigPurs of the oïirnalg and the dan'gcr  of  the , armed 

Neithei Cominon Ardcle nor Protocol Il  codifies  file rules as up 
may he interned in an internal armed efmni.c.t 

However, the deprivation of basic  necessities to persons confined to 
.the 'Peace Camps" is a violation of the miuirernent of Common Ail. 
3 and Art_ 4 Protocol 11 to ireat persons .  r*ing  rio nctre  part  rn  the  
conflict hpmemely 	circuintarice*s 

=. For the laltly relating-to rape of women see above 

The Human Rights Cornmi ÉÉCE has erriphasized tbat this guarantee 
fi applics to anyone‘deptivéd of liberty under the, laws and authority of 
the  Ste  who is held in prisOns, hOspitals...... detention camps or 
correcri.pnal ipstitutiOns or eLsewhere h . 

Thelack ofprovision of shelter, Food and water by ihC CrOS as 
well as the [heft oeprovisions gathered from, and Jape  of, the  civiiian 
wonie„n are violattons of the rociurenlegt to treat personS depriVed of 
their liberty with hurtninity and rmec,[,, 

Detention 'Of ‘eirildren in these camps is unlikely to-nieet the 
requirements of a measure of last resor[ and . is therefore'a violation cif 
Art 37(b) of the ,CHC. 

Deuention of É.:ivilians in the9e camps is also an infringement of Cie 
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"No child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully 
or arbitrarily. The arrest, detention or imprisonment of a 
child shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used 
only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest 
appropriate period of time". 

Art. 12 1CCPR (sec above) 

Art. 12(1) AC (see above) 

Art 5(d)(i) CERD (see above) 

right of freedom of movement and freedom of residence set out in 
Art. 12 ICCPR, Art. and 12(1) AC. 

The detention of only non-Arab South Sudanese 
ChristiantAnimist civilians is also a violation of the prohibition of 
discrimination on the basis of race with respect to the right to 
exercise the freedom of movement and residence within the borders 
of one's own state. 

Dispersal of family 

The indiscriminate attacks by the 
GOS and its allies on civilians 
and civilian areas including 
villages and temporary 
settlements of IDPs has caused 
c,ivilians to flee. Ivlany parents 
are unable to find and take all 
their children with them when 
such attacks occur. As a result. 
many families arc separated. 
After attacks parents do not 
know if their children have fled 
to safety, have been killed or 
have been abducted. 

Art. 23 (1) ICCPR 

"The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of 
society and is entitled to protection by society and the 
State." 

Art. 10(1)10ESCR requires that parties recognize that: 

"The widest possible protection and assistance should be 
accorded to the family, which is the natural and fundamental 
group unit of society, particularly for  ils  establishment and 
while it is responsible for the care and education of 
dependent children ." 

Art. 18 AC 

) The effect of the GOS attacks on civilians and civilian areas is to 
cause the victims of the attacks to flee and in so doing many families 
are separated.. These attacks therefore violate the positive 
obligations incumbent on the GOS uncler the ICCPR, the ICESCR 
and the CRC, to protect the family unit, to protect children and to 
ensure that children are not separated from their families against the 
will of their parents. 

(1) "The. family shall be the natural unit and basis of 
society. It shall be protected by  the  State which shall 
take care of its physical health and moral needs. 

(2) The State shall have the duty to assist the family 
which is the custodian of morals and traditional values 
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recognized by the conununity." 

Art. 24 (1) 1CCPR guarantees that: 

"Every child, without  any  discrimination as to race., colour, 
sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property or 
birth, the right to such measures o f protection as are 
required by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, 
society or the State." 

Art. 7 (1) CRC states inter  alla  that the child, 

"as far as possible, has the right to luiow and be cared for by 
his or hcr parents". 

Art. 9 CRC provides inter alia: 

(1) States Parties shall ensure that a child is not separated 
from his or her parents against their will, except where 
competent authorities subject to judicial revievy 
determine in accordance with applicable law and 
procedures, shat such separation is necessary in the best 
interests of the child. 

(2) Where such separation results from any action initiated 
by a State party, such as the detention ;  imprisonment, 
exile, deportation or death (including death arising from 
any cause while the person is in the custody of the 
State) of one or both parents or of the child, that State 
Party shall, upon request, provide the parents, the child 
or, if appropriate, another member of the family with 
the essential information conce rning the whereabouts of 
the absent mernher(s) of the family unless the provision 
of the information would be detrimental to the well-
being of the child. ..." 
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Customary International Law and Art. 14 Protocol II 
(see above) prohibit starvation of civilians as a method of 
warfare. 

Forced to abandontnent of 
livelihood of cultivating land, 
keeping crops and livestock 

The GOS attacks on civilians and 
civilian areas have forced people 
to flee these areas. In fleeing 
these civilians have been forced 
to abandon their livelihood of 
keeping crops and tending 
livestock. COS forces and militia 
have o ften stolen livestock and 
destroyed crops. 
Even if these civilians are able to 
return to their village after the 
hostilities have ceased, the crops 
arc often destroyed or ruined 
from lack of attention and the 
livestock is gone. The general 
climate of insecurity created by 
the attacks often prohibits these 
civilians from planting more 
cropS. 

Inasmuch as the GOS attacks are aimed at forcefully displacing 
the civilians, such attacks also force these persons to abandon against 
their will their traditional form of livelihood. These attacks, 
therefore, also violate the right of these persons to make their living 
as they have chosen to do. These attacks are also contrary to thc 
obligation incumbent on the GOS to "take appropriate steps to 
safeguard this right. 

International humanitarian law recognizes the right to 
humanitarian access. Frequent GOS flight bans to areas where 
displaced persons are concentrated may constitute a violation of the 
right of those civilians to humanitarian access. 

In addition, these flight bans mean that humanitatian organisations 
have no ability to provide food and other assistance to the population 
of IDPs. As a result many of these IDPs have no means of 
subsistence. This is tantamount to using hunger as a weapon and 
violates the customary international law rule (noted above) which 
prohibits the use of starvation as a methcxl of warfare. 

Denial of access to 
humanitarian/medical 
assistance 

The GOS have denied and 
continue to deny flight access in 
certain areas of the WUN to 
PvTF and other NGOs who 
provide food assistance to IDPs 
inside Southern Sudan. In 
particular access is currently 
denied in the areas of Ruweng 

Article 6 ICESCR 

"The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the 
right to work, which includes the right everyone to the 
opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely 
chooses or accepts, and will take appropriate steps to 
safeguard this right." 
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According to the ICRC, fear of diversion of food aid to enemy 
forces provides no legal justification for refusing passage of food aid. 

The wounded and sick displaced persons who fall under the 
control of a party to the conflict are entitled to medical care, whether 
or not they previously committed hostile acts. 

Deng suggests that inasmuch as "as article 7 of Protocol II merely 
clarifies and elaborates on the pre-existing duty in common article 3 
to provide the v.rounded and sick with medical care, il  should be 
regarded as customary law. 

The GOS acts which prevent access by humanitarian workers and 
their attacks on IDPs seine of whom are sick and wounded violate the 
fundamental obligations in Common Art. 3, Art,  7(2) Protocol H, Art 
17(1) Protocol II (see above) and customary international law. 

Deng further states that although Common Art, 3 is silent on the 
question of access by relief workers to persons in need once the state 
party has consented to offers of humanitarian relief, "[e] onsent to 
such access, which is indispensable to the provision of relief, must be 
presumed from the acceptance of the organization's offer of 
humanitarian services". 

Common Art. 3 does not expressly provide for protection of 
humanitarian relief workers or their relief bases or compounds. 
However, as persons who are taking no active part in the conflict, 
thefse workers are protected under Common Art. 3 and customary 
international law. Thus, the GOS bombing and destruction of the 
Medair compound violates both Common Art. 3 and the rule of 
customary international law which prohibits attacks against civilian 
and civilian objects. 

--z> The Committee on ESCR has stated that the deprivation of any 
significant number of persons "of essential primary health care" 
constitutes a violation of the Covenant unless the State concerned can 
demonstrate ''that every effort has been made to usc all resources that 

County and Un.ity State in and 
around the oil fields whic,h have 
been subject to major GOS 
offensives. 

The indiscriminate attacks by the 
GOS and its allies on civilians 
and civilian area_s including 
villages and temporary 
settlements of1DPs has caused 
eivilians to flee. Civilians have 
fled to the swamps, to other 
villages and to temporary 
settlements. Because of the lack 
of food, shelter, clothing, clean 
water and mosquito nets, many 
IDPs have fallen ill and are 
dying. In particular, the children 
and elderly are most vulnerable 
to disease and death. 

As mentioned above, in the 
course of these attacks on 
civilians and civilian areas  the 

 GOS has destroyed and looted 
NGO compounds. 

These attacks and the 
monitoring of the radio network 
of one organisation has resulted 
in humanitarian organisations 
pulling their operations out of 
certain areas in the WUN 
because they arc too dangerous. 

Common Art. 3(2) requires that the parties to the conflict 
parties to collect and care for thc wounded and sick without 
conditions. It further states: 

"An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International 
Committee of the Red Cross, may offer its services to the 
Parties to the conflict." 

Art. 7(2) Protocol If 

"In all circumstances [the wounded and sick] shall be 
treated humanely and shall receive, to the fullest extent 
practicable and with the least possible delay, the medical 
care and attention required by their condition. There shall 
be no distinction among them founded on any grounds other 
than medical ones." 

The Statute of the 1CC lists  as a war crime in internal 
conflicts: 

intentionally directing attacks against medical units; . 
intentionally directing attacks against personnel, 
installations, material, units or vehicles involved in a 
humanitarian assistance mission, as long as they are 
entitled to the protection given to civilians or civilian 
objects under the law of anned conflict and; 
intentionally directing attacks against hospitals and 
places wlnere the sick and wounded  are  collected, 
provided they are not military objectives. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
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are at its disposition". 

The continuing attacks by the CiOS on civilians and civilian area_s 
make it too dangerous for humanitarian workers to operate in certain 
areas in the WUN and in particular in much of Ruweng County and 
Unity State. As a result the civilian population which is in dire need 
of humanitarian assistance (both medical attention and food) is 
deprived of this necessary aid. This is therefore also a violation of 
the GOS obligations under the ICESCR, the AC and the CRC to 
ensure that civilians — men, women, children and the elderly — have 
access to and receive necessary medical treatment. 

Art. 12 10ESCR 

(1) The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize 
the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of physical and mental health. 

(2) The steps to be taken by the Sates Parties ... to achieve 
the full realization of this right shall include ... (c) the 
prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, 
occupational or other diseases; (d) the creation of 
conditions which assure to all medical service and 
medical attention in case of sickness." 

Art. 16 AC 

Every individual shall have the right to enjoy the best 
attainable state of physical and mental health. 
States parties to the present Charter shall take the 
necessary measures to protect the health of their people 
and to ensure that they receive medical attention when 
they are sick. 

Art. 5(e)(iv) CERD requires States parties to guarantee to 
each person, without discrimination, equality in the 
enjoyment of the right to public health, medic-al care and 
social services. 

Art. 24 CRC 

States Parties recognize the right of the child to the 
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health 
and to facilities for the treatment of illness and 
rehabilitation of health. States parties shall strive to 
ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of 
access to such health care services. 
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(2) 	States Parties shall pursue full implementation of this 
right and, in particular, shall take appropriate measures 
(a) to diminish infant and child mortality; (b) to ensure 
the provision of necessary medical assistance and 

. health care to all children with emphasis on the 
development of primary heath care; (c) to combat 
disea.se and malnutrition, including, within the 
framework of pritnary health care ... through the 
provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean 
drinking water ....'' 

Art. 18 AC 

"The aged and the disabled shall also have the right to 
special measures of protection in keeping with their physical 
or moral needs." 

Denial of access to food, water 	Common Art. 3 (see above) 	 = Deng points out that while the rights to food and water are not 
clothing and housing 	 explicitly mentioned in Common Art. 3, these rights, to the extent 

Art. 6(1) 1CCPR  (Sec  above) 	 they are necessary for survival, should be regarded as inherent in the 
guarantee of humane treatment contained in Common Art. 3. 

These civilians, once displace,d 	Art. 4 AC (Sec  above) 
have no yield from crops, no 	 => Forcible displacement of the civilians in the \WIN! which inter 
seeds to plant and the climate of 	Art. 6 CRC (See above) 	 cilia prevents these persons f-rom cultivating, and producing food 
in.sccurity inhibits cultivation in 	 necessary for survival violates the right to be free from hunger and, in 
any  case.  Those who have fled 	Art. 11(1) 10ESCR (Sec above) 	 addition violates positive obligations incumbent on the CiOS under 
to the swamps are often without 	 Art. I I ICESCR. 
fishing equipment. Without food 	Art. 11(2) 10ESCR 
those people are reliant on According to the Committee on ESCR, a "State party in which any 
humanitarian food drops, gra.ss 	"The States Parties to the present Covenant recognizing the 	significant number of individuals is deprived of essential foodstuffs, 
and leaves for survival. 	 fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger, shall 	of essential primary health care, of basic shelter and housing, or of 

take, individually and through international co-operation, 	the most basic forms of education is, prima facie, tailing to discharge 
Displaced civilians build 	the measures, including specific, programmes, which are 	its obligations under the Covenant" unlem it can "detnonstrate that 
ternporary tukuls or hide in the 	needed: 	 every effort has been made to use all resources that are at its 
swamps for shelter. 	 disposition in an effort, to satisfy, as a matter of priority, those 

(1) To improve methods of production, conservation and 	minimum obligations". In addition the Committee noted that the 
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distribution of food by making full use of technical and 
scientific knowledge, by disseminating knowledge of 
the principles of nutrition and by developing or 
reforming agrarian systems in such a way as to achieve 
the most efficient development and utilization of natural 
resources; 

(2) Taking into account the problems of both food-
importing and food-exporting countries, to ensure and 
equitable distribution of world food supplies in relation 
to need. 

Art. 27 CRC provides that inter alia: 

State Parties recognize the right of every child to a 
standard of living adequate for the child's physical, 
mental, spiritual, moral and social development. ... 

(2) States Parties, in accordance with national conditions 
and within their means, shall take appropriate 
measures to assist parents and others responsible for 
the child to implement this right and shall in case of 
need provide material assistance and support 
programmes, particularly with regard to nutrition, 
clothing and housing." 

Many I1) 1' s have lost their 
clothing and personal 
possessions through looting and 
being forced to flee from their 
homes . 

( 1 ) 
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human right to adequate hou,sing is of central importance to the 
enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights and it dismissed 
a "narrow or restrictive" interpretation of the right in favour of one 
viewing it as a "right to live somel.vhere in security, peace and 
dignity". 

The right to be free from hunger relates to the non-derogable right 
to life. Inasmuch as the actions of the GOS against the civilian 
population are the cause of widspread hunger, starvation, sickness 
and death, they violate the fundaincntal non-derogable right to life, 
the right to an adequate standard of living including adequate food 
and housing as prescribed in Art. 11(1) ICESCR, as well as the right 
of "every child to a standard of living adequate for the child's 
physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development". 

According to the Human Rights Committee protection of the right 
to life requires positive measures. 
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